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ABSTRACT 
Experiments have been performed using the 2 MV Van de Graaff dust accelerator facility of the 
University of Kent at Canterbury. Iron dust particles were accelerated towards a glass target. 
Velocities in the range 5-20 km s'1 were attained for particles of mass 10-" - 10"14 kg. Intensity of 
the resulting light flash was then measured for two different wavelengths and the temperature of 
the ejecta cloud was found assuming black body emission. 
Experimental results were compared against one dimensional predictions based on equilibrium 
thermodynamics. A Mie-Gruneisen equation of state was assumed for the glass target. Shock 
state and subsequent release gave an estimation for the temperature. 
Finally, a simple model was constructed to simulate glass hypervelocity impacts with the use of 
hydrocodes. Although numerical and computational deficiencies limited the use of hydrocodes to 
predict ejecta cloud temperatures, it was possible to use the model to estimate the dimensions of 
the impact craters on glass and compare them with published data. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
The near Earth space environment is a potentially dangerous place for spacecraft. The reason is 
that both man-made space debris and micrometeoroids orbit the Earth, such objects may impact 
on the velocity range of 5 to 30 km s"1. Spacecraft surfaces may be penetrated and, in the limit, 
spacecraft can be destroyed. In recent years, extensive research has been being conducted to 
characterise the effects on spacecraft structural materials subjected to hypervelocity impacts. 
Whole conferences and symposia are now devoted in answering questions and giving new 
insights to material phenomena under hypervelocity impacts. 
Hypervelocity impacts do not happen only on spacecraft. They are typical at solar system 
bodies such as planets and satellites. The surface of the Moon, for instance, is covered with large 
craters due to impacts of objects such as comets and asteroids. The extinction of the dinosaurs, 
here on Earth, was probably due to the impact of a large comet on the Yucatan peninsula. 
Although plate tectonic movements and subsequent resurfacing on Earth erodes most of the 
earlier craters, some are clearly visible such as the one at Arizona, known as the Barringer crater. 
But what is a hypervelocity impact? For some people, all the impact speeds above 5 km 
s" are considered as hypervelocity, while for others this happens only when the impact speed 
exceeds the target's and projectile's stress wave speed (whether this speed should be the 
Hugoniot shock, the low-pressure bulk, the longitudinal, or the shear velocity is not clear). 
Another definition may be whenever gross plastic flow occurs in a rotational flow pattern and the 
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stress approximates the Bernoulli law for fluids. However, most people in the field would agree 
that an impact at 1 km s'' is not hypervelocity but one at 15 km s"1 clearly is. The definition may 
well need to be chosen for the particular phenomenon in test. 
One of the materials that is currently being used on spacecraft is glass. It is used in solar 
panel arrays, space shuttle windows, COLUMBUS viewports of the international space station 
and in optical sensors looking for missile launch etc. Although it is of increasing importance in 
space purposes, glass has been a material under study only for the case of ballistic impacts" 
where the impact velocity rarely exceeds 1 km s'1. Studies of glass under hypervelocity impact 
are limited. For instance, Alwes (1990)2) performed impacts and numerical simulations on glass 
for testing the glass panes of the COLUMBUS Space Station Viewports. The velocity covered a 
range of 0.8 to 9.2 km s'`. A later, but questionable, study is performed by McSherry (1996)3) 
where she performed numerical simulations on glass for testing the behaviour of the Hubble 
Space Telescope (HST) solar arrays. The latest and most complete attempt to study both 
experimentally and computationally glass under hypervelocity impact comes from Taylor 
(1996)4'5). She spanned a velocity range of 1.7 to 8.60 km s'1, projectile density of 0.8 to 10 g cm 
3 and size of 48 to 2500 µm. However, all the above studies were concentrated on the final 
dimensions of the glass crater. 
Because of the high pressures involved during a hypervelocity impact, material from 
both target and projectile may be ejected, often referred to as the ejecta cloud. This cloud 
contains material at different states and velocities. The leading edge, which has been subjected to 
the highest pressures, is usually in a gaseous state followed by melted material and fine grains. 
Solid pieces of material may follow. In extremely high impact velocities, ion production is 
possible, if the energy transfer from the impact is high enough to `strip' the electrons from their 
atoms. Hot ions and gases, glow and emit light as they cool down to ambient temperatures. There 
is, therefore, a light flash associated with a hypervelocity impact. 
Light flash production - emission from hypervelocity processes can be seen during the 
night in clear atmospheric conditions. Who has not looked, late at night, at the stars at a clear 
summer night making a wish when a `shooting star' appear? However, this 'shooting star' is 
nothing but a meteoroid entering the Earth's atmosphere. As it enters our planet at immense 
velocities both meteoroid and atmosphere gases are heated to extreme temperatures. This causes 
the ionisation of both materials and hence the beautiful phenomenon we have all observed. Large 
scale impacts on planetary surfaces or natural satellites, except from big craters, also produce 
large amounts of hot ejecta. Ejecta dust from the impact that exterminated the dinosaurs were 
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found all over the world. Indeed, Iridium findings at the Cratesious-Tertiary boundary confirmed 
the hypothesis of the dinosaur extinction by a large impact. Small gravitational differences in the 
Yucatan peninsula confirmed the exact location of the event. The latest recorded impact 
happened in Southern Greenland on December 91h 1997,05. llam local time. The flashes 
observed in conjunction with the meteorite were so bright as to turn night into daylight at a 
distance of 100 kilometres and could be compared to the light of a nuclear explosion in the 
atmosphere 6). An ever larger scale of impact on another planet (Jupiter) of our Solar System was 
observed when the comet Shoemaker-Levy 9, disintegrated in orbit by the Jupiter's strong 
gravitational field, impacted the planet. The fireball of the hot ejected material was seen even by 
the old space probe Voyager which was 70 A. U. away from the sun. 
Light flash production in the laboratory has started with the work by Friichtenicht in 
1965') and continued with Rollins (1968)8). The most detailed study comes from Eichhorn (1975- 
1978)9"12). He used the 2 MV Van de Graaff dust accelerator to accelerate different sub-micron 
metal projectiles to various metals. He found that the light energy from the flash was dependent 
on the material. For the same impact velocity and target material, the light energy could vary by a 
factor of 4 for different projectiles. Although Eichhorn conducted extensive light flash studies 
for different materials, he limited himself to metals. More recent attempts to study light flash 
production from materials other than metals come from Burchell et al. (1996)13"14) where they 
impacted iron dust onto water ice and Medina et al. (1996)15) where the target materials were 
specimen of sunshade and outer lens of sensors (also known as bahngmeters) used on satellites to 
monitor earth-based launch activity. 
The ejecta cloud formation and motion itself has immediate applications to geology and 
Solar System sciences. It has been suggested in the past that the Moon may be an accumulation 
of impact ejecta from a primordial mantle of the Earth 16). In addition, the origin of the majority of 
asteroids and asteroidal families may be closely related to the impact disruption of the parent 
bodies and to the ejection of the fragments away from the gravitational field of the planetesimal. 
The two Voyager missions have shown that water ice is abundant in the outer Solar System and 
in particular several satellites of the gaseous planets are covered with ice. Impact cratering on 
these icy satellites will produce ejecta, which if travelling fast enough can escape the parent 
body. This idea has been put forward as a contributor to the origin of rings of Saturn, Jupiter and 
Neptune. It thus, becomes apparent that studies of the ejecta cloud such as light flash, ejecta 
velocities and mass distribution are crucial in the understanding of our Solar System. 
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As mentioned earlier, if the impact velocity is high enough, materials will ionise and a 
mass spectrometry of the positive ions can allow the atomic species to be identified. Such a 
spectrometer is part of the Cosmic Dust Analyser (CDA)'7 which flies on the joint 
Cassini/Huygens mission to Jupiter. The mission will encounter particles in the interplanetary 
space and CDA will try to establish its composition. Part of CDA's calibration which took place 
in the University of Kent at Canterbury included the estimation of the velocity threshold for 
impact ion production for different projectile-target material combinations17). 
The main research area of this thesis is the study of light flash during a hypervelocity 
impact process, mainly the temperature of the ejected material, using three techniques; 
theoretical, experimental and computational. These techniques are divided into three main 
chapters. A brief description of each chapter is given. 
Chapter 2 provides the theoretical background required for the understanding of an 
impact. The three different stages of a cratering event are summarised and discussed. Material 
behaviour under dynamical loading and basic shock wave physics are presented. Therefore 
equation of state theories, basic thermodynamics and constitutive response are discussed and 
their fundamental equations are described. Finally, a brief description of hydrocodes is also 
given. Hydrocodes are the available numerical techniques for simulating various impacts and, in 
general, highly dynamical events. 
Chapter 3 uses some of the theoretical foundations established in Chapter 2 to derive the 
equations needed for calculating the ejecta cloud temperatures and velocities from first 
principles. For that reason a simple computer program has been written based on these principles. 
These equations, together with the code, are then used to estimate the ejects cloud temperature 
when iron impacts soda-lime glass. In addition, the same program has also been used to estimate 
the velocity threshold for ion production needed for the calibration of the CDA, since the same 
physics applies. Finally, as part of the theoretical calculations, ejecta velocity for icy surfaces 
are made using the same principles. 
Chapter 4 describes experiments performed using the 2 MV Van de Graaff dust 
accelerator facility of the University of Kent at Canterbury. Iron dust particles were accelerated 
towards a glass target. Velocities in the range 5-20 km s"' were attained for particles of mass 10.17 
- 10"14 kg. The intensity of the resulting light flash was then measured for two different 
wavelengths and the temperature of the ejecta cloud was found assuming black body radiation 
emission. 
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Chapter 5 describes the equations used by hydrocodes to calculate temperatures and 
compare them against the equations derived in chapters 2 and 3. As established from chapter 2, 
hydrocode simulations require parameters that are unique for each material. That is why a simple 
model for glass is presented. This model is then calibrated against experimental results 
performed by Taylor (1996)4) and compared against hydrocode results) using the Johnson- 
Holmquist (J-H) brittle material models) already explained in chapter 2. Differences between 
results on experiments and simulations are presented and discussed. Suggestions for further 
development of the J-H model are also given. 
Both ways of calculating temperatures (hydrocode and theory from chapters 2 and 3) 
seem to be equivalent and although the theory behind hydrocode temperature calculations are 
rigorous, there were several deficiencies that prevented accurate calculations of temperature. 
These deficiencies are presented and discussed. 
Finally, chapter 6 provides the conclusions of this 3 year research program and gives 
future suggestions for continuing the project. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Hypervelocity Impact Dynamics 
2.1 Introduction 
The formation of a crater starts when the impactor first contacts the target and finishes with the 
final motions of the material inside the crater and the deposited debris around the rim. There are 
different physical processes that govern crater formation throughout its duration. For instance, 
during the first moments of the impact, the energy transfer can be so immense that both projectile 
and target may melt and/or vaporise. Therefore, a good description of their thermodynamic 
properties is required. However, different materials exhibit different strength under shock 
loading. Hence, material characterisation under dynamic loading is also important in the process 
of impact formation. In addition, in the case of planetary impacts, gravity of the target becomes 
important in the development of the final dimensions of the crater and the deposition of the 
debris around the crater rim and around the planetary body as well. Therefore, one can say that 
crater formation is a very complicated phenomenon. If the process could be split into different 
regimes where various types of physical behaviour dominate, then it should be easier to 
comprehend. 
Although the duration of the process may vary according to the dimensions of the 
projectile and target, in general, is very short. For a planetary impact, it is of the order of a few 
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minutes, while for an impact in a laboratory, it may last only a few microseconds. In any case, it 
is impossible to study real cratering events in a precise detail. That is why, numerical modelling 
is very often used. Special computer packages have been developed, usually referred to as 
hydrocodes, which deal with non linear processes such as impacts. 
The goal of this chapter is to review some of the principles that govern an impact process 
and its modelling. For that reason this chapter is divided into three main sections. The first gives 
an overview of the model, first proposed by Gault et al. (1968)D and described in Melosh 
(1989)2) for the three stages of an impact (contact or compression, excavation and modification). 
The second section describes the behaviour of the materials during these stages. Finally, an 
overview is given concerning hydrocodes, i. e. what they are and how they can be used to give an 
insight about an impact process. 
2.2 Stages of a Cratering Process 
2.2.1 Contact and Compression Stage 
This first stage of impact cratering begins when the projectile contacts the target surface. Shock 
waves propagate to both impactor and target originating at the point (or points for irregular 
impactors) where the projectile first touches the target's surface. Shock pressures developed 
during the early stages generally reach hundreds of GPa and thus far exceed the yield strength of 
both projectile and target. Therefore, both materials can be treated as fluids. The maximum 
pressure at the interface can be found using the Hugoniot relations, which relate the properties 
of the material behind and ahead of the shock. These are explained in section 2.3.2. The 
travelling shock front contributes to the deceleration of the projectile while the forward travelling 
shock will compress the target material. The shock wave traversing the projectile reaches its rear 
surface after time t=L /usp where L is the diameter of the projectile and u, p is the shock wave 
speed in the projectile material. When it reaches the rear surface, it is reflected back into the 
compressed projectile material as a rarefaction or release wave. Spallation, may eject a small 
fraction of the projectile's rear as lightly shocked debris, but most of the projectile unloads from 
high pressure and thus expands, usually, into the melt and/or vapour regime. This is discussed in 
more detail in section 2.3.3.7. The unloading phase ends when the rarefaction reaches the 
projectile-target interface. The rarefaction, travelling at speed cR with respect to the projectile, 
must traverse its compressed thickness (po/p)L and so the duration of the unloading phase is tR 
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=(po/p)U CR, where po and p are the densities of the unshoched and shocked projectile material, 
respectively. In addition, there are release waves from the lateral surfaces, as well. Thus, the 
projectile is essentially turned inside out and residues may be smeared out along the inside of the 
rapidly expanding crater cavity. In this stage, most of the projectile's initial kinetic energy is 
transferred to the target. 
But release waves emanating from the target free surfaces are travelling inside it as well. 
Thus from the interface vaporised target material may eject. For extreme conditions, even 
plasma production is possible for both materials. 
Contact and compression is the shortest of all the stages, lasting only as long as the shock 
wave and subsequent rarefaction take to transverse the projectile. Its duration depends upon the 
projectile's size, composition, and impact velocity. It may be as brief as a nanosecond, for an 
fpm particle impacting at 2 km s"'. Since the time scale of this stage is very short, the crater in 
the target has not evolved much. In fact only a small fraction of it is opened during this stage. 
Most of the crater formation takes place in the subsequent excavation stage. 
2.2.2 Excavation Stage 
The excavation stage comes immediately after the contact and compression stage ends. During 
this stage a more-or-less hemispherical wave propagates into the target. This shock and the 
following rarefaction set target material in motion, initiating a subsonic excavation flow that 
eventually opens the crater. The shock wave expands and weakens, decaying to an elastic wave 
as it engulfs more target material. The velocity acquired by the material is directed radially away 
from the impact site immediately behind the shock wave. However, rarefaction waves 
propagating downward from free surfaces create an upward directed pressure gradient behind the 
shock, which adds an upward component to the radial velocity, ultimately producing an upward 
and outward excavation flow. Near the impact site, where the pressure is high the target may 
vaporise or melt upon unloading. However, as we go further inside the target the shock wave is 
reduced to a stress one and material is simply ejected from the target because of the excavation 
flow. 
The masses and temperatures of melted or vaporised material are determined almost 
exclusively by the dynamics of the expanding shock wave. However, by contrast, the shape and 
size of the final crater are almost exclusively determined by the details of the excavation flow, 
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and its interaction with the target's strength. Thus, for a full description of impact processes, 
strength models should be introduced (discussed in section 2.4). 
2.2.3 Modification Stage 
The modification stage begins after the crater has been fully excavated. Reactions in the target 
may happen, once stress waves have been attenuated to a level that no longer causes flow or 
gross plastic deformation. The more important of such target reactions are elastic/inelastic 
recovery of the crater; brittle spalling at the free surface of the crater and recrystallisation of the 
material in the area beneath the visible crater. 
As the dimensional scales increases, one may go from strength dominated regimes to 
ones were gravity has a significant role to playa) . Hence, collapse 
due to gravity may happen: 
slump terraces form on the wall and central peaks rise in the interior. Great mountain rings may 
appear in and around still larger craters. 
2.3 Material Characterisation under Shock Wave Loading 
2.3.1 Introduction 
In this section a way to calculate temperatures from first principles of the material under shock 
wave loading will be presented using Equation Of State (EOS) theories. However, before doing 
so, a description of shock waves and EOS theories are needed. 
In 3-D (x, y, z) space the state of stress in a continuous medium is defined at a given point 
by six stress components: a,,, aYY, ate, axy, ayZ, a,,, . However, it is possible to choose a rotated 
set of co-ordinate axes so that axy=ayz=q, x. Any three orthogonal axes that satisfy this condition 
are called principal axes for the given point. The stresses in the direction of the principal axes on 
surfaces normal to these axes are called principal stresses and are usually denoted by 019 a2, and 
a3 and the shear stresses a12=a23=a3i=O. Each of the stresses is usually described in terms of an 
average stress, assumed to be the hydrostatic pressure, and a deviatoric (plasticity) term which is 
related to the shear stress in plane shock propagation. The stress components are given by 
a; =-P+S; Vi=1,2,3 (2.3.1.1) 
where P is the hydrostatic pressure (defined as the negative mean of the three principal stresses, 
i. e. -P=(a, +a2+ß3)/3) determined by Equation of State Theories (EOS) and Si are deviator 
stresses described by Strength Models. The negative sign for the hydrostatic pressure P follows 
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from the usual notation that stresses are positive in tension and negative in compression (the 
opposite to that for pressure). 
As with the stresses, the strain components e; are defined as the sum of a mean normal 
strain c and deviatoric strain components A1,02, and 03, that is 
ei=-c +O, Vi=1,2,3 (2.3.1.2) 
and c= -(el+e2+e3)/3, with similar expressions for the strain rate components. 
From the above equations we can derive: 
S, +S2+S3=e, +e2+e, =o (2.3.1.3) 
The concept of elastic distortion is that if the material is loaded and subsequently 
unloaded, all the distortion energy is recovered and the material will come to its initial state. 
However, real materials are unable to support large shear stresses. If the distortion is too great, 
the material will reach its elastic limit and begin to distort non-elastically. If the material is 
subsequently unloaded only the elastic distortion energy will be recovered and the material will 
suffer permanent plastic strain. The transition to the plastic flow and the description of the elastic 
limit is given by the von Mises criterion 4). It is a simple and convenient criterion to apply in that 
it defines a smooth and continuous yield surface and is a good approximation at high stress 
levels. The von Mises criterion states that, given the principal stresses 01,02 and ß3 the local 
yield condition is 
((T, 
-a2)2 +((72 -a3)Z +(a3 -(7i)2 = 2Y2 (2.3.1.4) 
where Y is the yield stress in a state of uniaxial stress. Using Equation. (2.3.1.1) the above 
relation can be written as 
(s, 
- s2 
)2 +(S2-S3 )2 +(S3- s1)2 = 2Y2 (2.3.1.5) 
which with Equation. (2.3.1.3) may be reduced to 
s; +s2+s3=2Y 2/3 (2.3.1.6) 
Thus the onset of yielding, i. e. of plastic flow, is purely a function of the deviatoric stresses 
(distortion) and does not depend upon the value of the local hydrostatic pressure unless the yield 
stress Y itself is a function of pressure, as is the case for some strength models discussed later. 
Consider, now, the uniaxial strain state for an elastic-perfectly plastic material (no strain 
hardening). A body is in a state of uniaxial, or one-dimensional, strain when deformation is 
confined solely to one direction. For example, flyer plate impact experiments performed to 
characterise material properties, provide a uniaxial strain condition state because deformation 
cannot occur in directions normal to the direction of motion. Thus e2=e3=0 and s2=s3=-sl/2. If, in 
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addition the maximum shear stress t the material can withstand is (a1-02)/2, then from Equations 
(2.3.1.1) through (2.3.1.6) we get that 
ßi=P+4t/3 (2.3.1.7) 
Therefore the longitudinal stress is shared between the average hydrostatic pressure and the 
superimposed shear. However, for an elastic-perfectly plastic material the shear strength is 
constant. Hence, if ai is much higher than the shear strength, Equation (2.3.1.7) gives the 
approximation that 61=P. Thus the material has no significant strength and behaves almost like a 
fluid. This is the case for most planetary impacts where the impact velocity can reach 30 km s"t. 
Let us now give a definition of a shock wave. Consider first a typical stress vs. strain 
curve, illustrated in Figure 2.1. The slope at each point on the curve represents speed propagation 
of a wave. Thus all the waves up to the elastic limit will travel at the same velocity governed by 
the slope of OA, i. e. Ce=[(K+4G/3)/p0]'n . However, 
if B represents the maximum stress in an 
impact, a dual wave structure will develop. A somewhat slower moving plastic wave travelling at 
a velocity governed by the slope AB, will follow the elastic precursor travelling at Ce. Because 
the stress-strain curve for most materials is concave up, as shown in Fig. 2.1, a stress level will 
be reached, point C, where the elastic and plastic waves have the same velocity. In this case, we 
have an elastic precursor and a plastic wave moving together at a velocity given by the slope OC 
which is identical to the slope OA. Finally, at even higher pressures, point D, only a single 
plastic wave exists which travels at a velocity, governed by the slope OD, which exceeds the 
elastic precursor velocity. In this case, we talk about a shock wave (pressure discontinuity) 
travelling inside the material. 
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Figure 2.1: 
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2.3.2 Hugoniot Relations 
The equations governing the behaviour of shock waves are derived by applying the laws of 
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, subject to the following assumptions: 
a) The shock front is a discontinuity; 
b) There is thermodynamic equilibrium immediately ahead and behind the shock front. 
The derivation of the Hugoniot relations is given in the Appendix A. Here we present only their 
formulation. 
" From mass conservation: 
Po us =p (u; up) (2.3.2.1) 
" From momentum conservation: 
ß-6o=Po Us up (2.3.2.2) 
" From energy conservation: 
E- Eo =1/z (a + (Yo) (Vo - V)=up2/2 (2.3.2.3) 
where ao, po, Vo, Eo, are the longitudinal stress, density, specific volume and specific internal 
energy before the shock respectively, a, p, V, E are the values after the shock, u, is the shock 
velocity, and u, is the velocity that the material has acquired after the shock has passed. 
However, for large pressures, the above stress may be interchanged with the hydrostatic pressure 
P, and a third assumption is added, that is, the material has no strength. The above equations 
have five unknown variables, namely, us, p, up, a and E. We add a fourth equation to the three 
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above, the Equation Of State (EOS) which relates P, V, and E. This will be discussed in the 
following section. Finally, a fifth equation comes from shock wave experiments which showed 
that a simple relation exists between the shock and particle relation, that is 
us=co + Sup 1 
(2.3.2.4) 
Where co is the low pressure bulk sound speed for a material with no shear strength, i. e. co 
=(K/p)"2 ,K 
is the bulk modulus and S is an experimentally determined material constant. This 
linear relation often provides a good description up to 10 km/s. At higher velocities, and thus 
higher pressures, U. is more commonly written in the form 
us=a+bup+cup2, 
with a, b, c constants. 
(2.3.2.5) 
Departures from linearity of Equation (2.3.2.4), were usually traced to porosity, or phase 
transitions. 
Using the Hugoniot relations, that is Equations (2.3.2.1) - (2.3.2.2), with Equations 
(2.3.2.4) or (2.3.2.5) is possible to obtain an expression for the shock pressure with respect to the 
volume. 
Cö(V0-V) PH(V) =2 (2.3.2.6) [Vo-S(V0-V)j 
PH(V) _ 
(2.3.2.7) 
The above expressions constitute the principal Hugoniot curves for a given material. However, 
although the Hugoniot curves are described by an equation of the form P= P(V), each point on 
that curve has a value of E associated with it. It is thus a locus of possible shock states and not 
the thermodynamic path that the material will follow in order to reach the final state. That is, it 
was assumed that the shock front is a discontinuity, hence the material `jumps' from the original 
state to the final one given by the Hugoniot curve along a line connecting the two states known 
as the Rayleigh line. 
Finally, it is possible to derive an expression between the impact velocity Uo and the 
shock pressure PH, using the Hugoniot relations. Immediately after first contact (in the beginning 
of the contact and compression stage), two shocks propagate away from the interface, one 
travelling into the projectile and the other travelling downward into the target. The shocks inside 
2a 2(V" -V 
[Vo 
- b(V0 - V)]2 - 2ac(Vo - V)2 + 
[Vo 
- b(Vo - V)] 
[Vo 
- b(Vo - V)f - 4ac[Vo - b(Vo - V)12 
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the target and projectile are both raised to the same high pressure and must travel together with 
the same particle velocity, since neither interpenetration nor separation can occur. The 
unshocked projectile is moving at Uo in the target's rest frame, so that if u' is the particle 
velocity behind the shock in the projectile's rest frame, then the same material moves at speed 
(U0 - uPP) from the target's point of view. Similarly, if the shock wave in the projectile moves at 
speed ups with respect to unshocked projectile material, then it moves at (U0 - uP8) with respect to 
the target. The equality of particle velocity in both projectile and target thus requires 
ut =U0-u, (2.3.2.8) 
where u`p is the change in particle velocity across the shock in the target. Using the above 
equation, together with the first Hugoniot relations for both projectile and target we may deduce 
that 
z 
Uo = 1+ 
Vp VH 
P(V0 - VH) (2.3.2.9) 
0H 
Let as consider a specific example. Suppose that a stainless steel projectile of density 
7.896 g/cm3 impacts a 2024 aluminium target of density 2.785 g cm 3. If the pressure is 100 GPa, 
then the impact velocity using Equation (2.3.2.9) is 5.32 km/s. 
2.3.3 Equation Of State Theories 
An EOS is a functional relationship of the thermodynamic variables hydrostatic pressure P, 
density p (or specific volume V=1/p), and specific internal energy E. It can be written as 
f(P, V, E) =0 and represents a surface in the PVE space, The PV isotherm (T=constant), isentrope 
(S=constant), and shock Hugoniot (the locus of all possible states that can be reached by using a 
single shock from a given initial state) are particular curves on this surface. The EOS is different 
for different materials. 
In order to construct an EOS we can divide the problem into separate and tractable 
partss). The simplest problem is one in which there are no phase transitions or chemical reactions. 
For a single phase and a single chemical component, it is common to assume that the 
thermodynamic functions can be written as the sum of several terms that are approximately 
independent of each other. The Helmholtz free energy is then given by 
F(p, T) = E, (p)+ FT(p, T) (2.3.3.1) 
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The pressure P and internal energy E can be written in a similar form. Definitions of the terms in 
Equation (2.3.3.1) are most easily given for a solid. Ec is the internal energy of the zero-Kelvin 
isotherm, that is the energy of the system when all the electrons are in the ground state and the 
nuclei in a perfect lattice. This term accounts for both cohesive forces that give rise to condensed 
phases and the repulsive forces that determine most of the response to compression. 
Atoms in a material are set into motion by heating. That is, a definite energy and 
pressure are connected with the thermal motion of the atoms. At temperatures of the order of 
thousands of degrees and above, the thermal excitation of the electrons plays an important role. 
The second term FT of Equation (2.3.3.1) corresponds to thermal contributions. This term can be 
broken up into three parts. One part corresponds to vibrations of atoms (or rather their nuclei) 
about their equilibrium lattice positions. The second part is for molecular substances (the 
contribution from internal vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom should be taken into 
account). The last contribution is due to thermal excitation and ionisation and becomes important 
at high temperatures. 
Even in the 'normal' region when the material is shock-compressed by a factor of 2 
(p / po =2 and P-0.1- 0.2 TPa ), the irreversible shock heating leads to a temperature rise of 
a few electron volts. These temperatures are much higher than the melting temperature at normal 
density. We can extrapolate the above theory to the liquid regime by neglecting the effects of 
liquid disorder, on the basis that at any given instant the local environment experienced by an 
atom in a liquid is about the same as in the corresponding solid. However, for satisfactory 
results, models based on the condensed matter theories cannot be extrapolated very far into the 
fluid range without some changes. Realistic theories of liquids and dense gases have become 
available only recently and still have limitations. For further information one can refer to SK 
Sikka et al. (1983)6) or J Hama and K Suito (1996)7). For this reason, this work deals only with 
the relatively simple but heavily used EOSs such as the Mie-Gruneisen and Tillotson. 
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2.3.3.1 The Mie-Gruneisen EOS 
Perhaps, the most heavily used EOS is the Mie-Gruneisen EOS8ý. If the pressure is low enough so 
that the thermal excitation and ionisation contribution to the specific internal energy is 
insignificant then it may be deduced from statistical mechanical considerations that the EOS has 
the following form: 
P= 
dec 
+ 
Y(V) 
e (V , T) =P (V) + 
y(V) 
e (V, T) (2.3.3.2) dV VT vT 
and e= ec(V)+eT(V, T) (2.3.3.3) 
where ec 
, 
(V) is the cold curve (the contribution from the zero-Kelvin isotherm), y(V) is the 
Gruneisen coefficient, and eT(V, T) is the contribution to the energy due to kinetic and 
potential energy of the atoms whose mass resides almost entirely in their nuclei, that is the 
thermal energy. Combining the above equations we get the Mie-Gruneisen EOS: 
P=Pc(V)+yV)(e-ec(V)) (2.3.3.4) 
If we assume the Debye model for a solid, where the vibrational energy levels of a 
system are assumed to be those of harmonic oscillators, then the internal energy and pressure 
can be written as6'9): 
E= 3kBDe(OD / T) - 3kBT for T >_ OD (2.3.3.5) 
and PT = 
Y(V) ET (2.3.3.6) 
Here De(O JT) is the Debye function and OD is the Debye temperature. 
In this case y is defined as: 
/d1ny, (V)\ 
-` 1 (2.3.3.7) dInV 
The V1's are the lattice frequencies and o represents the average over the 3N normal modes of 
the solid. These frequencies and hence y are assumed to be independent of the temperature and 
are functions of volume only. 
The Gruneisen coefficient which is the ratio of thermal pressure to the thermal energy of 
the lattice, can be related to the other thermodynamic properties of the material. Differentiating 
(2.3.3.6) with respect to temperature at constant volume we get : 
Y-c 
a- = Vl 5i (2.3.3.8) 
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Using the thermodynamic identity: 
`aT)V(aV)P(ap T 
-1 (2.3.3.9) 
we have: 
1P VV aP 1JaV 
7: 
c av JI aT J 
(2.3.3.10) 
However, -(INO)(aV/hP)T=xa is the isothermal compressibility of the material at standard 
conditions, and (1No)(aV/aT)p=a is the coefficient of thermal expansion at constant pressure. 
Therefore the Gruneisen coefficient for a body at standard volume yo= y(Vo) may be written as: 
V0a 
_a= 
°cc° 
2 
(2.3.3.11) 
CVKO P0CvK0 Cv 
(co is the speed of sound determined from the isothermal compressibility). 
Further, under various assumptions for the force field in solids, several authors have 
derived formulae for y in a Debye solid in terms of the cold curve . They are the Slater model (or 
Slater-Landau model)1°, Dugdale-MacDonald models'), and Vaschenko-Zubarev model12). Thus y 
is given by 
d2 2t 
t-2 V dV2 
P`V3 
-- (2.3.3.12) 32 
dV 
P V3ý 
where t=0 --Slater 
t=1 -4Dugdale-MacDonald 
t=2 --Vaschenko-Zubarev. 
Thus, the volume variation of y(V) can be evaluated from the 0K isotherm. More recently, 
Migault (1971 and 1972)13'14) and Romain et at. (1979)'5) suggested that parameter t may be a 
material parameter having continuous values. However, a knowledge of the cold curve is 
required in order to find y(V). Formulae for that can be constructed by either semi-empirical 
calculations, or by quantum-mechanical theories 6). 
It has been observed from these shock wave analyses that for small compression's, y is 
nearly inversely proportional to the density, that is pogo= py. This is a very useful result and is 
used to find y at any particular point on the Hugoniot curve without using Equation (2.3.3.12); ie. 
we simply use Equation (2.3.3.11) together with tables of measured Hugoniot data. Many authors 
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combined the above result with the fact that at large compressions the limiting value of y for all 
materials is 2/3 (i. e. as for a free mono-atomic gas) to obtain formulae for y(V). Some of the 
resulting approximations for -y are 
SESAME16) 
Thomson & Lauson'7 
(2.3.3.14) 
Royce'$) 
Y=YoPo/p + 3(1-Po/P) 
Y=YoPo/p +2 3(1-Po/P) 2 
, y= Yo - a(i - po / p) 
(2.3.3.13) 
(2.3.3.15) 
where a is a material-dependent constant. 
A rather interesting and useful approach of finding Gruneisen coefficients was derived 
by K. Nagayama and Y. Mori (1994)19) based on Equation (2.3.3.12). They introduced a new 
variable qs which is given by 
2 
D 
[P(, 
/ Po)-' 
qs =a (2.3.3.16) 
P 
s 
where t is the parameter of Equation (2.3.3.12) and is defined as the derivative with respect to 
density along an isentrope. Then they used the linear shock-particle velocity relation ( that is 
U, =co + sup, where Us and u, are the shock wave and material particle velocities respectively, co 
is the low pressure bulk sound speed, and s is an experimentally determined material constant) to 
obtain: 
ZZ 
q° Ius-upr 
(us 
-up) 
us +Sup -it 
coup 
-y 
Sup 
(2.3.3.17) 
co 3 u, -up US-UP) 
t+l u, 
(us 
-up) alnq, 
(2.3.3.18) 3 2co aup 
JH 
(the H denotes differentiation along the Hugoniot). 
They developed a computer code which solves the above equations and thus gives 7 at any point 
on the Hugoniot. The code is given in the Appendix C and has been used in section 3.5 to 
estimate values of y for glass at the initial density po. 
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Sometimes, the shock wave data to regions off the Hugoniot are required and the 
Gruneisen form of equation of state is a convenient way of accomplishing this. In general, the 
hydrostatic pressure is a function of specific volume and internal energy. That is P=P(V, E). 
Thus: 
dP = 
(aV 
lE 
\ 
dV +l DE JVdE / (2.3.3.19) 
Integrating at constant energy from V, to V and then at constant volume from E, to E gives: 
P=P+fýE°(HP) JE. V(P1 dE 
V°"Eav 
E 
E°"`'l aE 
Jv 
From Equation (2.3.3.8) 
aP 
= 
Y(V) 
aE)v v 
V. EO aP 
If Po + 
J vo. 
Eo 
(aV 
dV = PP (V) then Equation (3.3.20) becomes: 
E 
P= Pr(V)+7(V)(E-Er(V)) 
(2.3.3.20) 
(2.3.3.21) 
This equation has the form of Equation (2.3.3.4) and all the EOS of similar form are called Mie- 
Gruneisen EOS. The above equation gives the pressure of a material with respect to some 
reference curve Pr(V). It is obvious that when the required pressure is the Hugoniot, then the 
Pr(V) is the cold curve. However, sometimes, pressure is needed along other curves (e. g. the 
release adiabat). In this case, the reference curve is taken to be the Hugoniot curve, thus: 
P= PH (V)+ "(V) (E- EH(V)) (2.3.3.22) 
The Hugoniot and cold curves are related by: 
= 
(x-1)PP(V)-2Eý(V)/ V 
PH (V) 
X- VO /V 
(2.3.3.23) 
where K=2/y+1. 
The Mie-Gruneisen EOS is an accurate thermodynamic description of most metals in the 
solid regime, because it has its origin in the theory of condensed matter. Sometimes, it can be 
extended to liquid region because of the assumption that the local environment experienced by an 
atom in a liquid is about the same as in the corresponding solid. However, it gives poor results at 
high pressures when a material reaches the expanded liquid and the vapour regions. This is 
because, as the energy increases, the assumption that the Gruneisen coefficient is a function only 
of density is no longer valid; the dependence of y on temperature becomes important when 
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electron excitation or chemical reactions occur. To avoid the above problems, Tillotson 
developed an analytic EOS (applicable to hypervelocity impacts) which will be discussed in 
section 2.3.3.4. 
2.3.3.2 Perfect Gas EOS 
Perfect gas is an idealised state of a material and its pressure is given by: 
P=(Y-1)PE (2.3.3.24) 
where y is the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to that at constant volume, y=CP/C,,. 
The constant y is determined by the number of internal degrees of freedom possessed by the gas 
molecules. 
Compare Equation (2.3.3.24) with (2.3.3.4). We can see that the thermal part of the Mie- 
Gruneisen EOS is PT= y(V)pET , which is of the same form as (2.3.3.24), where y(V)= y-1. 
Thus, the thermal pressure in the Mie-Gruneisen EOS is similar to that of a perfect gas, while 
there is also pressure due to bulk compression. 
2.3.3.3 Thomas-Fermi High Pressure Limit 
As a solid is compressed, its nuclei are pushed closer together and thus electrons become more 
energetic. Eventually, a point will be reached where all the atoms are ionised and the solid is 
essentially an electron gas in which the nuclei serve mainly to ensure charge neutrality. Most of 
the pressure is due to the electrons. The pressure of a cold solid under these circumstances is 
given by: 
2S 
P_ 
h2 13 13 (PZNo' s 
Sm, l 8n J9 
(2.3.3.25) 
where h is Planck's constant, me is the electron mass, Z is the mean atomic number of the solid, µ 
is the mean atomic weight, and No is Avogadro's number. 
The significance of both perfect gas EOS and Thomas-Fermi high-pressure will become 
apparent in the following section. 
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2.3.3.4 The Tillotson EOS 
Tillotson20) developed a formula that uses separate expressions in different regions of the EOS 
space. For the compression region and cold expanded states, where the energy density is less 
than the energy of incipient vaporisation (E<E;, ), he generalised the Mie-Gruneisen EOS by 
allowing y to decrease with increasing E. This was to account for the effects of thermal electronic 
excitation; the expression and constants were chosen to fit the Thomas-Fermi results. Thus: 
P° 
ja+ 
Eb Z +1 
}PE+AL+BL2 
(2.3.3.26) 
E/( 0r1 
) 
where r =plpo, µ=11-l. The constants a, b, and A being derived from shock experiments and Eo 
and B are adjusted to give the best fit for the EOS surface. In spite of the notation, Eo is not the 
initial energy density of the substance; it is merely a parameter that is often close to the 
vaporisation energy. The initial energy density E must, in fact, be zero to ensure that the pressure 
is zero in the initial state. When the pressure is zero, it can be shown that (a+b)=yo. 
Also, the co and S constants of the linear shock-particle velocity model are related with 
the above constants by co =(A/po )112. A is thus equal to the low pressure bulk modulus sound 
speed and S=1 1+ +a2bI. Equation (2.3.3.26) represents the situation in which a 
substance is shocked to a sufficiently low pressure that it remains solid when it returns 
adiabatically to zero pressure. 
In expansion, when the internal energy exceeds the energy of complete vaporisation 
(E>Ec, ), the pressure is given by: 
Pý = apE +E/ EpE +1+ 
Age ßlP0«(P-, )J 
}e011)12 
(2.3.3.27) 
The constants a and y control the rate of convergence to an ideal gas. The above equation 
approaches the ideal gas results at low densities. It is also constructed so that the pressure and its 
first derivative are continuous with Equation (2.3.3.26) when p=po. 
However, some trouble may exist because of continuity reasons in the partial 
vaporisation regime (mixed phase region) when E;, <E<E,,,, (the subscripts iv and cv stand for 
incipient and complete vaporisation, respectively). Thus, for the transition to be smooth and 
continuous a third expression was developed: 
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P (E - E. 
)+ Pc (E - E) P= 
E'E, - E; " 
`" (2.3.3.28) 
While the above EOS is easy to use and asymptotically correct (it goes to the Thomas- 
Fermi result for very high compression, and an ideal gas for large expansion) it does not 
accurately describe the gas-liquid and liquid-liquid phase transformation regions. 
2.3.3.5 Semianalytical Equations Of State 
The modern trend in EOS is toward the use of increasingly complex computer codes to generate 
an EOS that relies on different physical approximations in different domains of validity. One of 
the best such EOS is the ANEOS code (Thompson and Lauson, 1972). One major advantage 
possessed by this code over the Tillotson EOS is that in ANEOS the pressure, temperature, and 
density are derived from the Gibbs free energy, and thus are guaranteed to be thermodynamically 
consistent. On the other hand, pressures computed by the Tillotson EOS2) may not satisfy 
thermodynamic consistency, especially when phase changes occur. The Tillotson EOS also 
cannot correctly represent the pressure and density changes in a two-phase region, as when gas 
and liquid coexist. ANEOS, on the other hand, does a good job in such a region. 
ANEOS does not have an analytic form as the previous EOS, but consists of about 3000 
lines of FORTRAN. Access to it is limited as it is a copyright programme of the Sandia National 
Laboratory. 
2.3.3.6 Theoretical Calculations of Shock Temperatures 
From the third Hugoniot equation we obtain EH-Eo=1/2 (PH+Po)(Vo-VH). Differentiating this with 
respect to specific volume keeping the temperature constant we get: 
dEH 1(Vo_VH)dPH(V)_1(PH+P0) 
(2.3.3.29) 
dV 2 dV 2 
Suppose, now, that the entropy S is a function of temperature T and specific volume V of the 
system. Hence: 
dS =I 
S) 
dT+ l 
äV 1 
dV (2.3.3.30) 
l JV l JT 
The specific heat at constant volume C, is defined as: 
cv =i( 
) 
(2.3.3.31) 
v 
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while from Maxwell equations: 
(2.3.3.32) l 
JT -l DT 
i" P)v 
Combining Equation (2.3.3.8) with (2.3.3.30)-(2.3.3.32) we derive: 
dS =CT 
T+ Y(V)C vdV (2.3.3.33a) 
Considering the first law of thermodynamics, dE=TdS-PdV, Equation (2.3.3.33a) becomes: 
dE= CvdT+Y(V) `CvdV _PdV (2.3.3.33b) 
Finally, combining (2.3.3.29) with (2.3.3.33b) we finally get: 
dTH TH (V)+2cß[(Vo-VH) (V)+PH-PoI (2.3.3.34) 
and 
dSH 1 [(Vo 
-V ") 
dPH (V) 
+P" -P o (2.3.3.35) dV 2TH dV 
Thus, if y and C are known at all states on the Hugoniot curve, the temperature and entropy can 
be calculated on the Hugoniot. PH(V) is usually taken from shock experiments with data being 
tabulated. The Gruneisen coefficient can be found either experimentally or using one of the 
methods described in section 2.3.3.1. Finally, for many solids, an adequate representation of the 
specific heat can be obtained from one of the simplest forms of the Debye theory. Therefore: 
CY = 3nk[4D3(x) - 3x / 
(ex 
-1)] (2.3.3.36) 
3 ('x z3dz Op where D, (x) = X3 Jo et 1' 
x= , I, 
(2.3.3.37) 
and 
S=ink 
3D3(x)-ln(l-e'x) 
(2.3.3.38) 
where Opis the Debye characteristic temperature of the material. 
A new method of calculating shock temperatures and entropy based on the Hugoniot data 
was recently proposed by K. Nagayama (1994)21). He developed a computer code for calculating 
temperature based on the following assumptions: 
" The EOS is Mie-Gruneisen. 
" The Gruneisen coefficient follows the relation py=poyo=constant. 
" The heat capacity is given by the Debye model. 
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" The linear shock-particle velocity relationship holds. 
Based on these assumptions, this approach of calculating shock temperature cannot be applied to 
the pressure regime where electronic contribution gives significant effects to the pressure. 
However, it provides an accurate estimation of the temperatures at moderate temperatures and 
the results completely reproduces the published resus1ts22). 
This method has been implemented as a subroutine in the program used to calculate 
residual temperatures in chapter 3. The full code is given in appendix B and the method is fully 
described in appendix D. 
2.3.3.7 Release from High Pressure 
The passage of a shock front is an irreversible process resulting in an increase of the internal 
energy and entropy of the material. A typical diagram of P versus V for shock compression and 
release is shown in figure 2.2, together with the cold curve (zero-Kelvin isotherm). 
The unshocked material is at state VO, Eo ( we consider the initial pressure to be zero). 
For a given peak pressure PH the volume will be VH, which can be found if PH (V) is known. The 
PH (V) which is the Hugoniot curve can be found either by shock experiments or by combining 
the EOS and the third Hugoniot equation. However, the Hugoniot curve is not the loading path 
during the shock. It represents the locus of points at different peak pressures. The loading path 
starts at the initial state A and proceeds along the Rayleigh line R, which represents non- 
equilibrium states which are passed through very rapidly. Ultimately, point B, corresponding to 
the peak pressure in the shock wave, is reached. It is important to note that the energy along the 
loading path R is not constant. The final energy at B is related to the energy in the initial state 
through the third Hugoniot relation: 
EB-EA=1/2 PH(VO-VH) (2.3.3.39) 
The above equation means that the total energy acquired by a unit mass of the substance, as a 
result of shock compression, PH(Vo-VH) is divided equally between the kinetic energy up2 /2 and 
the internal energy EB-EA (in a co-ordinate system in which the undisturbed medium is at rest). 
The change in the internal energy, in turn, is composed of the changes in the cold and thermal 
energies. This can be seen in Figure 2.2. The total internal energy is given by the area of the 
triangle VoBVH. The lightly shaded area under the 'cold curve' represents the contribution from 
the zero-Kelvin isotherm, while the more shaded area represents the thermal energy. 
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However, unloading from state B, by the propagation of rarefaction or release waves 
from the free surfaces, occurs without any heat conduction because of the short timescales 
involved and hence follows a path of constant entropy S. When the material is unloaded from 
the shock state towards the initial one, it is expanded with respect to the initial state at Vf. Since 
the release is isentropic, that means that the material has acquired an amount of energy which 
corresponds to the thermal one. Graphically, it is the difference of the two curvilinear triangles 
ABDA and VfAVOVf. 
From the second law of thermodynamics dE=TdS-PdV. When dS=O, we obtain: 
Ef = EH -f 
H` (PdV)s (2.3.3.40) 
where the subscript H denotes point B along the Hugoniot and P is at constant entropy upon 
unloading. But EH is given by the Equation (2.3.2.3). Thus: 
Ef- E0 =2 PH (Vo - VH) - 
JýH (PdV)S (2.3.3.41) 
This energy can then be compared to the energy required to melt or vaporise the material or even 
thermally excite its electrons. 
As it has been mentioned in section 2.3.2, the shocked material has acquired velocity u, 
given by the Hugoniot relations. However, an extra term has to be added 23) to this due to the 
tensile wave. This is: 
V(P=O) ap 1/2 UR =JVH(PH)L-avJs av. (2.3.3.42) 
Thus, the particle velocity in decompressed material is the vector sum between these velocities, 
UT =Up+UR . 
So, the velocity magnitude with which the material is actually moving is the 
difference between the two speeds. The ratio of UR to u, is approximately unity for low pressure 
shocks and it increases with increasing shock strength. Thus, material compressed and 
accelerated by a shock wave is not later decelerated to rest by the rarefaction; a residual velocity 
remains. This velocity plays a central role in impact crater excavation. However, the material 
speed at the free surface is the algebraic sum of these two speeds, u& =UP+UR . 
This sum, is 
supposed to be the velocity at which material is ejected during impact. 
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Figure 2.2: Typical P-V Diagram for Shock Compression and Release Adiabat 
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The cause of the difference between u, and uR is due to thermodynamics. The shock 
wave conserves mass, energy, and momentum as it compresses the substance. The rarefaction 
conserves all the above and entropy as well. Shock compression is thermodynamically 
irreversible, whereas rarefaction is reversible and adiabatic. Also, any process that contributes to 
the irreversibility of shock compression also enhances the difference between up and UR . 
Yielding at the Hugoniot elastic limit, crushing of pore space, or unreversed phase 
transformations all act to increase the difference between these two speeds. 
Finding the pressure variation with the specific volume upon release, would give 
information about the state of the material after returning to ambient pressures such as residual 
temperatures and final volume. For this, a knowledge of the EOS is required. Although any EOS 
can be used, for simplicity reasons, the Mie-Gruneisen EOS is used for this calculation. 
Material is shocked from VO to Pl, Vi , as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Thus, from the third 
Hugoniot equation: 
Ei =1P. (Vo - V. 
) (2.3.3.43) 
Then, it is released through the release adiabat S until P=O. But the pressure at any given point is 
given by the Mie-Gruneisen EOS. That is: 
Pi =(PH)i +V J1[E1 -(EH)i] (2.3.3.44) 
with: 
(EH) 
1 -%(PH) ; 
(vo 
- Vi) (2.3.3.45) 
From the 2 "d law of thermodynamics we have: 
dE = TdS - PdV (2.3.3.46a) 
Using the isentropic constraint dS=O (entropy conserved during release), Eq. (2.3.3.46a) 
becomes: 
dE =- PdV (2.3.3.46b) 
A finite difference scheme can be used to march down the release isentrope starting from the 
Hugoniot impact state (P1, V1). The change in volume AV is used as the marching step size taken 
as (Vo - Vi) / 103: 
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dE=AE=E; - Ei-, 
P='/2(P; +P; _, 
) (2.3.3.47) 
dV=OV=V; -V; _, 
Substituting Eqs. (2.3.3.47) into Eq. (2.3.3.46b): 
Ei = E1_1 -2 AV (2.3.3.48) 
Finally, substituting Eq. (2.3.3.48) into Eq. (2.3.3.44) and rearranging: 
(PH)1+ 
('Y( V) [E1 
- Pi_, AV-(EH)i 
P; _ 
l+ YýVý LW 
(2.3.3.49) 
V. 2 
Successive application of Eqs. (2.3.3.48) and (2.3.3.49) gives the P, V, E loci of these isentropes. 
The energy under the isentrope is computed by summing the increments: 
P +P_ 
AE =2'` AV along the entire path until P; becomes zero""" 
Finally, it is possible to calculate the release temperature of the material, if its shocked 
temperature is known. If the entropy remains constant (dS=O), from Equation (2.3.3.33a) we 
derive: 
dT y(V)dV 
TV 
From that, it can be deduced that: 
(2.3.3.5 0) 
T2= T, exp[- fv27V 
)dV 
(2.3.3.51) 
If V2 is the release volume at zero pressure then T2 corresponds to the temperature the material 
has after it has been released from high pressure and Tl is the corresponding temperature at the 
shocked state. Most of the material ejected during a hypervelocity impact cratering process 
should correspond to this temperature. Equation (2.3.3.51) can be combined with the numerical 
method of calculating shock temperatures described in section 2.3.3.6 to estimate the residual 
temperature of a material after a given impact condition. 
The iterative process described in this section together with the method to calculate 
residual temperatures have been implemented in a FORTRAN program as part of this work and 
is given in appendix B. In this way, starting from a given Hugoniot pressure in a material, which 
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corresponds to some given impact conditions, is possible to calculate residual temperatures and 
final volumes and ejecta velocities. 
2.4 Constitutive Response 
2.4.1 Introduction 
In section 2.3.1 the response of an elastic - perfectly plastic material under impact has been 
reviewed, where the yield strength remained constant. However, this is a case for static loading. 
In the case of an impact the loading is dynamic and other effects play significant role to the 
material behaviour. For instance, the material becomes harder as strain and strain rate increases, 
but the opposite happens when its temperature increases. The first effect is known as work 
hardening, while the second is known as thermal softening. In the following sections some semi- 
empirical constitutive equations are presented which are useful for high strain, strain rate and 
temperature applications and have been used in the hydrocode program of this work and 
described in ref. 25. 
2.4.2 Mohr-Coulomb Strength Model 
The Mohr - Coulomb model25 has been formulated for the behaviour of brittle materials, such as 
dry soils, rocks, concrete and ceramics. The cohesion and compaction behaviour of such 
materials result in an increasing resistance to shear up to a limiting value of yield strength as the 
loading increases. This can be modelled by a piecewise linear variation of yield stress with 
pressure (illustrated in Figure 2.4) up to a value of Ymax- In tension (negative values of 
pressure), such materials have little tensile strength and this is modelled by dropping the curve 
Y(p) rapidly to zero as the pressure goes to negative values to give a realistic value for the 
limiting tensile strength. Note that although the yield stress is pressure dependent the flow rule is 
volume independent, because of the Equation (s 1+ s2 + s3 = 0). 
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2.4.3 Johnson - Cook model 
One of most heavily used strength models for metals subjected to large strains, high strain rates 
and high temperatures in the Johnson - Cook strength model25'26). Such behaviour might arise in 
problems of intense impulsive loading due to high velocity impact and explosive detonation. The 
model defines the yield stress Y as: 
Y=[A+BEpn][1+Clog(ep*)][1-THm] (2.4.3.1) 
where ' Cp = effective plastic strain 
cp*= normalised effective plastic strain rate 
TH = homologous temperature = (T - Troom )/( Tmelt - Troom ) 
The five material constants are A, B, C, n and in which are found empirically by means of 
dynamic Hopkinson bar tensile tests over a range of temperatures and Taylor tests (impacting 
metal cylinders on rigid metal targets which provide strain rates in excess of 105 s'1 ). The 
expression in the first bracket of Equation (2.4.3.1) gives the stress as a function of strain when 
Ep*= 1.0 s'1 and TH=O (i. e. for laboratory experiments at room temperature). The constant A is 
the basic yield stress at low strains ( the value Y for an elastic - perfectly plastic material), while 
B and n represent the effect of strain hardening. The expressions in the second and third sets of 
brackets represent the effects of strain rate and temperature respectively. In particular, the latter 
attends to model the thermal softening so that the yield stress drops to zero at the melting 
temperature Tmelt. 
Figure 2.4: The Yield Stress dependence on Hydrostatic Pressure for the Mohr-Coulomb Model 
Yield Stress Y 
Pressure P 
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2.4.4 Zerilli - Armstrong model 
Although the Johnson-Cook model predicted well the behaviour of many metals in the Taylor 
tests2527, it failed to give accurate predictions for the OFHC (Oxygen Free High Conductivity) 
copper. For that reason, Zerilli and Armsrong25,27 suggested a better constitutive model based on 
dislocation mechanics. The effects of strain/strain rate hardening and thermal softening were 
included in the formulation. However, they also added the effects of the grain size. The most 
important point made by them was that each material structure type (fcc, bcc) should have a 
different constitutive relation, dependent on the dislocation characteristics of the given type. For 
example, a stronger dependence of the plastic yield stress on temperature and strain rate is known 
to result for bcc metals as compared with fcc metals. That is why, they coupled the strain 
hardening term with a temperature and strain rate dependence. 
The equations for the yield stress are: 
1) For bcc metals: 
Y=Yo +C, exp[-C2T+C3T1ogý]+C4C" +kd-0.5 (2.4.3.2) 
and 
2) For fcc metals: 
Y=Yo +C5F- exp[-CZT+C3TlogE] +kd-0's (2.4.3.3) 
where £= effective plastic strain 
t= normalised effective plastic strain rate 
T= temperature (degrees K) 
d= grain size. 
The material constants are YO, Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, and n found empirically by Taylor tests. 
2.4.5 Steinberg - Guinan model 
Experimental data25'28) on shock - induced free surface velocity versus time using VISAR indicate 
that at high strain rates (greater than 105 s'1) strain rate effects become insignificant compared 
to other effects. The yield stress reaches a maximum value which is subsequently strain rate 
independent. The Steinberg - Guinan formulation28) models this phenomena while allowing the 
yield stress initially to increase with strain rate. They also postulated that the shear modules 
increases with increasing pressure and decreases with increasing temperature. They have 
therefore produced expressions for the shear modulus and yield strength as functions of effective 
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plastic strain, pressure and internal energy (temperature). The constitutive relations for shear 
modulus G and yield stress Y for high strain rates are: 
(aG / aP)T P (aG / aT)P 
G= Go 1+ 1/3 + Go 
)T_300)} 
(2.4.3.4) Go 
)11 
Y= Yo 1+ 
(aY / aP) TP+ 
(aG / aT) P 
Y. X13 Go 
(T-300)(1+ß, ) (2.4.3.5) 
subject to Y,,, ax z Yo[1+ßE]" 
where 11 is compression, defined as the initial specific volume VO divided by the specific volume 
V, ß and n are the work hardening parameters e is the effective plastic strain and temperature T 
is in Kelvin. The subscript 0 refers to the reference state (T=300 K, P=O, F-=O). The partial 
derivatives are the derivatives of that parameter at the reference state. 
2.4.6 Johnson - Holmquist model 
The yield stress of brittle materials strongly depends upon impact pressure29). This was attempted 
to be modelled by the Mohr - Coulomb model. However, its simplicity reduces the applicability 
of the model to a few cases. Lately, Johnson - Holmquist30) introduced a model which attempts to 
model brittle effects such as pressure - dependent strength, damage and fracture, significant 
strength after fracture, bulking and strain rate effects. In this section we give an overall 
description of the model together with the related equations. Finally, since it is a model designed 
for hydrocodes and includes a failure model, is the best introduction for the next section and the 
section describing material modelling into hydrocodes. 
The general features of the model are: 
9 The material begins to soften when damage begins to accumulate (D>O). This allows for 
gradual softening of the material under increasing plastic strain. 
The strength and pressure are normalised by the strength and pressure components of the 
Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL), which allows for many of the constants to be dimensionless. 
This can be very helpful when comparing different materials, and when estimating constants 
for materials which have an insufficient data base to determine constants. 
0 The strength and damage are analytic functions of the pressure and other variables. This 
allows for parametric variation of the constants in a more systematic way. 
0 The equation of state includes the bulking effect. 
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" The strength is, generally, a smoothly varying functions of the intact strength, fracture 
strength, strain rate, and damage. 
The equations that govern the above material behaviour are 
The normalised equivalent (yield) stress is 
Ys = Yi - D(Y; - Yf (2.4.3.6) 
were Y; is the normalised intact yield stress, Yf is the normalised fracture stress, and D is the 
damage (0: 5 D: 5 1). In addition, the normalised yield stresses (Y*, Y1 , Yf ) have the general 
form 
Y* =YI YHEL (2.4.3.7) 
where Y is the actual yield stress and YHEL is the yield stress at the HEL. 
The normalised intact strength is given by 
Y; ̀ =A(P'+T*)N(1+C"InC) (2.4.3.8) 
and the normalised fracture strength is given by 
Yf =B(P*)M(1+C"1ne*) (2.4.3.9) 
Note that the normalised fracture strength can be limited by Yf 5 SFMAX. This optional 
fracture strength parameter is included to provide more flexibility in defining the important 
fracture strength. 
The material constants are A, B, C, M, N, and SFMAX. The normalised pressure is 
p =p/pHE,, where P is the actual pressure and PHA, is the pressure at the HEL. The normalised 
maximum tensile hydrostatic pressure is T*=T/PH ,, where 
T is the maximum tensile hydrostatic 
pressure the materials can withstand. The dimensionless strain rate is t=E /to , where 
t is the actual strain rate and to = l. Osec-1 is the reference strain rate. The damage for 
fracture is accumulated as following: 
D =(L C /cr), (2.4.3.10) 
where D&' is the plastic strain during a cycle of integration and £= f(P) is the plastic strain to 
fracture under a constant pressure P. The specific expression is: 
Eý = Dl(P*+T*)D2 (2.4.3.11) 
where Dl and D2 are constants. Again the material cannot undergo any plastic strain at P*= -T* ; 
but of increases as P* increases. 
In addition, the hydrostatic pressure before fracture begins (i. e. when D=O) is simply: 
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P=K1"µ+K2"µ2+K3"µ3 (2.4.3.12) 
where K1, K2, and K3 are constants (K1 is the bulk modulus); and µ=p/po -1 for current density 
p and initial density po. For negative pressure (µ<O), Equation (2.4.3.12) is replaced by P=K1'µ. 
Energy effects are assumed to be insignificant; that is, if we assume, a Mie-Gruneisen EOS then 
the Gruneisen coefficient is zero. 
However, after damage begins to accumulate (D>0), bulking can occur. This is a well 
know effect on some brittle materials where pressure and/or volumetric strain increases as 
damage accumulates. Now, an additional incremental pressure AP is added to (2.4.3.12) such 
that: 
P= K1"µ+K2. µ2+K3"µ3+ OP. (2.4.3.13) 
The pressure increment is determined from energy considerations; it varies from AP=O at D=O to 
LP=OPMAX at D=1.0. The incremental internal elastic energy decrease (due to decreased shear 
and deviatoric stresses) 
in converted to potential energy by incrementally increasing OP. The 
decrease in the shear and deviatoric stresses occurs because the strength Y decreases as the 
damage D increases. 
2.5 Computer Codes for Impact Simulations - Hydrocodes 
An impact process is a very complicated phenomenon lasting a few microseconds. Controlled 
and potentially expensive experiments are often needed for understanding the processes involved 
in such impacts. In addition, experiments are limited by the impact velocity and size. Hence, 
events such as planetary 
impacts are impossible to study in a laboratory. That is why such events 
are simulated using numerical techniques with codes, often called hydrocodes (the first codes 
treated the material as a fluid, hydrodynamically, that is why the codes referred to as 
hydrocodes). Such codes make it relatively easy to calculate the behaviour of materials upon 
impact events such as impacts on planets or spacecraft structures for engineering purposes. 
Although many such hydrocodes exist, the general features and problems are the same. 
The basic equations that are used in hydrocodes include: 
1. Conservation equations (mass, momentum, energy) 
2. Constitutive relations (volumetric and deviatoric response) 
3. Failure criteria (instantaneous, micromechanical, time-dependent) 
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Excellent reviews exist about the subject such as McGlaun and Yarrington(1993)23), 
Zukas( 1990)31 ), and Anderson(1987)32). In the following sections a brief description on 
hydrocodes is given the based on the treatment by Anderson 32 . 
2.5.1 Conservation Equations 
From classical continuum mechanics a set of differential equations can be established through 
the application of the principles of conservation of mass, momentum and energy from a 
macroscopic point of view; 
" Conservation of mass: 
P+püii =0 
" Conservation of linear momentum: 
pu. =aj;.; +pfi 
" Conservation of angular momentum: 
a) Polar media: 
b) Nonpolar media: 
pL1 = pQ1 + R; 1,1 +£ikI Tk 
" Conservation of energy: 
ßy=Qji 
pt 
(ßijui)., 
qi. i +pS+pQ1fi 
E=I+2üýüi 
0 Equation of state and flow rule. 
(2.5.1) 
(2.5.2) 
(2.5.3a) 
(2.5.3b) 
(2.5.4a) 
(2.5.4b) 
However, there are two different ways to describe the above relations; Langrangian and 
Eulerian. The Eulerian description is a spatial description, while the Langrangian is a material 
one. The differences are discussed in more detail below. Solution of the above equations first 
requires that the differential equations be made discrete. A lattice of points, or grid, is generated 
to approximate the geometry of interest. If adjacent points are connected by lines, the area or 
volume enclosed by connecting adjacent point in the grid is referred to as cells. 
To obtain an Eulerian or spatial description, one should compute, as time progresses, 
velocity, pressure, density, temperature, etc., at the fixed points on the grid. All grid points, and 
consequently cell boundaries, remain spatially fixed with time. Mass, momentum, and energy 
Vow across cell boundaries. The quantities of flow into and out of a cell are used to compute the 
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new mass, pressure, velocity, energy, etc., of that cell. In this formulation, the cell volume is, 
obviously, invariant since points remain fixed in space. 
In the Langrangian description, however, the grid points are attached to the material and 
move with the local material velocity. Velocity, pressure, density, temperature etc., are computed 
as time progresses for each cell. Adjacent points can be stretched or come closer together, as a 
spring, depending upon the forces applied. Mass, momentum, and energy are transported by 
material flow; the grid points move relative to a fixed spatial co-ordinate system. This means that 
the grid points follow particle paths of points in the material. In this approach, mass within the 
cell is invariant, but the volume of the cell may change with time because of expansion or 
compression of the material. 
Let us, consider the example of density calculation. In calculating the density of a cell, 
p=M/V, where M is the mass within the cell of specific volume V, the Eulerian approach has a 
constant volume, V, and the mass changes as more or less mass accumulates in the cell due to 
mass flow across the boundaries of the cell. The density would decrease if more mass flowed out 
of a cell during a time step, At, than flowed into the cell. In the Langrangian description, 
however, the mass M is constant, and the volume of the cell changes due to the movement of the 
boundaries firmly attached to the moving material. The density would increase as the cell is 
compressed. 
The biggest advantage of the Langrangian description is its ability to follow the history 
of a material particle across the impact duration. A material whose properties depend upon the 
previous history can be modelled. Thus, this approach allows an excellent treatment of material 
models (constitutive relations) and failure models, e. g. spallation and fragmentation. 
However, Langrangian codes can have severe difficulties where large distortions occur, 
such as turbulent flow and high velocity impacts. In the Langrangian grid, the mesh points follow 
the motion of particles of mass. For instance, in an impact problem, the computational mesh 
becomes severely distorted near the projectile/target interface. 
The problems which can be encountered in Langrangian calculations because of 
compression or severe distortion of the grid do not exist in the Eulerian approach because of its 
fixed grid system. In principle, all hydrodynamic problems could be solved numerically by using 
a multi-material Eulerian calculation which computes the mass, momentum, and energy flows 
across the fixed cell boundaries. Turbulent flow, rotational flow, high velocity impacts, highly 
compressed states, etc., can be computed using an Eulerian computer code. 
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However, because the Eulerian approach describes only what is crossing grid boundaries 
(thus, the instantaneous state of the material in the zone), the position of lines which approximate 
material interfaces and exterior boundaries is difficult to determine. Therefore, it cannot compute 
the time history of a particular material particle, which can be important in formulating realistic 
constitutive, fracture, and failure relations. 
2.5.1.1 Space Discretisation and Criteria for Discretisation 
Although Equations (2.5.1-2.5.4) describe the continuum, the computer is finite. Somehow the 
problem must be discretised in order to solve the differential equations. Two methods for solving 
continuum problems on the computer are used; finite difference and finite element. 
In the finite difference representation, a lattice of points, or grid, is generated to 
approximate the geometry of interest. The spatial derivatives in the differential equations are 
replaced by difference equations, e. g., for some functional F, the partial derivative aF/ax 
becomes AF/Ox where the differences are computed from values at grid points. The finite 
difference scheme is a pointwise approximation. The values computed at a point are then taken to 
represent the physical parameter over some finite region of space, e. g., a grid cell. The finite 
difference may be thought of as an approximate solution technique to an exact problem. This is 
because in the usual approach one manipulates the governing physical relationships into 
differential form. Then derivatives are systematically replaced with analogous difference 
operators. This is done for the governing equations, boundary and initial conditions. This 
procedure is then results in a set of algebraic equations which can then be solved numerically. 
Whereas, the finite difference technique is a pointwise discretisation of the continuum, 
finite element techniques envision the solution region as being composed of many small 
interconnected sub-regions or elements. Thus, a piecewise approximation of the differential 
equations is made. Nodes are assigned to elements and then an interpolating function, typically a 
polynomial, is used to represent the variation of the variable over the element. In this technique, 
the discretisation is introduced at the outset. There is no playing with differential equations and 
replacement of derivatives. The continuum with its infinite degrees of freedom is replaced at the 
outset by a substitute finite degree of freedom system whose characteristics approximate those of 
theoretical modes. Once this approximation is made, the resulting equations are solved exactly. 
However, for both schemes, there are four criteria which should be satisfied: 
consistency, accuracy, stability and efficiency. 
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2.5.1.2 Consistency 
The first property to be demanded is that each scheme in some manner approximate the 
differential equations they are replacing. For instance, in the finite difference technique, it is 
required that the difference scheme reduce to the differential equation in the limit, that is 
ýF aF 
lim -= - Ax-º Ax aX (2.5.5) 
This requirement is fundamental, otherwise the difference scheme does not simulate the 
differential equation. 
However, the use of finite spatial and time steps produces errors and causes the solution 
to deviate from the solution to the differential equation. 
2.5.1.3 Accuracy 
Two types of errors may occur which impair the accuracy of a scheme; round-off errors and 
truncation errors. Round-off errors are associated with the precision of the computer, that is, the 
number of significant digits carried by the computer to represent a variable. Even with the large 
number of computer digits, occasions do arise where round-off errors create difficulties. 
Sometimes, special algorithms are necessary to handle certain types of such errors. 
The second type of error is the result of the approximation scheme used, and is called 
truncation error. For example, in the finite difference scheme, the essence of this error arises 
from representing a continuous variable with a discrete number of points, and the magnitude of 
the errors depend on the mesh intervals in time and space. 
x. 5.1.4 Stability 
Unfortunately, answering the question of accuracy is not efficient. If a scheme produces a 
solution which is not bounded, the scheme is said to be numerically unstable. A numerical 
method is stable if a small error at any stage produces a smaller cumulative error. If an error is 
amplified from time step to time step, the error will quickly swamp the solution and the result 
will be meaningless. For instance, assume that an error c exists in a parameter II at time step. 
The calculation of the II at time step (ti+l) will have an error associated with it, and both n, ' 
and e t+t will be functions of r] and c at the previous time steps: 
nn +l +F-,, +, = f(n +c', 
) 
(2.5.6) 
The amplification of the error at time step (t+1) is given by: 
ct _y Et (2.5.7) 
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where y is the amplification factor. This amplification factor is related to truncation errors and 
the integration schemes used, but is not associated with round-off errors. For stability, the 
requirement is that the error at time (ti+l) be less than or equal to the error at time i, otherwise 
the error will grow as time increases. This leads to the very important conclusion: the absolute 
magnitude of the amplification factor must be less or equal to one for a numerical scheme to be 
stable: 
1rl 51 (2.5.8) 
The errors in Equation (2.5.6) also satisfy the general partial differential equations. Separation 
of variables is used to separate the time component of e from the spatial component: 
F, =c (t)eikx (2.5.9) 
where c*(t) gives the amplitude of the Fourier mode. As any waveform can be approximated by 
the superposition of the various wavelengths in a Fourier series, then the procedure is to demand 
stability for an arbitrary wavelength, represented by the wavenumber k It can be proved 
32) that 
the stability criterion (2.5.8) leads to: 
Ox 
At<_- 
c 
(2.5.1 Oa) 
for Langrangian co-ordinates. For Eulerian co-ordinates, the above equation takes the form: 
Ax 
At < (vl+c (2.5.1 Ob) 
where c is the sound speed and v is the particle velocity. 
Thus, the stability criterion is, essentially, a statement of causality, i. e., no signal (information) 
can be allowed to propagate across the shortest dimension of a zone in a time At. 
2.5.1.5 Efficiency 
The final requirement for a numerical technique is efficiency. A computer is finite; only a certain 
amount of memory is available and the calculation time required to get a numerical solution must 
be reasonable. Most of the times, the cost of running a given simulation is related to central 
processing time, memory requirements, and input/output operations. Efficiency decreases with 
greater complexity of the numerical technique (e. g. finer grid); however, the accuracy of the 
result is generally increased with increasing complexity. Thus, a compromise must be reached 
between efficiency and accuracy. 
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2.5.2 Material Modelling in Hydrocodes 
Material modelling can be divided into three areas: volumetric response, or resistance to 
compressibility (Equation of State), the resistance to distortion (constitutive) and the reduction in 
ability to carry stress as damage accumulates (failure). However, in sections 2.3 and 2.4 an 
extensive review about material behaviour was given. Material modelling in hydrocodes follow 
the same analysis. 
2.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, an overview of the basic principles and characteristics of material behaviour 
under impact and dynamic loading and hydrocode modelling was presented. Especially, the Mie- 
Gruneisen EOS was reviewed together with ways of calculating temperatures and ejecta 
velocities from first principles. For that reason, a simple computer program has been constructed 
(appendix B) which calculates temperatures and velocities upon release based on some basic 
principles such as the Debye theory of solids, thermodynamics and Hugoniot relations. This 
program is going to be used in both chapters 3 and 4. 
Different constitutive models were also presented which will be used in chapter 5 for 
modelling of different materials in hydrocode simulations of metals impacting soda-lime glass. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Theoretical Calculation of Ejecta Temperatures and Velocities 
3.1 Introduction 
The main area of this thesis is to calculate the temperature of the ejecta resulted from a 
Hypervelocity Impact. As it has been mentioned in the introduction, the approach is 3-fold, 
constituted of theoretical, experimental and simulation techniques. In this chapter, we shall 
explain how to find temperatures, theoretically, using the laws of thermodynamics and the 
Iiugoniot relations. The approach is similar to the one followed by Anderson et al. (1990)" to 
calculate the residual temperatures of the debris cloud produced by hypervelocity impacts of 
Aluminium on Aluminium, Cadmium on Cadmium, Molybdenum on Molybdenum and Lead on 
Lead. 
We reproduce his results and then calculate residual temperatures for Iron impacting 
Gold and Copper in order to compare them with existing experimental data. However, since glass 
is our main target material of study, we then present calculations of glass ejecta temperatures 
when impacted by Iron. We have chosen to perform the calculations with Iron because 
experiments were performed in the Van de Graaff accelerator facility using Iron (see chapter 4). 
Furthermore, velocity thresholds for impact plasma production have also been calculated 
and presented in this chapter for calibration purposes of the Cosmic Dust Analyser (CDA) which 
'will fly on the Cassini/Huygens mission 2) (which will encounter particles in interplanetary space 
and co-orbiting in the Saturnian system). 
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In addition, we shall show how the above approach of calculating residual temperatures 
may be used to find the ejecta velocities of the target under Hypervelocity Impact. This has 
immediate applications to geology and solar system sciences. It has been suggested in the past 
that the terrestrial planets accumulated from previously condensed solid objects (0' Keefe and 
Ahrens (1977)3) , Rinwood 
(1975)4) ) and that the moon itself may be an accumulation of impact 
ejecta from a primordial mantle of the earth (Cameron and Ward (1976)5) ). The origin of 
asteroids and asteroidal families could be closely related to the impact disruption of the parent 
bodies and to the ejection of the fragments away from the gravitational field of the planet. 
Finally, the two Voyager missions have shown that water ice is abundant in the outer 
solar system and in particular several of the satellites of the gaseous planets are covered with ice. 
Impact cratering on these icy surfaces will produce ejecta, which if travelling fast enough can 
escape the parent body. This idea has been put forward as a contributor to the origin of the rings 
of Saturn, Jupiter and Neptune. 
Thus, it becomes apparent that calculating ejecta velocities is crucial in the 
understanding of our solar system. At the end of this chapter we also present simple theoretical 
calculations of ejecta velocities of water ice (where no strength was considered) and compare 
them against published data. 
3.2 Theoretical calculation of ejecta temperatures and velocities 
From the ls` law of thermodynamics, the change in internal energy of a system is given by: 
dE = TdS - PdV (3.1.1) 
where T is the temperature, S is the entropy, P is the hydrostatic pressure and V is the specific 
volume. If the entropy S is a function of temperature and pressure, i. e. S= S(T, P) then the 
change in entropy is given by: 
TdS = Tj 
äTýPdT 
+ý apl 
dP (3.1.2) 
1T 
However, the specific heat at constant pressure Cp is given by: 
cp = T(as) `l aT)p (3.1.3) 
In addition, from the Is` Maxwell equation of thermodynamics 6) we have that: 
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C aPJT -M IP (3.1.4) 
The coefficient of volumetric expansion 0 is defined as: 
i (av) ß-vl TT J 
Therefore, using Equations (3.1.2) - (3.1.5), Equation (3.1.1) takes the following form: 
C (3.1.6a) 
P 
or approximating 
DE=CpOT-Tß OP-PAV+n (3.1.6b) 
P 
where n is the specific energy required for a phase transformation. We will compute the 
temperature when the material has returned to the ambient pressure. As the final state is at the 
same pressure as the initial state, the second term on the right-hand side of Equation (3.1.6b) is 
zero. In addition, if we suppose that the ambient pressure is zero (not an illogical assumption 
since hypervelocity impact experiments are performed in vacuum), then the third term vanishes 
as well. If we, further, assume that the specific heat remains constant, then Equation (3.1.6b) may 
reduce to: 
DE= CP(T-Ta)+n (3.1.7) 
where To is the initial temperature (usually about 300 K). Rearranging the above equation we 
find that: 
T=ACn+ To (3.1.8a) 
P 
if phase transitions exist. Otherwise Equation (3.1.7) reduces to: 
= 
CE 
T +T0 (3.1.8b) 
P 
However, what is AE? It is, simply, the change in internal energy of the initial state (before the 
impact) and the final state (after the material has been released): 
v 
AE=Ef-E0=! PH(Vo-VH)- 
J(PdV)S 
(3.1.9) 
Vii 
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As it has been already explained in section 2.3.3.6, it is possible to calculate ErEo using an 
iterative process and thus implement it in a computer code. Therefore, starting from a given 
Hugoniot state of a material, it is possible to calculate the residual temperature. 
But, we are interested in what is the residual temperature of the material with respect to 
the impact velocity, since we are able to measure it directly from the experiments. Hence, it is 
essential to calculate the Hugoniot pressure for each impact. The way to do it is by the 
impedance match method 7,8) , understanding that this is only an approximation to the problem. 
The projectile is supposed to be an infinite sheet with thickness equal to the actual projectile 
diameter. The target is approximated by a half space. The sheet, which extends laterally to 
infinity, slaps vertically to the target at the impact velocity Uo. Thus, the impact problem, which, 
in general, is 3-dimensional, is reduced to an 1-dimensional approximation. This approximation, 
however, neglects the release waves inward from the sides of the actual projectile and so tends to 
overestimate the actual mean pressure. Release waves become significant when the shock wave 
in the target has travelled about one projectile diameter. 
Immediately after the first contact, two shocks propagate away from the impact interface, 
one inside the projectile and the other into the target. Between the shocks, the target and 
projectile are both raised to the same pressure and the material particle velocity must be the 
same, since neither interpenetration nor separation can occur. However, other properties, such as 
the compressed densities of the projectile and target, their internal specific energies, and the 
velocities of the shock waves may vary for the two materials. 
The conditions between the shocks are determined by the Hugoniot equations (Equations 
2.3.2.1-2.3.2.3) to each shock separately, using the appropriate Equation of State for each 
material and imposing the equality of pressure and particle velocity at the interface. Care must be 
taken to apply the Hugoniot equations to the projectile in a co-ordinate frame in which it is at 
rest, since the Hugoniot equations have been derived under the assumption that the unshocked 
material is at rest. The unshocked projectile material is moving at Uo in the target rest frame, so 
that if u. is the particle velocity behind the shock in the projectile frame of reference, then the 
same material moves at speed (U0 - u. ) from the target point of view. The equality of particle 
velocity in both projectile and target, thus, requires 
Ut=UO - up 
where u, is the target particle velocity. 
(3.1.10) 
From the second Hugoniot equation, Equation (2.3.2.2) we have an expression between 
the Hugoniot pressure, shock velocity and particle velocity behind the shock 
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PH=POUSUP (3.1.11) 
In addition, we have, already, established the fact that there 
is an empirical relation between 
shock velocity and particle velocity (Equations 2.3.2.4 and 
2.3.2.5). Bearing in mind that the 
pressure in the interface of the target and projectile must 
be the same, it is possible to derive the 
following equations 
u2(popSp-Po, st)-u, 
(Popcop+2Po, 
SPUD+po'co, 1+Pop Uo(c0 +sPU0)=0 (3.1.12a) 
and 
-pobPu3+(popsp+3popbpUo-po, st)u2t -(pop cop+2p0 sPUo+3p0 
bPUö+patCoo )ut+ 
Pop U0(coP + s, U0 + bpUp) =0 (3.1.12b) 
Equation (3.1.12a) holds when in both target and projectile a linear relation exists between shock 
velocity and particle velocity, that is 
Us, = co. + s1u1 and USP = cop + sPUP, 
while Equation (3.1.12b) holds when a linear relation in the target exists between shock velocity 
and particle velocity, but a relation of the form 
U =c +s u +b u2 9p Op pppp 
exists in the projectile. This is used for the iron projectiles in sections 3.4 and 3.5. 
Therefore, by solving the appropriate equation, it is possible, firstly to find the particle 
velocity inside the target and then the common shock pressure. After that, the computer program 
may be used to find the corresponding E. However, although, until now, it is possible to 
calculate iE, we must decide which of the Equation (3.1.8) to use in order to find the residual 
temperature. As it has been already mentioned, n is the latent heat for a phase transformation. 
Thus, Equation (3.1.8b) will hold up to incipient melting, whereas Equation (3.1.8a) will hold 
after that point and in particular from complete melt up to incipient vaporisation n correspond to 
the specific heat of fusion, since only melting takes place up to incipient vaporisation. Therefore, 
we are able to find the changes in internal energy for incipient/complete melting/vaporisation if 
the temperatures of melting/vaporisation and the heats of fusion and vaporisation are known. 
That means that the values of AE are known, and hence we can find the shock pressure by using 
the same computer program; and since the pressure has been calculated, it is possible to use 
Equation (2.3.2.9) to find the impact velocity which will produce the required phase change. 
Hence we know the regions where Equations (3.1.8) hold. 
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Let us now summarise the steps required to find the residual temperatures 
1. Calculate the change in energy for a phase change in the target 
" Incipient melt: 
Complete melt: 
0 Incipient vaporisation: 
0 Complete vaporisation 
AE1m=Cp(Tm To) 
AEcm=Cp(Tm To)+ of 
AEi, =CP(T, -To) + of 
AE,, = Cp(T, -To) + of + ny 
where of and n are the enthalpies of fusion and vaporisation respectively. 
2. Find the Hugoniot volume and pressure to produce the above .E for the target using the 
program. 
3. Find the specific volumes of the projectile that correspond to the shock pressure found 
above. 
F 
Vt _ V1 
4. Use Equation (2.3.2.9), that is, U0 =! 1+ P-P 
]*P(vv 
- V, P, 
) to find the impact 
L Vo VH 
velocity required for a phase change. 
5. Find the target particle velocity and thus the shock pressure for some impact velocities, 
solving either Equation (3.1.12a) or Equation (3.1.12b). 
6. Using the computer program calculate the change in internal energy produced by the given 
shock pressure. 
7. Finally, using the calculated iEs, we find the residual temperatures using Equations (3.1.8). 
8. From steps 1-4, the way to calculate velocity thresholds for impact plasma production 
becomes apparent. We are interested in the minimum impact velocity required which is 
sufficient to vaporise the target material (where we assume that ionisation naturally occurs 
through collisions within the vapour9) Thus, the change in energy is given by DE;, =CP(T, - 
To)+nf and hence the shock pressure and impact velocity can be found. 
Finally, in section (2.3.3.6) when we discussed release from high pressure, we mentioned 
that after release, the materials acquires an extra term to its velocity, given by Equation (2.3.3.42) 
aP2 UR__ 
f(- 
aV 
S 
dV. (3.1.13) 
V 
We can use the same difference approach as in section (2.3.3.6) to deduce an approximate 
relation for UR. Thus Equation (3.1.7) becomes 
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V 
UR = 
J-(AP 
" AV) 
Y (3.1.14) 
VH 
Thus, by summing the increments (OPOV)ln (in the same computer program mentioned earlier) 
along the release isentrope, is possible to calculate the extra term added to Up. Therefore, the sum 
of Up+UR gives the ejection velocity of the target material. 
However, this is only an approximation based on the following assumptions: 
" The release path is considered to be an isentrope. 
" This is a 1-D calculation, where we have considered that all the ejected material has the same 
velocity. That is, it has been subjected to the same shock pressure. However, this is not a 
case in a 3-D impact. Ejected material has been shocked to different pressures. However, 
what it is calculated is an estimation of the maximum ejecta velocity. If the values of the 
different pressures that the target has been subjected to we known, then the different ejecta 
speeds could be calculated. 
" Stress pulses are viewed as sharp-fronted waves with negligible rise time. However, if this is 
the case, then at the free surface (where, by definition, the pressure vanishes at all times) the 
pressure jumps discontinuously from zero at the free surface to its maximum value just 
beneath. This sharp-fronted wave, however, is merely a convenient approximation to a wave 
with a small, but finite rise time. For further information about stress wave interference in 
the near-surface zone, one can refer to Reference (9). 
" Finally, although, the above treatment can be used with any Equation of State, for simplicity 
reasons, the Mie-Gruneisen EOS has been used. Thus, we limit ourselves to the incipient 
vaporisation point, since as mentioned is section 2.3.3.1 this EOS gives poor results in the 
vapour region. 
" Release wave interactions leading to spallation we re not considered. 
3.3 Impacts of Al-Al, Cd-Cd, Mo-Mo and Pb-Pb 
In this section results published in Reference (1) are reproduced in order to show they are 
consistent with the treatment explained in the previous section. However, the Mie-Gruneisen 
EOS has been used instead of the Tillotson EOS which has been used in Reference (1). The 
material constants used in this treatment are shown in table 3.1. The Hugoniot parameters and 
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Gruneisen coefficients come from Reference (8), while thermodynamic properties are from 
Reference (33). 
Using the table 3.1, it is possible to calculate the specific energy required for incipient / 
complete melting and incipient vaporisation of the materials. Knowing the energy, the required 
Hugoniot pressure and shock particle velocity can be estimated, and thus, compared directly with 
results by Anderson et al') . Table 3.2 summarises the results where projectile and target are 
constituted of the same material. 
Differences in the data exist and are typically about 4% for the velocity and 3% for the 
pressure. The differences in the data exist for three reasons: 
" Firstly, we assumed that the ambient pressure was zero, while in Anderson's et al. treatment 
the pressure was one atmosphere. 
" Secondly, the value of the specific heat used by Anderson et al. was averaged over a wide 
temperature region. Although, the same approach has been used in treatment, it is quite 
possible that the final value will be different. 
" Thirdly, the Mie-Gruneisen EoS used instead of Tillotson. 
Thus, we have shown, that although, two different EOS were used the results are consistent and 
agree with published data. 
3.4 Impacts of Fe on An &W 
In this section we present results for residual temperatures of Gold and Tungsten (when impacted 
by Iron particles), against projectile velocity as calculated using the approach discussed in 
section 3.2. In addition, results using the Nagayama approach, discussed in section 2.3.3.6, are 
also presented for comparison. 
In the 70s Eichhorn 10-13) performed experiments using the 2MV Van de Graaff dust 
accelerator facility of Max-Planck-Institut to estimate ejecta temperatures during a hypervelocity 
impact. To obtain the temperature of the luminous ejected material, the light flash energy was 
measured in different wavelength intervals. The measured spectra were compared against 
calculated model spectra to obtain the spectral temperature. The model spectra were calculated 
with the assumption that the light is mainly due to black body radiation. He used several 
projectile-target combinations. Two of them are Fe onto Au and Fe onto W. 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate the ejecta residual temperatures from the Eichhorn 
experiments and the theoretical values calculated with the approaches by Anderson and 
Nagayama. 
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Table 3.1: Material parameters used in this chapter 8'33) 
Po 
(l/om3) 
Co 
(km/s) 
s TO C, 
10'3 
MJ/kgK 
T. 
OK 
T 
OK 
Al 2.712 5.38 1.22 1.52 1.0000 933 2753 
Cd 8.639 2.48 1.64 2.20 0.2445 594 1038 
Rh 12.45 4.807 1.38 1.88 0.3000 2233 3960 
Ag 10.5 3.27 1.55 2.38 0.2700 1234 2468 
Cu 8.933 3.94 1.49 1.99 0.4430 1356 2811 
Ni 8.9 4.59 1.44 1.93 0.5660 1726 3065 
Co 8.862 4.77 1.28 1.99 0.6260 1765 3229 
w 19.224 4.029 1.24 1.54 0.1810 3653 6000 
Au 19.3 3.07 1.54 2.97 0.1440 1336 3240 
Mo 10.208 5.14 1.22 1.52 0.2400 2883 5833 
B4C 2.4 7.898 1.14 1.27 - - - 
Pb 11.346 2.03 1.47 2.77 0.1423 600 2013 
Table 3.2: Impact conditions for phase changes. 
Incipient Melting Comnlete Meltinn TnriniPnt Vnnr; viti.. n 
Tar- 
get 
Ref. 1 this work Ref. 1 this work Ref. I this work 
up PH UP PH Up PH Up PH Up PH Up PH 
km/s GPa km/s GPa km/s GPa km/s GPa km/s GPa km/s GPa 
Al 2.77 68.2 2.85 71 3.45 94 3.45 94 5.46 188 5.20 174 
Cd 0.93 32 0.90 31 1.17 44.5 1.15 43 1.51 64.7 1.50 64 
Mo 2.58 218 2.75 238 3.04 274 3.15 289 3.93 399 4.00 409 
Pb 0.79 28.6 0.80 29 0.95 37 0.95 37 2.00 113 1.85 100 
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One can, clearly, distinguish three different regions. A low impact velocity region (U0 < 
5 km s"'), an intermediate region (5 km s" < Uo <8 km s'') and a high one (Uo >8 km s''). In the 
low velocity region, for both target materials, theoretical predictions underestimate the 
experimental values. This may be attributed to collisions in the ejecta which result in an increase 
of the ejecta temperature. 
However, quite recently, Sysoev et al. (1997)14) argued that for velocities of the order of 
3 km/s, ion generation and temperature increase happens because of the electric field produced 
by the charged projectiles before impacting the target. Due to the surface electric charge of the 
projectile, an electric field is formed between the projectile and target. The electrons stimulate 
the desorption of atoms and ions from the particle surface accompanied by the heating and 
ionisation of the near-surface layer of the particle. The temperature can reach 25000 K for the 
case of a large microparticle charge when the projctile is 0.8-0.4 µm from the target. This process 
is also known as autoemission. Since, Eichhorn has used a Van de Graaff dust accelerator for his 
experiments; it is quite possible that such an effect is dominant at low velocities. 
In the intermediate region, results agree, relatively well, with experimental data, while in 
the high region no theoretical predictions exist because, as explained in earlier section, the Mie- 
Gruneisen EOS has been used which cannot apply for the vapour region. 
3.5 Impacts of Fe on Soda - Lime Glass 
In this section, theoretical calculations of residual temperature of glass are presented for the first 
time which will then be compared against experiments performed by the author using the Van de 
Graaff accelerator facility of UKC. 
As explained is section 3.1, in order to find residual temperatures, the two constants of 
the shock - particle velocity should be known, the Gruneisen coefficient, melting / vaporisation 
temperatures, latent heat of melting and specific heat at constant pressure. Unfortunately, such 
parameters are not yet available for soda - lime glass. Therefore, an approximation was made for 
them. In Reference (15) Johnson and Holmquist describe a model for glass behaviour under 
shock wave loading. Further information about the model will be given in chapter 5. They have 
used a polynomial relation for shock pressure and density, 
P=Kip +KZN2+K3p3 (3.5.1) 
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Figure 3.1: Gold residual temperatures when impacted by Iron 
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Figure 3.2: Tungsten residual temperature when impacted by Iron 
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where K1, K2 K3 are constants and µ= p/po -1. The values of the constants are 45.4 GPa, -138 
GPa and 290.0 GPa respectively. If we fit this Hugoniot curve to a shock - particle velocity we 
get values for co and s which are 3.3 km/s and 1.5 respectively. Both curves are illustrated in Fig. 
3.3. 
However for the Gruneisen coefficient we chose five different values and all of them 
were used to find the residual temperatures. The first value is the coefficient for Quartz 
8) 
. The 
second value comes from Alwes (1990)16) , and the last three have been calculated using the 
program developed by Nagayama and Mori (1994)") and described in section 2.3.3.1. Table 3.3 
summarise the values for this coefficient. 
In addition, from Alwes paper we get an estimation for the melting temperature of glass 
(Tm = 1400 K). However, since there are no data 
for vaporisation temperature and latent heat of 
fusion and vaporisation, we had to make the assumption that (since soda - lime glass is mainly 
constituted of silicon 
dioxide) that glass is very similar to Si02; hence it was possible to acquire 
the remaining values from Reference (18). Table 3.4 summarises the values taken from that 
Reference. From table 3.4, the latent heat of fusion nf can be found. 
of = T. (AScm -OSim) (3.5.2) 
In the case of the melting temperature, we take the mean value between the value by Alwes and 
the one for Si02. Hence T. = 1697 K and the value for the latent heat of fusion is 0.117 MJ / kg. 
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the common pressure and glass residual temperatures when 
iron impacting glass for different glass Gruneisen coefficients. As the Gruneisen coefficient 
increases the residual energy remained into the system decreases (since the amount of energy 
used for release increases) 
for the same impact velocity, therefore from Equations (3.1.8) it can 
be seen that as the Gruneisen coefficient 
is inversely proportional to the residual temperature for 
the same impact conditions. 
That is why, the curves in Figure 3.5 are shifted to the right as the 
Gruneisen coefficient increases. When yo has a value of 0.9, the point of glass incipient 
vaporisation is at about 
6 km s"1 iron impact velocity. In contrast, for the other values of -to the 
temperature never reaches the value of vaporisation temperature. This, however, is not physical 
but represents the limitations of the 
Mie-Gruneisen EOS for high velocities. 
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Table 3.3: Different values used for the glass Gruneisen coefficient 
Gruneisen Coefficient Reference 
0.90 Quartz [13] 
1.32 Alwes [20] and MgO [13] 
1.67 Nagayama and Mori t=2 [15] 
2.0 Nagayama and Mori t=1 [15] 
2.33 Nagayama and Mori t=0 [15] 
fable s. 4: i nermoaynamic properties of SIU2 from ret. 13j 
Entropy change for incipient melting ASj., 13.4 cal mol' K" 
Entropy change for total melting AScm 13.73 cal mol" K" 
Melting temperature T. 1996 K 
Vaporisation temperature T 3175K 
Mean atomic weight 20.03 g mol'1 
3.6 Velocity tnresnoia for impact plasma proauctuon 
In October 1997 the Cassini/luygens mission flew to the Saturnian system in order to study the 
planet and its satellites. 
One of the experimental systems on the Cassini mission is the Cosmic 
Dust Analyser (CDA) The CDA instrument is designed to determine particle flux rates and to 
measure, simultaneously, the charge, mass, velocity, trajectory and composition of individual 
dust particles. The system uses time-of-flight spectrometry of the positive ions in the plasma 
produced by the high velocity 
impacts of dust particles which allows their atomic species to be 
identified. Thus, the need to identify the threshold velocities required to produce ions of different 
species becomes apparent. 
For that reason, experiments have been performed on the dust accelerator facilities at the 
University of Kent at Canterbury (UK) and the Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik (Germany) in 
which the production of plasma 
from impacts of micron and sub-micron particles from 1 to 90 
km/s has been measured. Various projectile and target materials have been investigated. 
The aim of the author is to calculate the velocity threshold from first principles for 
different projectile - target combinations. The approach used for such calculations is summarised 
in section 3.2 and results are presented in table 3.5. It has to be mentioned that the incipient 
vaporisation and not the complete vaporisation/onset of ionisation is calculated. It is assumed 
that collisions between gas molecules will produce some ions9) . However, for comparative 
reasons the experimental 
data are also presented here together with results from molecular 
dynamics (MD) and computer simulation predictions. 
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Figure 3.3: Glass Hugoniot Curve 
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The experimental, MD and simulation work has been performed by PR Ratcliff and has been 
presented in COSPAR '96 
9) 
. 
The computer simulation predictions come from the use of the AUTODYNIm 
hydrocode19) using the Tillotson Equation of State 20), which, as described in section 2.3.3.4, 
accounts for vaporisation of material. 
However, an alternative approach to calculating threshold impact velocities for 
vaporisation is to use the principles of molecular dynamics. Instead of considering the material as 
a continuum described by bulk properties, material is considered on an atomic scale. 
At the 
impact velocities we are considering, atomic interactions can be considered to be elastic 
collisions (at higher velocities, corresponding to kinetic energies of many 
keV per atomic mass 
unit (amu) the interaction is with the `electron plasma' of the solid through 
inelastic energy loss). 
The requirement to vaporise the material in either the projectile or the target 
is for the transfer of 
energy from the bulk kinetic energy of atoms in the projectile to thermal energy of atoms 
in the 
projectile and/or target to exceed the latent heat of fusion and the latent 
heat of vaporisation. The 
results are shown in Table 3.5. For the case of boron carbide as a target, no B or C species results 
exist because the impedance match method cannot apply for the individual constituents of a 
material. 
From table 3.5, one can see that the results using the approach described in section 3.2 
lie between the hydrocode predictions and the experimental data. In addition, the results are 
closer to the experimental values than any other approach used. 
The approach used by the author is more advantageous than the molecular dynamics and 
the hydrocodes, when compared against the experimental data. Firstly, one must realise that 
hydrocode runs are expensive and time consuming. A few days, at least, are required for a given 
projectile-target combination in order to determine the velocity threshold. In addition, not all the 
combinations were possible to perform, due to lack of material parameters. On the other hand, 
the approach used by the author and the molecular dynamics require only a few hours for all the 
data to be calculated. However, the molecular dynamics results, when compared to the 
experimental data, agree to a lesser extent, than the author's results. One can calculate the 
percentage difference between the experimental value and the corresponding value from a given 
approach, that is, (experimental value - value from a given approach)/(experimental 
value)*100%. For a given projectile-target combination, the closer this number is to zero, the 
closer the value of a given approach is to the experimental value. Therefore, if the cumulative 
number of values happening in a given range for both approaches is plotted, then it is possible to 
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Figure 3.5: Glass Residual Temperature 
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Figure 3.6: Cumulative number of results for theoretical approach 
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Figure 3.8: Hugoniot of Water Ice by Gaffney 30) 
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decide which approach agrees better with the experimental values. These are illustrated in 
Figures 3.6 and 3.7. It can be seen that both molecular dynamics and calculations made here tend 
to underestimate the measured values. However the method developed here has a mean 
difference of 17% compared to 32% for the MD approach. 
3.7 Ejecta Velocity Calculations for Icy Surfaces 
Water ice was found to be one of the most abundant minerals in the outer Solar System and many 
icy satellites by the Voyager space probes. Hence, the origin and the evolution of the giant 
planets and the icy satellites together with their rings must have a close relation to the collisional 
process of icy planetesimals. 
Various authors have studied impact cratering in water ice in the laboratory in order to 
explain the observed large impacts craters on the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn (e. g., at low 
velocity Kawasami et al. (1983)28, Kato et al. (1995)22), and at hypervelocities, Eichhorn and 
Grün (1993)23)). 
The velocity of the ejecta after an impact on ice is, thus, very important in understanding 
many processes taken place during the early stages of the Solar System. In this section, 
theoretical results will be presented of H2O ice ejecta velocity when impacted by different target 
materials. 
However, ice ejecta velocities data are hard to find and the ejecta sizes that can be 
recorded are limited by the instrumentation techniques. For instance, Arakawa et al. (1995)24) 
used a single-stage vertical light-gas gun to accelerate water ice projectiles on ice targets at 
velocities of 30 to 530 m/s and mass ratios of the projectile to the target of 0.1 to 0.035. A high 
speed video camera has been used to record the ejecta. But the camera could only record 200 
frames/sec and thus the maximum velocity the system could measure was about 30 m/s because 
the observational area of fragments was roughly 20 x 20 cm. Therefore, only, relatively large and 
slow fragments could be detected. 
Frisch (1991)25) used a plasma drag accelerator to accelerate glass projectiles to 
Polycrystalline water ice targets. Size and velocity of the projectiles ranged from 18 pm to 124 
pm and from 1.80 km s1 to 9.62 km s''. Two different techniques were applied for the ejecta 
particle measurements. A film of nitrocellulose with a thickness of 150 nm mounted just in front 
of the target could detect the ejecta. However, only projectiles larger than 5 pm were not affected 
in size or velocity when passing through the film. It was, thus, impossible to detect the fastest 
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and smallest ejecta which could, even, be in the vapour state. Piezoelectric sensors were also 
used as a second detection technique. The detectors were built of piezoelectric plates with a 
sensitive area of 250 mm2. Similar problems exist in this approach. 
Finally, Burchell et al. (1996)26) used a Van de Graaff dust accelerator in order to 
accelerate micron- and submicron- iron particles at velocities of 2 km s"' to 65 km s''. In this 
case, the signal from the secondary ionisation observed by a photomultiplier tube was interpreted 
as the observation of ionisation caused by impacts of high-speed ejecta. Assuming an angle of 
ejection of 600 to the target surface, ejection velocities could 
be measured. A correlation was 
established between ejecta velocity and projectile 
impact velocity 
U, j = 0.093 U01.13 (3.7.1) 
However, only the relatively large ejecta had enough kinetic energy to produce a secondary 
ionisation. 
For the rest of this section, we present one dimensional ice ejecta velocity calculations 
when impacted by glass, water 
ice and iron projectiles and we argue for the need of better 
detection techniques. 
In order to calculate the ejecta velocity, the Hugoniot and the Gruneisen coefficient must 
be known. However, water ice is a complicated material with many phases2 ). Hugoniot data have 
been presented by Anderson (1968)28), Larson (1984)29) and Gaffney (1985)10. Gaffney has 
distinguished two different curves in the P-V plane. The first curve lies in the low pressure 
region where the pressure 
is between 600 MPa, (above the Hugoniot Elastic Limit) and 2.2 GPa 
and a high pressure region where the pressure exceeds 8 GPa. In the intermediate region there is 
a wide discrepancy in the results. Anderson attributes this to poor data in one of his experiments, 
while Larson reports a state 
between Anderson's points. 
Thus the two regions are: 
1. When Pressure PE [0.6,2.21 GPa 
Us = 0.677 (kmis) + 2.05 up (3.7.2) 
2. When Pressure P exceeds 8 GPa 
Us = 1.79 (km/s) + 1.42 up (3.7.3) 
Both curves appear in Figure 3.8. A value for the Gruneisen coefficient was found in Reference 
(31) to be 0.35. Using these values we can predict the ice ejecta velocity against impact velocity 
for different projectiles. Figure 3.9 illustrates such results for three different projectile materials: 
iron, 
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Table 3.5: Summary of results for vaporisation threshold velocities (kmis) 
Projectile Species Experiments This Molecular Hydrocode 
and tar et approach Dynamics Sphere-Plate 
Fe on Rh Fe 16(15)1 8.16 6.4 6 
Rh 16(15) 8.44 7.0 - 
Fe on Al Al 8± 32 9.02 6.1 20 
Fe 8±3 13.69 9.8 8 
Fe on Mo Fe 23 (22) 8.73 5.1 8 
Mo 19(18) 9.88 7.1 26 
Fe on Au Fe 15 ±2 7.55 4.1 5 
Au 6.97 7.9 - 
Fe on Ag Fe 10±5 8.79 4.9 8 
Ag 10±5 6.02 6.2 - 
Fe on Ni Fe ? 9.01 
6.4 8 
Ni 8±1 9.09 6.4 22 
Fe on Cu Fe 8.4 (7.7) 8.93 6.0 7 
Cu 8.7 (8.4) 7.58 6.2 16 
B4C on Ag B 11.6 (11.4) - - - 
C 6.3 (4.7) - - - 
Ag 11.6(11.4) 9.12 21 - 
AlonCo Al 21±5 8.81 6.1 8 
Co 21 ±5 14.78 9.8 - 
Al on C C 20 ±5 - - 
Al 19±2 13.3 
Al on Fe Al 18 ±5 9.02 6.1 8 
Fe 22±5 13.69 9.8 17 
Con Fe C 16±2 - - 
Fe 15±4 17.46 18 
' If the measured tnresno[a vetociry is jouowea ny a numver in brackets, the starea veiocrty is the Lowest at 
which the given line was observed and the number in brackets is the next 
highest velocity in the data set at 
which the line was not observed 
(i. e. the minimum possible value of threshold). 
1± indicates the error on the threshold velocity derived by extrapolating the fit to the data to zero yield. 
glass and ice. For comparison purposes, results by Burchell et al. 
26) (Equation (3.7.1)) is also 
illustrated. 
It can be seen that there is a great discrepancy between theoretical predictions and 
experimental data, as expected. Theoretical approach can evaluate the maximum possible speed 
of the ejecta of a given impact. However, only the smallest fragments will have this velocity, 
which, as discussed above, are difficult to detect. Fortunately, new cameras, such as image 
converter cameras, make such detection possible. Kadono and Fujiwara (1996)32) have used an 
IMACON 790 to observe the expanding vapor cloud generated by a hypervelocity impact. 
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Pictures of the impact were taken with a framing speed of I million frames per second! It was, 
thus, possible to detect the vapor cloud moving at velocities of 10 km/s. Nylon projectiles 7 mm 
in diameter were accelerated onto Nylon and Copper targets at velocities of 3 km/s to 6 km/s 
using a two stage light gas gun. Figure 3.10 illustrates the experimental results together with the 
theoretical predictions. It is apparent that the theoretical results are consistent with the 
experiments. Therefore, the need for such cameras becomes apparent. 
3.8 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a method to calculate residual temperatures and ejecta velocities of a 
hypervelocity impact was developed and described. This method was tested against known 
i. izý temperature data used to evaluate glass residual temperatures when impacted Iron. These 
results will be compared against experiments at chapter 4. 
In addition, this method was used to predict velocity threshold for impact plasma 
production. Such calculations are important for the calibration of the Cassini Cosmic Dust 
Analyser (CDA). Results using this method agree with experimental data to a bigger extent than 
other methods used such as molecular dynamics and are faster than hydrocode runs. 
Finally, previous work on ice ejecta velocities has been summarised and theoretical 
predictions of ice ejecta speeds have been presented when water ice is impacted by glass, ice and 
iron. Also, the need for new detection techniques, such as IMACON image converter camera, has 
been argued and discussed. 
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CHAPTER 4 
. 
Elevated Temperatures at impact using the 2MV Van de Graaff 
"4.1 Introduction 
.A very well 
known phenomenon of hypervelocity impact is the melting, vaporisation and 
ionisation of both target and projectile. Therefore, upon such impacts large amounts of hot and 
radiative material are ejected. Such ejecta material is, quite often, referred to as plasma, because 
it may contain large amounts of ionised material. The light emanating from this kind of material 
is called light flash. 
Because of the high velocities involved, light flash production under hypervelocity 
l mpact happens frequently in the space environment. An example of such impacts are the meteor 
i, henomena or shooting stars in every day language. When a piece of extraterrestrial material 
minters the Earth's atmosphere at high velocities, air and meteor material are ionised, which then 
k-adiate light, and hence are visible with the naked eye; they can also be detected by their radar 
, ignatures. In this example, the target is a gas (the atmosphere) and the light is emitted from the 
was heated by the passage of the meteor as well as from its heated surface. 
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Large scale impacts on planetary surfaces or natural satellites can produce light flashes. 
Such large impacts on solid surfaces are infrequent and few reliable observations exist. A recent 
well observed impact did not involve a solid surface but a dense gaseous atmosphere i. e. comet 
Shoemaker-Levy 9 impacting on Jupiter. The fire ball of the hot ejected material was seen even 
by the old probe Voyager which was 70 A. U. away from our sun. 
The Giotto probe which flew to Halley's comet during its most recent passage through 
the inner Solar System, had an instrument used for ion spectroscopy to try and look at elemental 
composition of particles emitted by the comet. The basic principle was that a small dust particle 
would impact a target generating an impact plasma. An applied electric field was then used to 
accelerate the ions and their arrival time at a detector depends upon the mass of the individual 
ion species involved. To operate properly such a system needed a start time for the impact at 
beginning of the drift process. That start time was provided by the light flash of the signal 
impact. 
Light flash investigation is also important for some monitoring satellites. Space borne 
optical sensors (known as bahngmeters) can be mounted on satellites to monitor Earth-based 
missile launch activity". However, cosmic dust and space debris may impact on the sensors, thus 
giving a false signal. It is thus important to study the nature of such signals in order to determine 
the difference between a flash from an impact on the sensor and signal from a distant missile 
launch. It is therefore no surprise that the US Air Force maintain an interest in studies of impact 
light flash. 
Glass is an increasingly important material as it is increasingly present on spacecrafts in 
the form of ever larger solar arrays and windows on vehicles such as the space shuttle ant the 
new international space station. In this chapter we present results of impact of iron particles onto 
soda-lime glass using the Van de Graaff dust accelerator facility of the University of Kent at 
Canterbury. Intensity of the light flash was measured for two different wavelengths at a velocity 
range of 5- 20 km s'1 and the temperature of the ejecta cloud was found assuming black body 
radiation emission. The temperature was found to be almost independent of impact velocity. The 
results are then discussed in the context of previous attempts to measure the ejecta cloud 
temperature both experimentally and computationally. 
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4.2 Experimental Arrangement 
4.2.1 Experimental set up 
We begin by presenting a general overview of the experimental set up which is illustrated in 
Figure 4.1. Iron dust particles were accelerated towards a glass target by means of the 2MV Van 
de Graaff dust accelerator facility of the UKC. Velocities in the range 5- 20 km s'1 were attained 
for particles of mass 10"14 - 10'" 
kg. A detailed description of this dust source is given by Green 
at al. (1988)2). In section 4.2.2 a brief summary of the dust accelerator will be given. 
The dust was accelerated into a chamber evacuated to 1 to 2x 10"6 mbar. The glass target 
was a normal microscope slide with 
dimensions of 7x3x0.5 mm. The glass was attached to an 
aluminium holder placed at the centre of the chamber and perpendicularly to the beam line. The 
set up was such that the 
dust beam could impact the centre of the glass. In addition, the holder 
was painted black and the whole chamber was covered with 
black plastic to reduce light 
reflections. Ten viewports, placed at 
360 apart to each other, existed around the chamber. Two 
photomultiplier tubes types 
EMI 9789Q and EMI 6097 were placed, symmetrically and at 36° to 
the beam direction, in two of these viewports by means of glass windows. Thus, no ultra violet 
light could be transmitted. Both tubes were operated in integration mode. Hence, the total 
magnitude of the signal was proportional to the total energy of an event. Since the tube signals 
were integrated, ti=247 ms, the rising time of the signal represented the 
duration of the event. The 
EMI 6097 was operated at 1.4 kV by a Harwell power supply, while the EMI 9789Q was 
operated at 1.3 kV 
by an EMI 3000R supply. Both tubes were connected to a LeCroy 9304 
oscilloscope (LOOMS sd). 
Filters at specific wavelengths were placed in front of the tubes. In this way, assuming 
black body radiation for the light flash, it was possible to estimate the ejecta temperature. 
However, in order to convert the tubes' signals to energy, the photomultiplier tubes had first to 
be calibrated against a source of known emission. The actual calibration is given in section 4.2.3. 
The filter placed in front of the EMI 9789Q was a bandpass one with peak wavelength of 
400 nm, 65.7 nm half bandwidth and 51% transmission. The filter placed in front of the EMI 
6097, was a combination of a short and long pass filter. The end filter was equivalent to one 
having 550 nm peak wavelength, 50nm half bandwidth, and 66.4% transmission. After correcting 
for filter bandwidth and transmission and the solid angle subtended at the target by the PM tubes, 
it is possible to estimate the energy of the flash at 400 nm and 550 nm, since both tubes had 
already been calibrated against a known source. 
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4.2.2 The Van de Graaff Dust Particle Accelerator 
Since a Van de Graaff (VdG) is an electrostatic accelerator the dust particles used must be 
charged before they can be accelerated. 
A small reservoir of dust was placed at the top terminal 
end of the VdG. The dust used 
here was iron dust. The dust is spherical to a high degree with a 
size range of 0.01 to 3 microns 
diameter. Before being placed in the VdG the dust was dried in a 
small vacuum oven. This prevented any clumping of the 
fine powder. 
The dust reservoir had front and rear surface plates across which a dc pulsed voltage is 
applied. The rear plate has a needle attached 
horizontally, pointing at a hole in the front plate. 
This is above the level of the dust and is aligned with the main axis of the VdG. The pulsed 
voltage stimulates the dust which start to travel between the two plates. Any dust particle 
reaching the needle tip receives the maximum charge and on 
its passage towards the front plate 
passes through the hole, out of the reservoir and 
into the main flight tube. 
The flight tube has 52 ring electrodes which have a voltage difference VA between the 
electrodes and ground of about 
2 million Volts. Therefore the charged particles can accelerate, as 
their electrostatic energy qVA 
is converted to kinetic energy. Thus one may write 
ymv2 =q(un +v 
) (4.2.2.1) 
where m is the particle mass, v 
its final velocity, q its charge, VA the accelerating voltage and V, 
the needle charging potential. 
Note that, although the potential is about 2MV, due to the mass of 
the particles the acceleration 
is totally non-relativistic. From Eq. (4.2.2.1), it can be seen that the 
velocity v is a function of the ration q/m. 
For fully efficient charging, the charge is a surface 
effect, and thus q/m 
is fixed at a given mass for a given dust material type (assuming perfectly 
spherical projectiles). 
Therefore, with a relatively, small spread, there is only one velocity for a 
given mass particle, and the 
highest velocities are associated with the smallest masses. This is 
shown in Figure 
4.3, where the data for the iron particles accelerated to the glass target is 
presented. 
Therefore, in order to estimate the mass of a particle, the other three parameters must be 
known. When a particle is inside the main flight tube, it passes through a detector, called the 
Compact Time Of Flight (CTOF). The detector consists of two copper rings at known distance 
apart. When a particle passes through the detector it induces a charge on each ring. The rings are 
connected to an oscilloscope via an amplifier, hence two signals appear on the oscilloscope 
screen. The time difference 
between them gives the velocity, since the distance between the rings 
is known. The particle velocity was, on average, accurate to ±1% at low velocities, rising to 5% 
at 20 km s'1. The height of the signal, which is in mV, corresponds to the charge. The detector 
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and pre amps used have been calibrated by inssertion of known charge signals placed onto the 
detectors. The result is that 1 Coulomb of charge corresponds to 10.86 x 1012 Volt. The 
accelerating voltage is measured directly on the machine instrumentation. 
For the data presented here, the VdG was run with voltages of 1.3 to 1.7 MV. This 
increases the lifetime of the machine by reducing the risk of sparking which is present at the high 
voltage. The mass range found here 10"17 to 1915 kg corresponds to iron particles of between 0.14 
and 0.63 microns. The range of charges on the particles was 1.18 to 9.6 fC. 
Finally, all the event signals displayed on the oscilloscope are stored in a PC using 
LabViewTM. LabViewTM is an icon oriented programming language sold by National 
Instruments. Programs written here use LabViewTM on the PC to control data transfer from the 
oscilloscope to the PC. The same programs then permit subsequent recall and analysis of data. In 
this way, all the events can be re-examined. Thus, the signals that correspond to charge and light 
flash can be estimated to better than I% accuracy. 
4.2.3 Calibration of the Photomultiplier Tubes 
For this experiment the photomultiplier tubes had to be absolutely calibrated. It was thus 
necessary to establish a relation between the signal (in mV) and the energy (in Joules) at a given 
wavelength. For that purpose, both tubes were calibrated against a continuous source of known 
characteristics. The lamp model used was G501 made by VCH Ltd. It had a tungsten filament at 
a temperature of 2410 K. The test voltage was 6.5 V, the current 300 mA ± 10% and the wattage 
was 1.95 W. The radiation characteristics of the lamp under these conditions were also provided 
by the manufacturer. However the actual energy output was of interest and not the radiated 
power, since the tubes were used in the integration mode. To calibrate the PM tubes the lamp 
was placed in a light tight box behind a baffle with a small opening. The PM tube being 
calibrated was placed at an external viewing port behind appropriate filters. Inside the light tight 
box between the lamp and the viewport was an opaque wheel with a circular hole. The wheel was 
5 cm in diameter, the hole was 1 mm in diameter and positioned 4 cm radially from the centre of 
the wheel. Through the centre of the wheel was mounted the spindle of a 6V motor used to rotate 
the wheel at 36 Hz. Although the lamp was on continuously, the PM tube was only illuminated 
when the wheel rotated such that the hole was between the lamp and the PM tube. The set up is 
illustrated in Figure 4.2. Therefore, the energy of the light which comes out from the hole 
depends on the energy radiated 
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Figure 4.1: Experimental set-up 
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Figure 4.2: Photomultiplier calibration set up 
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by the lamp the time the hole `sees' the lamp and the solid angle subtended by it. The time that 
the hole `sees' the lamp is given by: 
1 hole area 1 0.5 mm 
Time = 86.6 ps. 
wheel frequency annulus area at hole distance 36 Hz 4.4 cm 
In addition, the solid angle subtended by the pinhole is given by: 
hole area (05 mm) 
2 
Solid Angle ==2 =1.26 10-7. 
sphere surface area ( lamp to pinhole) 4. (703 cm) 
Therefore, the lamp radiation characteristic curve, provided by the manufacturer must be 
multiplied by the time and the solid angle, in order to give the energy of the light as it comes out 
from the pinhole. The corrected curve is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 
The filters used spanned a wavelength range from 350 to 650 nm. In this way, it was 
possible to establish what signal each tube gives at a given wavelength. The response of each 
tube is illustrated in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, where the signal has been corrected for the bandwidths 
and transmissions of the filters. The filters were purchased by Ealing and all of them were 
supplied with calibration curves of their transmission properties. The fit shown on each figure is 
a function which describes the data well. It allows for the loss of signal at low wavelengths due 
to the ultraviolet cut off of the glass in the system and the fall at high wavelengths due to the 
characteristics of the photocathodes. 
Therefore, by combining Figures 4.4-4.6, it is possible to derive a relation between signal 
(in mV) and light energy in (Joules). For instance, the EMI 9789Q tube at a wavelength of 400 
nm, gives 17.56 mV for 10'15 Joules, while the EMI 6097 tube at 550 nm gives 0.99 mV for 10'11 
Joules. The next step was to determine the linearity of the response of the PMTs as the signal 
strength varied. From early tests the light flash signals expected from dust impacts on glass 
spanned the range of 10 to 500 mV. For that reason, the linearity was checked by illuminating 
the tubes with the same tungsten lamp for a signal range of 1 to 1000 mV. But, the amount of 
light seen during a pulse was controllable by use of neutral density filters. The tubes do respond 
linearly in that regime, and responses are illustrated in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. 
There is a final correction to be made. The photomultiplier tubes were placed at a given 
distance away from the target in the Van de Graaff, since they were looking the events through 
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Figure 4.3: Mass - Velocity Iron Dust Relationships 
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the viewports situated around the chamber. In this case, it was assumed that the field of view of 
the tubes was very large compared to the dimensions of the impact site. 
The filters that have been used in the Van de Graaff experiments and placed in front of 
the photomultiplier tubes have already been described in section 4.2.1. Their peak wavelength 
corresponds to 400 and 550 nm, respectively. 
To conclude, let us summarise all the necessary corrections in one equation. Each light 
flash signal must be divided with a correction factor C in order to give Joules/mV. This factor is 
made of 
C= (PMT solid angle) " (filter tranmission and bandwidth) " (PMT calibration). 
oscilloscope signal 
(PMT calibration) = 
filter transmission and bandwidth 
(power curve). (pinhole time). (pinhole solid angle 
4.3 Experimental Results and Temperatures of the Radiating Material 
In this section, the experimental results are presented together with the calculation of the light 
flash temperature from these results based on the assumption of black body radiation. 
The data were taken for iron dust particles impacting a glass target at velocities from 5- 
20 km s4. The light flash was observed by means of two photomultipliers with filters at different 
wavelengths (400 and 
550 nm) in front of the tubes. After all the corrections, discussed in 
section 4.2.3, the 
light energy for both wavelengths against iron dust impact velocity could be 
obtained. The energy was normalised 
for the mass of the projectiles. In this way, the dependence 
of the energy to the mass 
is eliminated. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.9. During data 
taking the accelerating voltage was uncertain to 4%. The particle velocity (charge) was, on 
average, accurate to 
1% (4%) at low velocities, rising to 5% (10%) at 20 km s'1. The uncertainty 
on the photomultiplier signal was 
less than 1% and was due to the background noise. The 
combined error is much smaller than the scatter 
in the data and therefore errors do not appear in 
the graph. The scatter observed on the 
data is large, i. e. at a fixed velocity the values of 
energy/mass span almost two orders of magnitude. 
However such a scatter is not abnormal in 
3) " 
studies of hypervelocity dust 
impacts. Eichhorn and Burchell et al. observed a similar scatter 
in their data. 
The data in Figure 4.9 are fitted in log-log space with an unweighted fit. In Figure 4.9 
the best fits are shown. However, since the scatter in the data is quite significant, the fit is very 
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Figure 4.5: Calibration of the EMI 6097 PM Tube 
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Figure 4.7: Response of pm 6097 to an attenuated light signal 
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sensitive to the data. One could obtain an upper and lower bound for the fits by arbitrarily 
removing a few data ( three at the most) points and repeating the fit. This was repeated several 
times leading to a range of fit parameters. Therefore, the relations of the specific energies at the 
two wavelengths against impact velocity are: 
For X-550 nm: E/m = 36.3 (±1.10) v 2.34(10.04) (4.3.1) 
For ? =400 nm: E/m = 3.80 (±1.00) v 
2.35(±O. O6) (4.3.2) 
where Elm is the specific energy in J kg" nm' and v is the iron dust impact velocity in km s''. It 
becomes clear that both wavelengths have the same velocity dependence, within the data scatter. 
Taking the ratio of Equations 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, one can derive: 
Esc 
_ R=E =10.6(± 3.5) (4.3.3). 
aw 
We next consider how the temperature may be estimated using the above results. We start by 
assuming black body radiation as a reasonable model for the measured light. This is in 
accordance with previous work by Eichhorn 
4-7). He measured the light energy of a single event 
using interference filters at 16 different wavelengths and found a good fit to a blackbody 
spectrum. Hence the light intensity emitted by a radiating black body of temperature T as a 
function of the wavelength X is given by: 
ýs 
(e5T_1) (4.3.4) 
where Ci and C2 are constants. However, since light energy was measured instead of intensity, 
Equation (4.3.4) must be integrated over the temperature between an initial temperature To and 
final temperature to yield the total light energy E emitted at wavelength X: 
300K 
E(X) =f I(%, T)JT 
TO 
(4.3.5). 
Although temperature itself depends on time, according to Eichhorn (1976)4) , the spectral 
distribution remains unaltered. More specifically, initially he assumed an exponential decrease of 
the temperature with time. Then, by varying the time constant by an order of magnitude the 
calculated spectral distribution was not affected. 
We can thus combine Equations (4.3.4) and (4.3.5) for X at 400 and 550 nm to obtain 
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Figure 4.9: Specific Light Energy for both Wavelenghts 
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(4.3.6) 
It is, then, possible to calculate the ratio of the integrals for different values of To, using a 
standard software package, (Maple 3.3), and thus establish a relation between light flash 
temperature and the corresponding ratio of energies at two different wavelengths. This relation, 
is illustrated in Figure 4.10, where discrete solutions are found for various To and are then fit by 
a third order polynomial in a log-log space: 
log10 T= 3.87-0.651og, o R+0.22(loglo R)2 -0.03(log, o R)3 (4.3.7) 
Combining Equations 4.3.3 and 4.3.7, we finally obtain an estimation for the light flash 
temperature: 
To = 2638 ± 263 K (4.3.8) 
Therefore, the temperature of the ejecta cloud is of the order of 2600 K (within the data scatter) 
and independent of impact velocity 
for the velocity range of 5-20 km s''. Although, this lack of 
dependence on velocity may seem to be rather strange, in the next section it will be argued that 
this is consistent with previous published work and that it may also be consistent with the current 
theories of hypervelocity impact dynamics. 
4.4 Discussion of Results 
In the previous section, the temperature of the ejecta cloud was found to be about 2600 K. 
independent of impact velocity. However, this is consistent with previous work. In the 70s 
Eichhorn 3.5-7) performed light flash experiments using the 2MV Van de Graaff dust accelerator 
facility of the Max-Planck-Institut fur Kernphysik at Heidelberg, Germany. He used a 
combination of different particles and targets at a velocity range from 5-20 km s'1. Most of the 
materials were metals, except 
in one case where the target was duranglass (borosilicate glass). He 
measured light flash energy 
from impacts at 16 different wavelengths and presented results for 
temperatures at discrete velocities. The basic approach was similar to that presented here. 
However, the difference in the approach discussed in this chapter is that results have been 
obtained continuous in velocity. Eichhorn found that for iron projectiles the light energy for 
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different materials increases with increasing values of the melting temperature of the target. 
Although he did observe differences in light flash energies, the temperature of the flash remain 
constant with velocity or showed a small 
dependence. Figure 4.11 illustrates Eichhorn's results 
for flash temperatures of Duranglass when impacted by iron dust particles together with the 
upper and lower bound of the temperature results 
for the work presented in the previous section. 
The values found for temperature of the Duranglass 
by Eichhorn are very similar to those found 
here for soda-lime glass. That the values of Eichhorn are slightly higher may reflect the 
difference in glass composition (borosilicate vs. soda-lime glass). The important point is that for 
both materials, temperature seems to be 
independent of particle velocity. 
Next, a comparison between theoretical predictions for glass temperatures given in 
section 3.5 and flash temperatures as estimated 
in section 4.3 is made. For that purpose, the 
measured temperature 
found (which lies between 2400 and 2900 K), is shown in Figure 4.12, 
along with the glass residual temperature calculated 
for different values of the Gruneisen 
coefficient using the model of section 
3.5. In addition, Eichhorn's Duranglass are also displayed 
for comparison. In general, the results suggest that 
if the model is correct an appropriate choice 
for y is in the range 0.90 to 2.00. At the lowest velocities when the temperature was measured (5 
km s'') the measurements and the predictions may 
be beginning to diverge. The model predicts a 
sharp fall in temperature as the velocity 
falls from 5 to 2 km s''. If the temperature could be 
measured in this velocity range 
it would be a good test of the model. However it did not prove 
possible to obtain 
data at these lower velocities because the light flash signal as detected by the 
photomultiplier tube was too small and 
in the order of the background noise. Therefore more 
sensitive PM tubes and measurements with 
filters of higher wavelengths are needed, since red 
objects are cooler. 
However, it should be remembered that the impact process itself may not be the only 
significant source of 
heating. Firstly, as already explained in section 3.4, for low velocities, ion 
generation and temperature 
increase can be caused by the electric field produced by the charged 
projectiles before impacting the target. 
In addition, for relatively, low velocities it is possible to 
have line emission, but a study of line emission for the glass was beyond the study of this 
research, although Eichhorn 
did not find any evidence of such emission. 
In order to calculate the residual temperatures in Chapter 3, a value for the vaporisation 
temperature was assumed to be 3175 K. This choice was made because this is the vaporisation 
temperature of silicon dioxide, the most abundant constituent of glass. However, from section 4.3 
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of Flash Temperature Results 
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the temperature was found to lie between 2400 and 2900 K. That is, the upper bound is very 
close to the vaporisation temperature. If, in addition, the Gruneisen coefficient has a value 
between 0.9 and 2.0, then from the Figure 4.12, the velocity threshold for incipient vaporisation 
is about 5-15 km s''. From incipient to complete vaporisation, the residual temperature should be 
the same, since the system uses the heat deposited in it to go 
from the incipient to complete 
vaporisation. The same happens for the change of state associated with incipient to complete 
melting and can be seen in Figure 4.12, where this takes place between 3-5 km s'1 when the 
Gruneisen coefficient lays between 0.9 and 2.0. However, such calculations cannot be performed 
for incipient to complete vaporisation. The reason, as already explained in chapter 3, lays in the 
Equation of State of the material which is the Mie-Gruneisen. This EOS is derived from 
condensed matter principles and assumptions such as harmonic oscillations of atoms in a lattice 
and can be extended to liquids with care. Therefore, it is inappropriate to use it in the liquid-gas 
regime. Better EOS such as the Tillotson EOS may extend the calculation to the liquid-gas 
region. However, even this EOS is deficient if one extends to the total vaporisation regime. 
Although, calculations for complete vaporisation are difficult to perform, one can obtain some 
general features using the existing data. It can be argued that impact velocities of tens of km s"' 
are required for total vaporisation. This can be explained both qualitatively and physically'). 
Firstly, the isentropic release curve becomes more and more asymptotic to ambient pressure as 
more and more energy is delivered in the initial shock state. Secondly, even though a large 
amount of energy is available from the shock process, the `adiabatic' expansion of the vaporised 
material absorbs a significant amount of the available energy. It is, therefore, possible, that, the 
experimental value of the temperature is constant (for the velocity regime of 5 to 20 km s'l) 
because the material is between the incipient and complete vaporisation stages, and that this 
temperature is, simply, the vaporisation temperature of glass. Hence, one can, also, argue that the 
vaporisation temperature of the soda-lime glass lays between 2400 and 2900 K. 
However, there may be another explanation for the non-dependency of the temperature 
on impact velocity. The light flash observed is from the peak emission which for a fast impact, 
will be after the crater has expanded enough and hence it will be similar to a low velocity crater 
ejecta. 
4.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we described experiments performed with the 2MV Van de Graaff dust 
accelerator facility of UKC, in soda-lime glass targets using iron particles. The light flash from 
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the impact was observed by means of two photomulptiplier tubes at two different wavelengths. 
Relations for the specific energy at both wavelengths against impact velocity were established. 
Assuming black body radiation for the light flash, the temperature was estimated to lay between 
2400 and 2900 K, independent of particle velocity. This is compatible with previous published 
data, and may be explained assuming that the temperature found is close to the vaporisation 
temperature of the material. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Hydrocode Modelling 
5.1 Introduction 
In chapter 3 residual temperatures of ejecta during a hypervelocity impact were predicted from 
first principles, while in chapter 4 experimental data of light flash from ejecta were presented. 
However, the theoretical predictions were one dimensional (no particle size could be accounted 
for; responsible for strain rate effects), while the Van de Graaff dust particle accelerator used for 
the experiments was restricted to a single projectile density (Iron) and was not able to accelerate 
heavy particles to high velocities. 
However, hydrocodes (already explained in section 2.5) may give the flexibility and 
availability of different densities, sizes and velocities regime we require for a fuller 
understanding of the phenomena. But in order to have faith in the temperature data that are 
produced, an accurate model for the description of the soda-lime glass is needed. Since we are 
dealing with high impact velocities and hence higher pressures and temperatures, phase change 
Upon release will take place. Thus an Equation of State (EOS) which accounts for such changes 
must be used. As it has been discussed in chapter 2, the most suitable, currently available EOS is 
the Tillotson EOS. However, no parameters are available for soda-lime glass. Thus the second 
best EOS was used, the Mie-Gruneisen, since it gives the same results as the Tillotson up to the 
]point of incipient vaporisation and all necessary parameters can be found. In the case of a yield 
Strength, the Mohr-Coulomb has been used, already discussed in chapter 2. More information for 
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the parameters used will be given in a later section. Since the model was 
developed from 
'scratch' without previous verification of its validity, it was necessary to validate it against 
experimental data of hypervelocity impact on soda-lime glass crater dimensions being obtained 
by EA Taylor' 2 using the two stage Light Gas Gun (LGG) facility of the University of Kent at 
Canterbury. 
Results for crater dimensions using this hydrocode model (from now on we shall refer to 
it as the Glass Analogue Model (GAM) ) carried out by the author will be presented and 
compared against the experimental work and hydrocode simulations using the Johnson- 
Holmquist model (JH), already discussed in chapter 2, both carried out by EA Taylor. Future 
improvement of the J-H model will also be presented. A theoretical section which describes how 
temperature is calculated in AUTODYNTM 
3', is, also, presented and compared against equations 
derived in chapters 2 and 3. Finally, we assess the possibility of estimating ejecta temperatures 
using AUTODYN and some of the problems that arise. 
5.2 The AUTODYNTM Hydrocode 
5.2.1 Introduction 
Before presenting the models and the data a brief description of the hydrocode used, 
AUTODYNTM 4), must be given. AUTODYNTM is a software for non-linear dynamics which was 
firstly released by Century Dynamics Inc. in 1986 with the introduction of AUTODYN 2D. In 
1991, AUTODYN 3D, the three-dimensional analogue to AUTODYN 2D was introduced. Both 
AUTODYN programs are general purpose engineering software packages which use finite 
difference, finite volume, and finite element techniques, as described in section 2.6, to solve a 
wide variety of non-linear problems in solid, fluid and gas dynamics. Some applications of 
AUTODYN include impact and penetration, armour and anti-armour systems, kinetic energy and 
chemical energy devices, gas and dust explosions etc. 
As well as the two common Eulerian and Langrangian processors, described already, 
AUTODYNT', also, contains the ALE (Arbitrary Langrange Euter) and the latest one, the SPH 
(Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics)5 . In this chapter, ALE is ignored since it is an extension of 
the Langrangian scheme. 
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5.2.2 Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) 
SPH is a gridless technique for solving computational continuum dynamics problems and has 
several potential advantages over the grid based Langrange and Euler processors. Firstly, it does 
not require a numerical grid therefore it does not suffer from grid tangling problems or need 
erosion algorithms. In addition, SPH is a Langrangian technique, hence it has all the advantages 
of a Langrangian technique like efficient tracking of material deformation and history dependent 
behaviour. 
However, the SPH algorithms are still a relatively new technology and are still being 
evolved. Although the SPH technique is very promising, it is not as robust as the existing 
Eulerian and Langrangian techniques. Under certain conditions, the SPH can become unstable. 
Describing the reasons of such instabilities is beyond the scope of this brief description. 
However, some of these instabilities have the consequence of violating the law of conservation 
of energy! Although, in every technique, an error of 5% is expected due to numerical errors 
and/or erosion algorithms, SPH produces energy losses of about 50%, therefore making the end 
result dubious, and residual temperatures impossible to predict. 
5.2.3 Erosion Algorithms 
Under certain circumstances in a Langrangian calculation some cells may be severely distorted. 
This may occur at the interface of target-projectile material in a hypervelocity impact problem. 
This may cause, for example, extremely small time steps and, in general, impair the progress of 
the calculation. To remedy this problem, special algorithms have been devised which remove 
such Langrangian cells from the calculation if a pre-defined strain exceeds a specified limit. 
When a cell is removed from the calculation the cell mass can either be discarded or distributed 
to the corner nodes of the cell. If the mass is retained, conservation of inertia and spatial 
discontinuity of inertia are maintained. However the compressive strength and internal energy of 
the material within the cell are lost whether or not the mass is retained. 
This procedure is known as erosion. However, it is important to realise that it is not a 
physical phenomenon, but a pure computational trick to remedy the problems arisen by heavily 
distorted cells. Reference 6 explains the effect of the erosion values on the final crater 
dimensions in a hypervelocity impact problem. 
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5.2.4 AUTODYN Set up 
AUTODYN has one of the most advanced and user friendly pre-processors, making the set up of 
a given simulation quite easy to do. Possibly the most difficult problem is to define and generate 
the computational mesh or grid. The space of both target and projectile have to be divided into 
very small cells so that the integration of the differential equations becomes discrete. Thus the 
smaller the cells one has the more accurate the result will be. However, as more cells are 
introduced, the calculation starts to become slow. For instance, in AUTODYN"2D, if one has a 
target of 100 by 100 nodes and a projectile of 41 by 21, in a Langrangian grid using axial 
symmetry, at least four days are needed on a P166 PC. Therefore one has to either have an 
powerful computer (such as a CRAY) or choose the grid such that the result will be accurate 
enough without the expense of computational time. To understand the above, think of a given 
impact problem. Suppose that a lmm spherical projectile impacting a 10 cm by 10 cm target is 
simulated. The target, of course, is supposed to be semi-infinite since, by the time the `shock' 
wave arrives in the lateral surfaces, it will have decayed to an elastic one. One needs a lot of 
nodes to characterise the size of the target. However, since in our case we are only interested in 
the final crater sizes (- few mm) only the first mm of the target need to be modelled. Therefore, 
one can easily model only half the size of the target, that is the first 5 cm. Sometimes, even 
smaller sizes can be modelled. 
The second important step for the set up is the material model. AUTODYN, like many 
other hydrocodes includes a variety of different Equation of States and Strength models. In 
addition different material parameters exist for these models inside the hydrocode libraries. 
However, one must know the needs and requirements of a given problem and the limitations of a 
given model. Let us give an example. In a case of a hypervelocity impact at 10 km s'1, extended 
phase changes are expected for both projectile and target. Therefore a linear EOS (an extension 
of the Hooke's law) is definitely inappropriate. However such simulations have been taken place 
in the past 7). For an impact at 10 km s'1, strictly speaking, only the Tillotson EOS is appropriate. 
Of course, due to the lack of Tillotson parameters for many materials, one can use the shock EOS 
realising that it will give relatively sufficient results up to the point of incipient vaporisation. 
Therefore, it is not unwise to say that hydrocodes are only as good as their users. SB Segletes 8,9) 
gives an excellent account for some of the problems that may arise due to inappropriate use of 
material models. 
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Other important steps for the set up include symmetry, cut-off values, subgrids 
interaction, detonation points etc. Therefore, it becomes apparent that setting up a given problem 
in a right way is a rather formidable task and care must be taken when one analyses the end 
results. 
5.3 Material Modelling 
In chapter 2 we, generally, described both the EOS and Strength Models which are more 
appropriate for hydrocode modelling of soda-lime glass. There are the Mie-Gruneisen forms of 
EOS, and the Mohr-Coulomb and Johnson-Holmquist Strength Models. 
In chapter 3, we showed how to calculate residual temperatures from first principles 
using basic thermodynamics and the impedance match method. In order to do so a linear shock - 
particle velocity relation was required. That is why, we fit the Hugoniot curve of the Johnson- 
Holmquist model10) to a shock - particle velocity one. The fit is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. However, 
if any comparison is to be attempted between theoretical predictions and hydrocode results for 
residual temperatures, consistency on the material EOS is tantamount. That is why, the same 
Hugoniot curve was used. The value for the Gruneisen parameter was 1.32. 
In addition, a Strength Model had to be chosen for the hydrocode simulations. Since the 
Johnson-Holmquist model was not available in AUTODYN at that moment, the Mohr-Coulomb 
was chosen. As we have, already, explained in chapter 2, four points on the yield stress-pressure 
are required. They were taken 
by the J-H model paper and they correspond to the maximum 
tensile hydrostatic pressure and calibration data from biaxial tests. 
Finally, for simulating onset of failure, the principal stress directional failure was used. 
Two values were required; maximum tensile failure stress and maximum shear stress. Failure is 
initiated if the maximum tensile principal stress, or the maximum shear stress, exceed their 
specified limits. The first value was the tensile strength of the glass used by ESI") to simulate 
space debris and micrometeoroid impacts on the Columbus-viewport glass panes, while the 
second value was calculated as the product of the shear modulus and the maximum plastic strain 
the same material can withstand. The parameters used for the Glass Analogue Model (GAM) are 
presented in table 5.1. 
However, as the testing of the GAM was continuing, EA Taylor (in collaboration with 
Century Dynamics Ltd. ) was implementing the original Johnson-Holmquist in AUTODYN-2D'). 
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Therefore, a second glass model was available for testing and comparison. In the following 
section we shall present and compare 
data for crater dimensions using both models and against 
experimental data. For the remaining of this section the GAM and 
J-H models will be, directly 
compared, and the need for further possible 
improvements of the latter model will be discussed. 
Table 5.1: The GAM Parameters 
EQUATION OF STATE 
p (g cm 3) 2.23 
co (km s'1) 3.3 
S 1.5 
I' 1.32 
STRENGTH MODEL 
G (GPa) 27.9 
Yl (GPa) 0 
P, (GPa) -0.15 
Y2 (GPa) 0.42 
P2 (GPa) 0.08 
Y3 (GPa) 0.58 
P3 (GPa) 0.11 
Y4 (GPa) 0.62 
P4 (GPa) 0.12 
FAILURE MODEL 
Tensile Stress (GPa) 0.21 
Shear Stress (GPa) 1.395 
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Figure 5.1: GAM & and J-H Model at different strain rates 
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Figure 5.2: The Johnson-Holmquist Strength Model 
Normalised Equivalent Stress 
Figure 5.3: The Johnson-Holmquist EOS with the Bulking Pressure 
P= K1"µ+K2"µ2+K3"µ3+AP. 
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Figure 5.4: A closer look at the J-H bulking term 
(angles: KOH=IAF=BAE=ZBO=a) 
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Table 5.2: The J-H model parameters 
STR. MODEL FAIL. MODEL 
PoWem3) 
2.53 GHEL(GPa) 4.54 B 0.088 D, 0.053 
K1(GPa) 45.4 PH,,. 
(GPa) 2.92 M 0.35 D2 0.85 
K2(GPa) -138.0 HEL 5.95 C 0.003 SFMAX 0.50 
K3(Gpa) 290 A 0.93 T(GPa) 0.15 - - 
- N 0.77 G(GPa) 30.4 - - 
The equivalent stress in the J-H model is a function of intact and fracture strength, and as 
damage accumulates, will always lie between ß; and of. In table 5.2 the J-H model parameters 
are presented and 
in Figure 5.1 the intact and fracture strength are illustrated for different strain 
rates (0 s'', 250 s"' and 
105 s"1, respectively). For comparison purposes, the strength model of the 
GAM is also illustrated. Hence, one can see that the GAM lies between near the fractured 
strength of the J-H model. 
However, there is a big difference between the two models. The GAM 
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model will always have a constant yield strength if the hydrostatic pressure exceeds 0.12 GPa. 
The J-H model, on the other hand, behaves differently. The yield strength will always be 
decreasing as a pressure increases, but in the same time it will decrease as damage accumulates. 
Therefore, the J-H model seems to be superior of the GAM. 
The J-H model, as we have explained in chapter 2, does not account for energy effects, 
that is, it is assumed that the Gruneisen coefficient r is zero. However this is not the case for all 
brittle materials. For instance, Quartz has r=0.9, MgO has r=1.32 12), concrete has a value of 
0.313), while water ice has a value of 0.3514). In addition, the Gruneisen coefficient for Soda-Lime 
Glass is not well known and a variety of coefficients should be tried, especially when the impact 
pressure is high, so as to ensure that the simulations give the correct result. In addition, it is well 
known that glass can reach its liquidus relatively easily as temperature increases. This will, 
significantly affect its yield strength, especially for high impact velocities. For the rest of this 
section we present a possible two-fold way of improving the current J-H model. 
The first suggestion involves the use of energy effects and the use of the Mie-Gruneisen 
Equation of State. Let us consider the general expression for the elastic internal energy of the 
shear and deviatoric stresses. 
U=a2/6G (5.3.1) 
where a is the equivalent plastic flow stress, given by the Von Mises criterion, and G is the shear 
modulus of elasticity. The incremental internal elastic energy will decrease due to the decrease of 
deviator stresses. Thus, the incremental energy loss is 
DU = UD(t) - UD(+eI), (5.3.2) 
where Un«> and Ua, +e, ) are computed from Eq. (2.4.3.14) using Y(t+et) for both energies. 
However, this loss will be converted to potential hydrostatic energy due to the 
incremental bulking pressure. Fig. 5.3 shows the incremental bulking pressure with respect to the 
compression of the material. 
To find the energy loss which is converted to hydrostatic energy, we need to find an 
approximate relation for this. Let us redraw Fig. 5.3 to 5.4. If we compare the two diagrams then: 
OA=AP,, AF=AB=0P, +et - AP1 , AE=µ, +ec 
The gain in hydrostatic energy due to bulking is, then, given by the sum of the areas (AI'ABA) 
and (HOI'AH). 
" Area (ArABA) is: 
(ZB) " (AB) = Cosa - (AB) . 
(AE) 
= (AB) " (AE) = (OP1+et - APc) - µt+e, (5.3.3) Cosa 
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. Area (HeFAH) is the area of a trapezoid (=1/2h(a+b), where a and b are the parallel sides 
and h is the distance between them). 
II (oA) (Or) 
_ (HOI'AH) =2" (IA) " [(HA) + (Or)] " cosa " (Ar) "+ 2 sina sins (5.3.4) 
=1 " cota " (Ar) - [(OA) + (Or)] 
From the triangle HOA we have: tans=(OA)/(OH) 
(HOI'AH) =1 
(OH) 
2 (OA) 
(Ar) . [(OA) + (Or)] (5.3.5) 
Since (OA) = AP, +nt and (Ar) = APec - AP, 
:. (HOI'AH) =11. 
(OH) 
. (OPt+ec - OPt) " (äPt+nc + OP1) = 
(OH). [(OPt+e, ) 2- (Apt), 2 OP, 20P, 
(5.3.6) 
From Equation (2.4.3.13) P= KI "µ+ K2. µ2 + K3 " µ3 + OP. However, if we take µ to be very 
small, then 
P-K1µ+AP (5.3.7) 
In the case of µ= (OH), P becomes zero. Thus (OH) = OP1/K1, taking the absolute value. 
Hence Equation (5.3.6) takes the form: 
(ROTAR) = 
[(p)2 
-(AP, 
)'] 
2K1 (5.3.8) 
But, the potential hydrostatic energy is the sum of the two areas. Thus, the energy conservation 
takes the form: 
e)2 = 
(AP1+ec 
- OPt )µr+e. + 
[(P, 
+)2 - 
2K1 
(AP 
- ß' LU (5.3.9) 
where ß is the fraction (0513<1) of the elastic energy loss converted to potential hydrostatic 
energy. Solving the above equation for the updated AP gives: 
µt+At+ ýKl"µt+At+AP }2+2 ß"K1"DU (5.3.10) 
Thus a closed form for the bulking pressure has been found. This form can be used in a program 
such as a hydrocode. 
Suppose, now, that instead of Equation (2.4.3.13) we have 
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Poco2it('+µ) Poco2(µ+µ2) PH = +OP= +AP (5.3.11) [1- (s -1)µ]2 1- 2(s -1)µ + (s -1)2 µZ 
If we take i to be very small, then, in the limit, the above Equation becomes: 
lim(PH) =1 
Poco 2 
1)µ + 
AP (5.3.12) 
In the case of (OH), lim(PH) is zero. Thus: 
(OH) = 
AP' 
(5.3.13) 
PocoZ -2(s-1)AP1 
taking the absolute value. 
Substituting Equation (5.3.13) into Eq. (5.3.6) we get: 
(HOFAH) = 
(OPc+ec i 
_(Apt 
2 
(5.3.14) 
2[p0C02 -2(s-1)OP1ý 
Instead of Equation (5.3.9) we have 
[(1+2 
(OPc+ec 
- OPt) g, +nt +- 
(Apt )21 
AU (5.3.15) 
2[PoCO2 -2(s-1)OP1J 
Solving for the updated AP we get: 
Apt + At J= -p0c 
2-2(s-1)APtI. Rt+At+ 
TJpocp2-2(s-1)APt]. 
+At+iPt1 
2 
+2"3. 
[p0c02-2(s-1)OPt, 
"AU 
(5.3.16) 
Therefore, Equation (5.3.10) can be substituted by Equation (5.3.16) to find the updated AP, if 
we want to use a different form for the Hugoniot curve. 
Suppose, now, that energy effects are significant, that is, if we use the Mie-Gruneisen 
EOS then the Gruneisen constant has a non zero value. Then from Equation (2.3.3.22) we have: 
P =PH (V) +[ V 
E-EH(V)] (5.3.17) 
However, in this case, PH(V) is given by Equation (5.3.11). If, in addition, we assume that the 
bulking pressure in independent of the internal energy then Equation (5.3.17) takes the form: 
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(poco2R(1+t) 
+AP +7(V)[E-EH(V)] (5.3.18) [1- (S- 1)µl 
Thus the dilation factor has been included in an energy dependent EOS. The reason for this 
inclusion is that during a hypervelocity impact process, the material may change phase upon 
release. Thus the change 
in internal energy plays a significant role. 
Finally, it is known that during HVI thermal softening effects becomes significant and, 
thus, materials lose their strength. Thus we suggest that such an effect should be taken into 
account in the Johnson-Holmquist model. 
In the case of the Johnson-Cook strength model, the thermal softening effect is modelled 
as a term in the yield strength given as (1- T- m) where TH is the homologous temperature, 
i. e. TH =T -T(5.3.19) Tmelt - Troom 
We suggest a similar term to be placed in the equations for the normalised intact and fractured 
strength of the Johnson-Holmquist model. Thus if: 
Y' = Y; ' -D" (Yi' -Y t*) (5.3.20) 
then 
YI* =A. 
(P, +1MIN)N "(1+C"1nt')"(1-TH) (5.3.21) 
Yf' =B"(P')M "(1+C"1nt')"(1-THQ): 5SFMAX (5.3.22) 
(where we have replaced T* in the original formulation with P, ,, * , to avoid confusion with 
temperatures) and Q is a material parameter. 
As well as showing how the JH model can be written in a form suitable for use in 
hydrocodes, two extensions have also been presented, which if implemented will take into 
account the energy dependence 
for phase changes and thermal softening of glass. Both are 
important in a hypervelocity impact process. However, in order to assess their suitability they 
have to be implemented in a hydrocode and tested against experimental results. 
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5.4 Temperatures Calculations in AUTODYNT"s 
Since the main area of this research is to establish the residual temperatures of the ejecta cloud, it 
is important to explain how temperatures are calculated within AUTODYNTM. We follow the 
same approach as in 
AUTODYN theory manual, but only the main result will be given. However, 
the results will be compared against results derived in section 2.3.3.6 and 3.2. 
The change in temperature of a system is given by: 
dQ VSXd9px qdV dT=-y(V)poTdV+ (5.4.1) 
cv cv Cv 
with a Equation of State of the 
form 
P=A(V) + y(V)poe (5.4.2) 
where T is the temperature ,Q 
is the heat added to the system, Cv is the specific heat at constant 
volume, 'y(V) is the Gruneisen parameter, po is the initial density, dV 
is the specific volume, Sk 
(V 2. = 1,2,3) are the deviator stresses, 0p is the plastic strain deviator tensor and q is the 
artificial viscosity. 
Suppose that the deviator stresses are zero (fluid) or negligible compared to the 
volumetric response (hypervelocity 
impact) and exclude the artificial viscosity. Then Equation 
5.4.2 becomes: 
dT= dQ _TY(V)dV cv VO 
(5.4.3) 
Suppose, now, that we go from the initial state A (Po, VO, E0) to the shock state B (P14, VH, Eli). 
Then the internal energy is given by the Hugoniot relations: 
EH =Y, PH(Vo-VH) (5.4.4) 
where we assumed that 
the initial pressure and internal energy are negligible. 
Therefore, the total differential of the internal energy is: 
dEH =y[(V0-VH)dPH -PHdVH] (5.4.5) 
However, from the first law of thermodynamics we have: 
dQ=dE+PdV 
Finally, from Equations 5.4.3-5.4.6 we derive: 
(5.4.6) 
V 
E-H TH(V)+ I [ýV°-VH)dP 
5"y 
)+PHJ 
(5.4.7) 
H V0 2CV 
Equation (5.4.7) is the same as the Equation (2.3.3.34). Thus we shown that the equation derived 
to calculate shock temperatures is a special case of the temperature calculations in AUTODYN. 
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From Reference (15), the specific heats are related by : 
Cp-CV = 
TV(32 
K 
(5.4.8) 
where CP is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, ß is the coefficient of volumetric 
expansion and K is the isothermal bulk modulus. The definitions for ß and K are: 
__ 
i(avlP RV 
DT J 
(5.4.9) 
K=-V( 
aV)T K V(aP)T 
(5.4.10) 
We also know from Equation (3.3.11) that: 
Y(V)= 
Cß 
(5.4.11) 
v 
From Equations (5.4.3), (5.4.6) and Equations (5.4.8)-(5.4.11) we derive 
dE = CpdT- PdV -0 dT- KßdV I (5.4.12) 
- 
(K 
Suppose that the volume is a function of pressure and temperature. In differential form change in 
volume may be written: 
dV =1 aT1PdT+(LV 
) 
dP (5.4.13) 
From Equations (5.4.9)-(5.4.10) and (5.4.13) we derive: 
K 
dT- K(3dV =dP (5.4.14) 
From Equation (5.4.12) and (5.4.14) we, finally, obtain: 
dE = CpdT- PdV - 
Tß 
dP (5.4.15) 
P 
This is the Equation (3.1.6) used to calculate residual temperatures of the ejecta cloud in chapter 
3. Therefore, the theory behind temperature calculations in AUTODYN is equivalent to the 
method used in chapter 2. 
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Figure 5.. 5: Glass Impact Morphology 
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5.5 Comparison of Crater Dimensions against Experimental Results using the 
GAM and J-H Model 
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the Glass Analogue Model can be 
validated against experimental results onto 
25 mm x 150 mm x 0.5 mm disk shaped soda-lime 
glass targets and 
hydrocode simulations using the J-H model both performed by EA Taylor' 2). 
The glass impact morphology 
is illustrated in Fig. 5.5'). One can see the central pit together with 
the spallation region and sub-surface 
fracture. In this section, only the central pit depth and 
diameter are compared, since 
both hydrocode models fail to predict any spallation region. For 
more information about 
the glass crater morphology under hypervelocity impact one can refer to 
EA Taylor and JAM McDonnell (1996)16). 
In the experimental program carried out by EA Taylor' 2) different projectile densities 
3 
(range 1.15-8.47 g/cm) and sizes 
(0.8-2.0 mm) were used at an almost constant velocity 
(5.06±0.27 km/s). In 
hydrocode modelling the same material densities and sizes should be 
modelled. 
However, due to lack of material parameters availability in AUTODYN, only some of 
the materials were modelled. 
These are summarised in table 5.3. Detail descriptions of the 
models are given 
in chapter 2. 
Soda-Lime Glass Crater depth and diameters are illustrated in Figures 5.6 through 5.8. 
Figure 5.6 includes crater 
dimensions for the low density projectiles (Cellulose Acetate, Nylon 
and Aluminium), 
while Figure 5.7 includes the intermediate density projectiles (Titanium and 
Ruby) and Figure 
5.8 the high density projectiles (Stainless Steel 304,316 and 420). 
Table 5.3: Projectile Materials used in Simulations 
MATERIAL EQUATION OF STATE STRENGTH NIO1)I: 1. 
Aluminium 2024 
Nylon 
Titanium 
Stainless Steel 304 
Tillotson 
Shock 
Tillotson 
Shock 
Steinberg-Guinan 
Von Mises 
Steinberg-Guinan 
Steinberg-Guinan 
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It is clear that Glass Analogue Model predictions compare well against experimental 
data, although it, generally, , underpredicts experiments (10% for low projectile diameters up to 
20% for higher diameters). By contrast, the results from the J-H model are, typically, less 
accurate than the GAM results overpredicting most experimental data. However, this comparison 
is limited by the present lack of results for the J-H model and more simulations are being, 
currently, performed by 
EA Taylor to confirm this. 
The validation of the hydrocode model has been carried out against experimentally 
produced data. However, what 
happens when no such data exist, like, for instance, for impact 
velocities greater than 
5 km s"? In this case, one can test hydrocodes against power-law damage 
equations which are 
frequently used to predict the damage sustained in the space environment. 
The two equations, currently, used to predict the depth of a glass crater under hypervelocity 
impact are 
17) 1.2p 0.5 0.67 
? McHugh-Richardson . TT = 0.64d PvP (5.5.1) 
and 
T=0.53d' . 06 o. s v 0.67 Cour-Palais18ý :-ppp (5.5.2) 
where Tc is the crater 
depth, dp, pp and vp are the diameter, density and impact velocity of the 
projectile, respectively. 
Both equations have been extensively reviewed in EA Taylor et al. 
(1997)', where it has been suggested that the velocity exponent of the damage equation is not 
accurate enough. 
This was based on a large dataset (165 data) for different target and projectile 
materials and velocities. 
The data used in the comparison was a compilation of all previously 
published events 
in the general literature. It covered projectile size range of 48 - 2500 pm, a 
density range of 2- 20 g cm3 and a velocity range of 2-17 km s''. A further complication is that 
one of the basic assumptions on constructing the 
damage equations was that all the glass targets 
have similar behaviour under hypervelocity impact. However, further work by EA Taylor2) 
suggests the opposite where quartz, pyrex, soda-lime and borosilicate glass excibit different 
behaviour. 
In order to assess the validity of the glass damage equations, further simulations were 
performed using the 
GAM at 5-15 km s"` with an 1 mm spherical Aluminium 2017 projectile. 
Crater depth results are illustrated in Figure 5.9 together with damage equation predictions, some 
experimental data) and 
AUTODYN simulations using the J-Ii model1'2). It is clear that both 
models predict a much smaller velocity dependence than the damage equations. By fitting an 
equation of the form 
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Figure 5.6: Low density projectiles + hydrocode runs 
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Figure 5.7: Medium density projectiles + hydrocode runs 
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Figure 5.8: High density projectiles + hydrocode runs 
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Figure 5.9: Comparison with Damage Equations 
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Tc=avpb (5.5.3) 
to the hydrocode simulation results, one get 
using GAM: T, =0.99vP0,33 (5.5.4) 
using J-H model: T, =1. Olvp *SS (5.5.5) 
The discrepancy between the damage equations and the simulations may arise from the 
fact that the damage equations or the models used are inaccurate. Unfortunately, in this stage 
there is no way to predict which is the case. Therefore, further experiments are needed at higher 
velocities to clarify this 
important result and determine which value of b is correct. 
5.6 Discussion of Crater Dimension Results and Further Improvements 
As it was mentioned in the previous section, the GAM and J-H models give different results, 
where the former underpredicts while the 
latter overpredicts the experimental results. This 
discrepancy, may, partly, be attributed to the different way the yield strength is being calculated. 
In the Glass Analogue Model the yield strength increases with pressure up to a point and then 
remains constant as pressure 
increases. Although the same happens with the J-Ii model, there is a 
big difference. The yield strength decreases as damage accumulates. Therefore, if the value of 
damage becomes unity (i. e. fully fractured material) relatively early in the calculation, the yield 
strength as calculated 
by the J-H model will be smaller than the one estimated by the GAM. 
Hence, the material in the GAM will be stronger and the crater dimensions smaller. 
This is illustrated in Figures 5.11-5.13 where a Titanium projectile of 1 mm diameter 
impacts on glass at 5 km/s. Figure 5.11 shows the yield strength of the glass target 18 its after the 
impact using the GAM, while Figure 5.12 and 5.13 (courtesy of EA Taylor) illustrate the glass 
yield strength and cumulative 
damage, respectively, 13 its after the impact using the J-H model. 
One can see that the yield strength is 0.62 GPa (this corresponds to maximum strength) 
underneath the crater using 
the GAM. However, in the J-H case, since damage is one, the 
strength is almost close to zero, or rather to the 
fracture strength. 
A way to remedy the situation, is to use the strain rate dependence in the J-H model. The 
J-H simulations were performed without the strain rate dependence option, thus making the 
material less stronger than 
it should, normally, be for the high strain rates applicable to a 
hypervelocity impact. However, the strain rate constant is only 0.003, suggesting a rather weak 
dependence on the strain rate. The fractional increase of both the intact and fractured strength of 
the J-H model as a function of strain rate is illustrated in Figure 5.10. Even at a strain rate of 10 6 
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S' , the 
fractional increase is only 4%. Hence, only the implementation of the strain rate 
dependence will give an insight to this option. 
The way that damage accumulates may play a significant role to the final crater 
dimensions. Although the damage is a function of the hydrostatic pressure, the rate of damage 
with strain is not. In this way, there is no time between the passage of the shock wave and 
material failure lading to 
higher failed material volumes. Therefore, more complex failure 
models are required where the rate of damage itself is a function of damage and stress'7 leading 
to time-dependent models. However, most such models are still in their development and testing 
stage by the Ministry of 
Defence and its related agencies. Hence, not many of them exist in the 
published literature. 
Another possible reason for discrepancy between the two models may lie inside the EOS. 
The J-H did not include any energy dependence, while in the GAM a Mie-Gruneisen EOS form 
was used which 
includes energy dependence. Therefore, it is possible that some of the energy 
transferred to the target 
by the projectile kinetic energy, (that would, normally, used to melt the 
material), was, instead, used as 
kinetic energy, hence the material had higher velocity, which 
could imply larger crater. 
Although in principle the J-H model should be superior to GAM, it is not in practise. We 
have already discussed and suggested ways for improvement. These include: 
Estimation of how quickly damage accumulates in the J-I1 model. This may, partly, explain 
the discrepancy between the two models. 
Inclusion of the strain rate dependence. 
Inclusion of energy dependence, and for more flexibility Equation (5.3.16) could be 
implemented. 
. Inclusion of thermal softening effects 
by implementation of Equations (5.3.21) and (5.3.22). 
If these changes are made 
it would be interesting to see how the J-H model predictions change. 
5.7 Problems with Temperature Calculations using AUTODYNTM 
For the ejecta temperature estimations, the three main AUTODYN schemes were used; 
Langrange, SPH, and Euler. Unfortunately, all the three of them had problems which prevent the 
estimation of the temperatures. 
In this section, a summary of the problems will be given together 
with some future 
improvements to remedy the situation. 
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Firstly, the Langrangian scheme, suffers from the erosion algorithms. As mentioned in 
section 5.2, erosion algorithms are used 
in a Langrangian calculation to 'delete' cells that have 
been, severely, distorted. However, the fastest and hottest ejecta, in a hypervelocity impact 
process, come 
from material regions that have been subjected to high pressures/temperatures and 
thus are significantly volumetrically 
distorted. Therefore, these regions, in a Langrangian 
hydrocode simulations, will be discarded. Hence it is impossible to use the Langrangian scheme 
to estimate ejecta temperatures. 
The SPH technique is more promising, since it does not involve any erosion algorithms. 
However, as it is already mentioned, its present form cannot conserve energy, and energy errors 
are of the order of 
50%. Therefore, estimation of ejecta temperatures is redundant. 
Thus, only the Euler scheme is left to try. A few runs were tried, where a lmm iron 
spherical projectile was 
impacted onto soda-lime glass at 5,7,15 km/s. Unfortunately, even in 
the case of this scheme, two problems appeared. 
I, Not a lot of ejected material was observed, even at velocities of 10 km/s. This problem arises 
from the fact that a very fine grid is required to accurately track the small particles of material 
as it moves through the grid. 
However, an extremely fine grid is impossible to use in a PC 
because of time. The remedy would be to use a much more powerful computer would be 
suitable for this work. 
2. A bigger problem was that almost every run crashed due to floating point errors. The 
problems emanated 
from individual cells which had temperature values of the order of 1025 K! 
This was, of course, unreasonable, and hence the calculation was terminated. This problem 
partly arises 
from the fact that Euler schemes have difficulties associated with calculating the 
temperature for multi-material cells which contain small amounts of one material and the 
temperature can sometimes 
become very large18). In addition, lack of material data in the high 
velocity regime makes temperature calculations 
in hydrocodes difficult1 ). Ideally, one would 
want to know 
how the various heat capacities behave over the changes that exist in a given 
impact, including the effects of phase changes. 
The problem of extremely high cell temperatures can be, numerically, solved by 
`capping' the temperature. 
I therefore suggest that a user subroutine be used in AUTODYN m to 
impose a maximum value on the temperature. 
Of course, whilst avoiding numerical errors it is no 
guaranteed of accurate 
results. 
Thus whilst the theory behind temperature calculations is rigorous, AUTODYN m has 
several deficiencies 
that prevent accurate calculations of temperature. Therefore, until some of 
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the aforementioned problems solved, 
it would difficult to reliably, estimate the ejecta 
temperatures using AUTODYNTM. 
5.8 Thermodynamic Stability of the GAM EOS in hydrocode simulations 
A good Equation of State should 
be consistent with thermodynamics and basic rules of shock 
wave physics. For that reason, 
Segletes8'9) devised four criteria that a Mie-Gruneisen EOS should 
meet in order not to violate thermodynamics. 
Violating basic laws in hydrocode calculations 
should lead to negative absolute energies or pressures exploding or collapsing elements or 
negative element stiffnessess). 
These inconsistencies may, for example, result in the decrease of 
entropy along shocks. 
In this section, these criteria will be presented and used to check the GAM 
EOS validity. 
The GAM EOS has already been described in section 5.3. It is given by the following 
equations: 
P-PH = yp(E-EH) 
with 
(5.8.1) 
P= cö(Vo - 
V) 
= 
Pocöµ(i+µ) 
(5.8.2) H [Vo -S(Vo -v)]2 [1-(S-1)µ]2 
and 
? =YoPo/P=yo/(p+1) (5.8.3) 
with co=3.3 km s'', 
5=1.5, yo=1.32 and po=2.23 g cm'3. V is the specific density (1/p) and p is the 
compression 
(p=Vo/V-1). 
The four criteria or instability modes are described as following: 
1) At a post-shock state 
(PH, VH), the slope of the Hugoniot curve with respect to density must 
exceed the slope of the 
Rayleigh line connecting the pre-shock state (Po, VO) and the post- 
shock one. That 
is the Hugoniot must rise more steeply (with decreasing V) than the Rayleigh 
line. Therefore: 
dPH/dp>1 
aP / apI 
e 
(5.8.4) 
or 
dPH /dp 
- 
[l+(S+l)µ] 
>1 (5.8.5) aP/ap! 
R 
[1-(S-l)µ] 
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Clearly, Equation (5.8.5) is always valid VSE (0, -). 
2) At the state (PH9 VH), the slope of the isentrope must lie between the slope of the Iiugoniot 
and the slope of the Rayleigh line connecting pre-shock and post-shock states. This criterion, 
simply, states that the slope of the isentrope which is related to the sound speed need to be 
not only positive but greater than the Rayleigh line. Mathematically, the Mode II criterion can 
be proved) to be expressed as: 
0<y< 2/µ (5.8.6) 
However, the compression µ cannot increase indefinitely. From Equation (5.8.2) one can see that 
the pressure goes to infinity when µ=µx=1/(S-I). In addition, at px the value of the Gruneisen 
coefficient yx should also satisfy Equation (5.8.6). 
3) The slope of an isentrope with respect to density (i. e. the sound speed) is always greater than 
zero. Although this has been covered in the Mode II criterion, Mode III gives the opportunity 
to study stability at all states in the P-V or P-p plane, not just along the Ilugoniot. 
Mathematically, for a Mie-Gruneisen EOS, it can be given as: 
(PH -Po)> 0 (5.8.7) 1+ 
l 
+I dµ)(P-PH)+ 
P 
11- 
2 
)+ 
2(1+g) y\ µ 
4) The last criterion states the trivial fact that the post-shock pressure must always be higher than 
the pre-shock one. Mathematically, it is expressed in the following form: 
Yo 
1+(yo +I)µ 
(5.8.8) 
Modes I-IV should be valid for all the Mie-Gruneisen EOS's. However, the material of 
interest is the soda-lime glass. Throughout the rest of this section it will be shown that the EOS 
used in the GAM model satisfy all the four criteria, and thus, it is thermodynamically stable to 
use in hydrocodes. 
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Figure 5.14: Modes II and IV Criteria for GAM EOS 
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zero. 
Mode I criterion is immediately satisfied since S has a value of 1.5, which is greater than 
The value of y is given by Equation (5.8.3). Combining Equations (5.8.3) and (5.8.6) we 
derive the Mode II criterion for the GAM model: 
'Yo 2 `d 0<µ+l<µ µ>0 (5.8.9) 
Rearranging Equation (5.8.9) we derive that the Mode II criterion finally is: 
2 
0<yo<2+2 Vg>O (5.8.10) 
The rhs of inequality (5.8.10) 
becomes minimum when N is maximum, i. e., when p=1/ (S-1): 
?0E (0,2S) Vµ>0 (5.8.11) 
However, the value of yo is 1.32, therefore, the GAM model is Mode II stable. It can also be seen 
graphically. Equation 
(5.8.9) is illustrated in Figure (5.14), where it can be seen that Mode II is 
never violated. 
The maximum compression for glass is Nx = 1/(S-1) = 2. At this value the 
Gruneisen coefficient has a value of 0.44 which is smaller than 1/N,, = 4. It is interesting to say 
that Equation (5.8.11) 
holds for any material which has a Mie-Gruneisen EOS of the form given 
by Equation (5.8.1) and the Gruneisen coefficient y is linear in density. This implies that any 
material with yo > 
2S with y linear in p violates the Mode II criterion. 
If in Equation (5.8.7) the values of glass for zero initial pressure are substituted, 
then the Mode II criterion takes the 
following form: 
124.2847(1+0Sµ) 
1- 0.66 + 
3.8856 
24.28479(9+1) 1-05µ)3 
( 
µ+l) (µ +1K1-05µ)2 
- P (1-0. Sµ)2 232+µ 1 
(5.8.12) 
(µ+l)2 µ+l 
Figure (5.15) illustrates the right hand side of Equation (5.8.12) together with the Hugoniot curve 
for comparison purposes. It is apparent that the Hugoniot curve never violates the Mode III 
criterion. The GAM 
EOS becomes unstable to a small portion of the P-p plane, which represents 
material under large tensions. Therefore the tensions required to produce instability are very 
high, 9.2 GPa at µ=0 (p=po)" However the spall strength of soda lime glass is about 5 GPa20) and 
thus the material will fail before it approaches this unstable thermodynamic state. 
Finally, the Mode IV criterion, using Equations (5.8.3) and (5.8.8) takes the form: 
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Yo > Yo (5.8.13) 
4+1 1+(yo +l)µ 
Rearranging Equation (5.8.13) we obtain: 
yoµ Z0 (5.8.14) 
However, Equation (5.8.14) is always true for compressions if Mode II is satisfied. It is apparent 
that it is satisfied for the 
GAM model. Equation (5.8.13) is illustrated graphically in Figure 
(5.14). It can be said that Modes II and IV provide an upper and a lower bound for the Gruneisen 
coefficient, both 
depicted in Figure (5.14). 
Thus, the GAM EOS meets Segletes modes of stability and provide further confident to the 
model. 
5.9 Conclusions 
In this chapter, a Glass Analogue Model (GAM) for hydrocodes was presented for 
predicting depth and 
diameter of the central pit of a soda-lime glass crater during a hypervelocity 
impact. Results were compared against experimental work and hydrocode simulations using the 
Johnson-Holmquist model performed by EA Taylor. Results using the GAM were found to agree 
better with experiments than using the J-H model. However, some further improvements of the J- 
H were suggested which may make the 
J-H more suitable for the hypervelocity regime. 
In addition, a crater depth dependence on impact velocity using the GAM was 
established, which was 
different from the established damage equations. The J"H model also has 
a velocity dependence 
different to the damage equations but lies between GAM's and equations'. 
Finally, it was proved that the way AUTODYN calculates temperature is equivalent to 
the way temperatures have 
been estimated by the author in chapter 3. However, due to numerical 
limitations and a general lack of knowledge of appropriate material data, it was impossible to 
have an estimation of ejecta temperatures using AUTODYNTM. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Conclusions and further work 
Conclusions 
The temperature of the ejecta cloud when iron impacted soda-lime glass was measured both 
experimentally and theoretically. The experimental program was performed using the 2 MV Van 
de Graaff accelerator facility of the university of Kent. Two photomultiplier tubes, with filters at 
different wavelengths, were detecting the light flash produced by the hot and radiating ejecta 
cloud. The specific energy at these two different velocities was fitted to a black body spectrum. 
The temperature of the cloud was then discovered to be 2600 ± 250 K and largely independent of 
iron dust particle velocity; that result, although surprising, implied that the experimental value 
was close to the vaporisation temperature of the material. For the theoretical calculations a 
computer code was constructed using principles of thermodynamics and shock wave physics, 
namely, a Mie-Gruneisen equation of state and subsequent full release. The theoretical 
calculations showed that the glass ejecta cloud had a temperature close to the target vaporisation 
temperature and hence supported the experimental results. 
The code has also been used to estimate the velocity threshold for impact plasma 
production. Those calculations were used for the calibration of the Cosmic Dust Analyser (CDA) 
which flies on the Cassini/Hyugens space mission to the Saturnian system. The calculations 
agreed better with experiments than those using molecular dynamics calculations (P R Ratcliff), 
as shown in chapter 
3. These results provide an independent, theoretically based and efficient 
way to check the validity of the CDA calibration experiments. 
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Finally a simple model (GAM) was constructed for the dynamic behaviour of soda-lime 
glass to be used 
in the AUTODYNTM hydrocode using a Mie-Gruneisen EoS and a Mohr- 
Coulomb strength model. The model was used to predict the glass crater morphology and results 
were compared against experiments and 
hydrocode simulations using the Johnson-Holmquist (J- 
H) brittle material model performed by EA Taylor. GAM results showed good agreement with 
experiments within 
15% and better agreement than the J-H model. For that reason, two new 
possible implementations were 
suggested for the J-Il model to include energy dependence in the 
j-H EoS and to address the 
issue of thermal softening. 
Further work 
A way to obtain more accurate results 
in the accelerator facility would be to use more than two 
wavelengths. In this way we could establish 
the specific energy as a function of impact velocity 
at many wavelengths and 
to fit a more accurate blackbody spectrum. In addition, dust impactors 
other than iron may 
be used. The Van de Graaff may currently also accelerates boron carbide and 
latex particles. It would, therefore, be interesting to address the possible 
differences in the ejecta 
cloud temperature of glass when 
impacted by different material. The way developed to calculate 
temperatures can 
be extended to other materials than glass. 
Another issue than may be addressed is the shock temperature of the material. As 
explained in chapters 
2 and 3 the shock wave heats the material to a high temperature and then 
the release takes the material to a 
lower temperature which can then be measured using the 
technique described 
in chapter 4. In the case for transparent materials such as glasses, it may be 
possible to observe 
the light emanating from the shock wave travelling inside the material if a 
photomultiplier tube 
is placed in the antipodal side of the impact surface. Thus, a temperature 
may be established 
for the shock front.. 
Finally, the issue of autoemission could be addressed. It has been explained in chapter 3, 
that the microparticle 
impactors may ionise and hence reach extreme temperatures because of 
their electric charge. 
However the timescale of such an event is of the order of few nanoseconds. 
That is why new photomultiplier tubes can be used with sub-nanosecond response. In this way it 
would be possible to assess and 
distinguish between a light flash from an autoemission event 
which is a surface effect and a 
flash from the impact generated ejecta cloud which is a bulk event 
of both projectile and 
target materials. 
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Derivation of the Hugoniot Relations 
The derivation comes from Melosh H J, (1989), `Impact Cratering: A geologic Process', Oxford 
University Press, N. Y, 228-229, ISBN 0-19-510463-3. 
AI. 1 Mass Conservation 
Figure Al.! illustrates a block of material through which a shock wave is passing. This is a 
`freebody' diagram in the sense that all forces acting on the block are explicitly shown. The 
cross-sectional area of the 
block A is constant as the shock moves through it. The pressures P and 
po on the block's sides are not shown in the figure to avoid confusion: they are completely 
balanced and so play no direct role in driving the shock, so they are ignored in this derivation. 
Only the pressures acting on the ends of the block, in the direction of the shock wave motion, are 
significant. 
The figure shows the block at two different times, t and t'. At the earliest time t, the 
length of the unshocked region is 1u and the length of the shocked region is lg. Later, at time t, the 
shock wave has progressed a distance U(t'-t) farther to the right and the shocked end of the 
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block, moving at the particle velocity up, has progressed up(t'-t) farther to the right. The 
unshocked end of the 
block, assumed to be at rest, has not moved. The new lengths of the 
unshocked region 
lu' and shocked region 1,1 are thus given by: 
=1" - U(t'-t) (AI. 1.1 a) 
1$' =1s + U(t'-t) - up(t'-t) (AI. 1.1 b) 
The mass contained in the unshocked portion of the block at time t is its volume l,, A times its 
density po, polUA" The mass in the shocked portion is likewise pl, A. Mass conservation implies 
that the masses at times t and t' are equal. That 
is: 
p1SA + po1, A = p13'A + pol,, 'A (AI. 1.2) 
Cancelling through the common factor A, substituting Equations (AI. 1.1a) and (AI. l. lb) for 161 
and 1' in Equation 
(AI. 1.2), then cancelling the terms pls and polo on both the left and right hand 
sides we get: 
0= p(U-up) (tt-t) - poU(t'-t) (Al. 1.3) 
Finally, cancelling the common factor (t'-t) and rearranging, we obtain the first fiugoniot 
relation: 
P (U - up) = PoU (AI. 1.4) 
AI. 2 Momentum Conservation 
Pressure P on the shocked end of the block in Figure AI. 1 is larger than the pressure Pa on the 
unshocked end, so a net 
force F= (P-Po)A acts towards the right, accelerating the material in that 
direction. The momentum of material in the block at time t, pl, upA, is thus not equal to the 
momentum pIs'upA at time t`. The difference is equal to the momentum 
imparted by the applied 
force F over the time interval t'-t, F(t'-t). The net momentum balance is thus: 
pls'upA - pl, upA = (P-Po) A (t'-t) (A!. 2.1) 
Cancelling A throughout and substituting for 13' using Equation (Al-1.1b), noting that the term 
plsup is subtracted from itself on the left hand side of the equation, and further cancelling the 
i 
common factor (t -t) 
from the remaining terms we obtain: 
P(U-up)up = (P-Po) (AI. 2.2) 
Now use Equation (AI. 1.4) to replace p(U-up)up by p0U and rearrange to obtain the second 
Hugoniot equation: 
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P- Po = poUu, (AI. 2.3) 
A1.3 Energy Conservation 
Like momentum, the total energy in the block at time t is not equal to that at time t' because the 
applied forces do work on the system. This work is equal to the force times the distance through 
which it acts. Since the displacement of the unshocked end of the block is zero, the total energy 
gained between t and t1 is thus PAup(t'-t), equal to the force PA on the shocked end of the block 
times the distance up(t'-t) through which it acts. The total energy E, o, (t) in the block at time t 
is 
the sum of the internal energies in the shocked and unshocked portions and the kinetic energy in 
the shocked portion: 
E, o, (t) = polEoA + p1SEA +'h pl, up2A (AI. 3.1 a) 
Similarly, at time t' the total energy is: 
E., (t) = po1'EoA + plg'EA + 1/z pls'up2A (AI. 3.1 b) 
Energy conservation thus requires: 
E, o, (t') - E, o, (t) = PAup(t`-t) (AI. 3.2) 
Substituting Equations (AI. 3.1a) and (AI. 3. lb) into Equation (AI. 3.2), cancel A through as 
before, substitute Equation (AI. 1. la) for l' and Equation (AI. 1. lb) for la', and simplify. The 
i 
common factor (t -t) may then be cancelled to obtain: 
-poEoU + pE(U-up) + 1/zpUp2(U-up) = Pup (AI. 3.3) 
Now replace p(U-up) by poU using the first Hugoniot equation to obtain: 
PoU(E-Eo) + 1hpoup2U = Pup (AI. 3.4) 
By eliminating either U or up from Equations (ALI. 4) or (AI. 2.3) respectively, between 
these equations, we get: 
up = (P-P0Xv0 -V) (AI. 3.5a) 
and 
U=Vo (P-P(, )/(V(, -V) (AI. 3.5b) 
where V= 1/p and Vo = 1/po are the specific volumes of the shocked and unshocked material, 
respectively. Substituting 
Equation (AI. 3.5a) for u, and (AI. 3.5b) for U in Equation (AI. 3.4), 
cancelling the common 
factor (P-P0), and rearranging we finally get the third Hugoniot 
relation: 
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E-Eo=1/z (P+P0)(Vo-V) (AI. 3.6) 
Figure Al.! : Free body diagrams of a shock wave passing through a mass of material at times t 
and t1. 
P 
Pa 
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program shock 
external Phoug, Thoug 
double precision half, zero, Phoug, Thoug 
double precision Pf, Pi, Ef, Ei, PH, EH, PHO, EHO, THO, TH, TR 
double precision Etotal, EHI, TRI, Tm, nf, Cp, TR2 
double precision a, b, c, v, dely, delE, gamma, VH, VO 
double precision de1P, delUr, Urtotal 
double precision delEim, delEcm, wheat 
double precision rho0, AA, BB, Theta0, nk3, TO, Mmax 
parameter ( half = 0.5d0, zero = O. OdO ) 
open (1, file="isentrop. dat", status='UNKNOWN') 
open(5, Ele='al. dat', status='old') 
write(*, *) 'Enter value for gamma: ' 
read(*, *) gamma 
write(*, *) 'Enter value for VH (cm3/g): ' 
read(*, *) VH 
write(*, *) 'Enter value 
for VO (cm3/g): ' 
read(*, *) VO 
write(*, *) 'Enter 
AA :' 
read(*, *) AA 
write(*, *) 'Enter 
BB :' 
read(*, *) BB 
write(*, *) 'Enter melting 
Temperature (K): ' 
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read(*, *) Tm 
write(*, *) 'Enter Specific Heat at constant Pressure (MJ/kgK)' 
read(*, *) Cp 
write(*, *) 'Enter Latent Heat of Fusion (MJ/kg): ' 
read(*, *) of 
write(*, *) 'Enter ThetaO :' 
read(*, *) ThetaO 
write(*, *) 'Enter nk3 :' 
read(*, *) nk3 
write(*, *) 'Enter TO :' 
read(*, *) TO 
write(*, *) 'Enter Mmax :' 
read(*, *) Mmax 
delEim = Cp * (Tm - TO) 
delEcm = delEim + of 
rhoO 1. OdO/VO 
dely = (VO - VH) * 1. Od-3 
a= gamma / VO 
b=1. OdO+a*dely*half 
c= 1. OdO/b 
PHO = Phoug(VH, VO, AA, BB) 
EHO = half * (VO - VH) * PHO 
Pi = PHO 
Ei = EHO 
THO = Thoug(PHO, rhoO, AA, BB, gamma, ThetaO, nk3, TO, Mmax) 
Etotal = zero 
EHI = zero 
v= VH 
write(1,40)'! ', 'V', 'PH', 'Pi' 
write(1,30)'! ' 
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30 format(al) 
40 format(al, 7x, a4,13x, a2,13x, a6,13x, a2) 
10 continue 
v=v+dely 
PH = Phoug(v, VO, AA, BB ) 
if (v . 
le. VO) then 
TH = Thoug(PH, rhoO, AA, BB, gamma, ThetaO, nk3, TO, Mmax) 
c else 
c PH = Phoug(VO, VO, AA, BB) 
endif 
EH=half *PH*(VO-v) 
Pf=(PH+a*(Ei-half *Pi*dely-EH))*c 
delE = half * (Pf + Pi) * delv 
delP=Pi - Pf 
if ( delP. le. 1. Od-8 ) then 
de1P = zero 
endif 
delUr = dsqrt(delP * dely) 
Ef = Ei - delE 
if (v . le. 
VO ) EHI = EHI + PH * dely 
Etotal = Etotal + delE 
Urtotal = Urtotal + delUr 
Pi=Pf 
Ei = Ef 
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c write(1,50) (VO/v -1), 
PH, Pi 
write(1,50) v, PH, Pi 
If ( pf ge. I. Od-5 ) goto 10 
c if ( pf . 
le. zero) then 
c pf = zero 
c endif 
15 TR = THO * dexp (- gamma / VO * (v- VH) ) 
wheat = EHO - Etotal 
if ( wheat . 
le. delEcm then 
if (wheat It. delEim) then 
TRI =TR 
TR2 = wheat /Cp + TO 
else 
TRI =Tm 
TR2 = Tm 
endif 
else 
TRl = TR - of/Cp 
TR2 = (wheat - nf)/Cp + TO 
endif 
write(*, *) 
write(*, 100) "Initial Hugoniot Pressure (GPa) : ", PI10 
write(*, 100) " Wasted Heat (EHO-Ei) (MJ/Kg) : ", 
* EHO - Etotal 
write(*, 100) "Final specific volume (cm3/g) : ", v 
write(*, *) 
write(*, 100) " Ejecta velocity (km/s) : ", 
* (2. OdO * EHO) ** half + Urtotal 
write(*, 100) "Twice Isothermal Sound Vel. (km/s) : ", 
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* 2. OdO * dsqrt(PHO * VO) 
write(*, *) 
write(*, 100) " Jap. Hougoniot temp. (K) : ", THO 
write(*, 100) " Jap. Residual temp. -no ch. phase (K) : ", TR 
write(*, 100) " Jap. Residual temp. -cg. phase (K) : ", TR1 
write(*, 100) " Anderson Residual temp. (K) : ", TR2 
write(*, *) 
write(*, 100) " Energy of shocked state EHO (MJ/kg) : ", EHO 
write(*, 100) " Energy under isentrope Ei (MJ/kg) : ", Etotal 
write(*, 100) " Final Pressure (GPa) : ", Pf 
write(*, *) 
write(*, 100) " Shock Particle velocity (km/s) : ", 
* (2. OdO * EHO) ** half 
write(*, 100) " Residual velocity (km/s) : ", Urtotal 
write(*, 100) " Shock Wave Velocity (km/s) : ", 
c* VO * dsqrt(PHO)/dsqrt(VO-VH) 
* AA+BB*((2. OdO * EHO) ** half) 
write(*, *) 
50 format(4e15.5) 
100 format(a, e 11.4) 
120 format(a, f12.3) 
close (1) 
200 stop 
end 
C****************************************#*******###******#****#*#* 
function Phoug(v, VO, coef 1, coef2) 
double precision Phoug, v, VO, al, denom, coef1, coef2, coef3 
coef3 = coef 1* coef 1 
a1= VO-coef2*(VO-v) 
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denom = al * al 
Phoug = coef3 * (VO -v)/ denom 
return 
end 
C 
C 
C ** ** 
C ** rho0 : initial density ** 
c ** A: bulk sound velocity ** 
c ** B: non-dim. coeff. 
in Us-Up relationship ** 
C ** g0 : Gr" 
$B]0" (Beisen parameter ** 
c ** ThetaO : Debye temperature for the initial state ** 
c ** TO : initial temperature ** 
C ** ** 
C 
function Thoug(PH, rhoO, A, B, g0, ThetaO, nk3, TO, Mmax) 
external CA, CX, XC 
double precision zero, half 
parameter ( zero = O. OdO, half = 0.5d0 ) 
double precision CA, CX, XC 
double precision C, A2, AB, AB2, gB, ABT, IC, lx, x, T 
double precision COO, C 1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8 
double precision M, PH, Thoug 
double precision rhoO, A, B, g0, ThetaO, nk3, TO, Mmax 
common /c-/C 1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8 
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A2 = A*A 
AB = A/B 
AB2 =AB * AB 
ABT = AB21 (Theta0 * nk3) 
gB =g0/B 
Cl =-gB 
C2 = gB * gB / 2. OdO 
C3 = Cl * C2 / 3. OdO 
C4 =C1 *C3/4. OdO 
C5 = Cl * C4 / 5. OdO 
C6 = Cl * C5 / 6.0d0 
C7 = Cl * C6 / 7. OdO 
C8 =C1 *C7/8. OdO 
M=1. OdO 
T=TO 
x= ThetaO /T 
Ix = dlog(x) 
1C = CX(lx) 
COO = dexp(1C) 
M= half + sgrt(1. OdO/4. OdO +B* PH / (rhoO * A2) ) 
c print*, M 
if (M . le. 
1. OdO) then 
print*, 'M < 1. OdO : choose different Hougoniot pressure. ' 
print*, The hougoniot pressure is, PH =', PH 
stop 
endif 
C= COO + ABT * CA(M) 
IC = dlog(C) 
Ix = XC(IC) 
x= dexp(lx) 
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Thoug = ThetaO * dexp (gB * (M -1. Od0) / M) /x 
if (M gt. Mmax ) then 
print*, 'M > Mmax' 
stop 
endif 
return 
end 
C ======================== 
c _= C- COO = F(Mach) == 
C 
function CA(Mach) 
double precision zero, half 
parameter (zero = O. OdO, half = 0.5d0 ) 
double precision M2, LM, Mach, Mach2, CA 
double precision Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8 
double precision Mnl, Mn2, Mn3, Mn4, Mn5, Mn6, Mn7, Mn8 
double precision fMO, fMl, fM2, fM3, fM4, fM5, fM6, fM7, fM8 
common /c_/Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8 
Mach2 = Mach * Mach 
M2 = half * Mach2 
LM = dlog(Mach) 
Mn 1= 1.0d0 /mach 
Mn2 = 1.0d0 / mach2 
Mn3 = Mn1 * Mn2 
Mn4 = Mn2 * Mn2 
Mn5 = Mn2 * Mn3 
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Mn6 = Mn3 * Mn3 
Mn7 = Mn3 * Mn4 
Mn8 = Mn4 * Mn4 
fM0 = M2 - 2. Od0 * Mach + LM + 1.5d0 
fM 1= M2 - 3. OdO * Mach + 3. OdO * LM + Mn! + 1.5d0 
fM2 = M2 - 4. OdO * Mach + 6.010 * LM + 4. Od0 * Mn! - half * Mn2 
fM3 = M2 - 5. OdO * Mach + 1. Od1 * LM + 1. Od1 * Mnl - 2.5d0 * Mn2 
fM3 = fM3 + Mn3 / 3. Od0 - 1. Od 1/3. OdO 
fM4 = M2 - 6. OdO * Mach + 1.5d1 * LM + 2. Od1 * Mnl 
fM4=fM4-half*1.5d1*Mn2+2. OdO * Mn3 -Mn4/4. OdO 
fM4=fM4-3.5d1 / 4. OdO 
fM5 = M2 - 7. OdO * Mach +2. ld1 *LM+3.5d1 *Mnl 
fM5 = fM5 - half * 3.5d1 * Mn2 + 7. OdO * Mn3 
fM5 = fM5 - 7. OdO * Mn4 / 4. OdO + Mn5 /5 . OdO - half * 3.29d 1 
f 46 = M2 - 8. OdO * Mach + 2.8d1 * LM + 5.6d 1* Mn l-3.5d 1* Mn2 
}M6 = fM6 + 5.6d1 * Mn3 / 3. OdO - 7. OdO * Mn4 + 8. OdO*Mn5/5. OdO 
fM6 = fM6 - Mn6 / 6. OdO - 1.33d2 / 5. OdO 
fM7 = M2 - 9. OdO*Mach + 3.6d1 * LM + 8.4d1 * Mn! - 6.3d1 * Mn2 
f 47=fM7+4.2d1*Mn3 -2.1dl * Mn4+3.6d1*Mn5/5. OdO 
fM7 = fM7 - half * 3. OdO * Mn6 + Mn7/7. OdO - 1.96d2/5. OdO 
fM7 = fM7 - 1. OdO/7. OdO 
fM8 = M2 - 1. Od1 * Mach + 4.5d1 * LM + 1.2d2 * Mn! 
fM8 = fM8 - 1.05d2 * Mn2 + 8.4d1 * Mn3 - half * 1.05d2 * Mn4 
N8 = fM8 + 2.4d1 * Mn5 - half * 1.5d1 * Mn6 
fM8 = fM8 + 1. Odl * Mn7/7. OdO - Mn8/8. OdO -5.3d1 -1.01d2/5.6d1 
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CA= fMO +C1* fM 1+ C2 * fM2 + C3 * fM3 + C4 * fM4 + C5 * fM5 
CA= CA+ C6* fM6+C7 *fM7 +C8 *fM8 
return 
end 
== Modified Debye Function : In x= F( In C) 
function XC(CC) 
double precision XC, CC 
double precision CCO, CC1, CC2, CC3, CC4, CC5, CC6, CC7, CC8 
parameter ( CCO = -0.29108336532d0, 
+ CC1 = -0.76850728989d0, 
+ CC2 = -0.72627595071d-1, 
+ CC3 = 0.68279735108d-2, 
+ CC4 = 0.18993280418d-2, 
+ CC5 = -0.4445271904d-3, 
+ CC6 = -0.603428496024.4, 
+ CC7 = 0.287206141364.4, 
+ CC8 = -0.26118858428d-5 ) 
XC = CC7 + CC * CC8 
XC = CC6 + CC * XC 
XC = CC5 + CC * XC 
XC = CC4 + CC * XC 
XC = CC3 + CC * XC 
XC = CC2 + CC * XC 
XC=CCI+CC*XC 
XC = CCO + CC * XC 
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XC = CC5 + CC *(CC6 + CC *(CC7 + CC *CC8)) 
XC = CCO + CC *(CC1 + CC *(CC2 + CC *(CC3 + CC *(CC4 + CC *XC)))) 
return 
end 
== Modified Debye Function : In C= F(In x) == 
function CX(XX) 
double precision CX, XX 
double precision CCO, CC I, CC2, CC3, CC4, CC5, CC6, CC7, CC8, CC9 
parameter ( CCO = -0.39390925583d0, 
+ CC 1 = -0.14112049057d 1, 
+ CC2 = -0.22105029892d0, 
+ CO = -0.8187302888d-1, 
+ CC4 = -0.22886680929d-1, 
+ CC5 = -0.46986746487d-2, 
+ CC6 = -0.59581949858d-3, 
+ CC7 = -0.18701254466d-4, 
+ CC8 = 0.57170796191d-5, 
+ CC9 = 0.58720648417d-6 ) 
CX = CC8 + XX * CC9 
CX = CC7 + XX * CX 
CX = CC6 + XX * CX 
CX = CC5 + XX * CX 
CX = CC4 + XX * CX 
CX = CO + XX * CX 
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CX = CC2 + XX * CX 
CX=CCI+XX*CX 
CX = CCO + XX * CX 
c CX = CC5 + XX *(CC6 + XX *(CC7 + XX *(CC8 + XX *CC9))) 
c CX = CCO + XX *(CC1 + XX *(CC2 + XX *(CC3 + XX *(CC4 + XX *CX )))) 
return 
end 
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{ Code Name gamma. p } 
{ Author K. Nagayama } 
{ 
{ First Created 
} 
April 29,1994 } 
{ Last Update April 30,1994 } 
{ Latest Update : April 30,1994 } 
} { 
{ Version No. . 
{ 
1.12 } 
} 
{- --------------------------------------------_---------------------------} 
program gam(input, output); 
const 
name ='datafile; 
var 
f: text; 
A, B, x, UsO, Up, UspO, qs, qsO, dqs, dUp: real; 
g00, g000, g0, gl, g2, t, t23: real; 
{ material: string[201; } 
i, j, k, nt, N: integer; 
{------------_-----___----_ __-- 
function Us (Up: real): real; 
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begin 
Us: =A+B *Up; 
end; 
function g (Up, qs: real): real; 
var 
gOO1, g002, g003, gl, g2, Usi, Uspl, rUsUp: real; 
begin 
g001 : =2*B-2/3-t/3+g00; 
g002: =B * (B-2)-B * g001 -t/3 * (1 -4 * B+t23); 
g003: =B*(B*(B-1)-(B+1)/2*g001-3/2* 
g002)+4*sqr(B-t/3)*(B-t/3)+B*(B-t/3)*g001; 
Us! := Us(Up); 
Uspl := Us! -up; 
rUsUp := Uspl /Us 1; 
gi := g001 + g002 * Up /A+ g003 * sqr(Up) /A/A; 
if Up >0 then 
g2: = Uspl /B/ sqr(Up) * (A +2*B* Up - t23 
A* Up / UspI - qs * exp(t23 * ln(Usl / Usp1)) *A/ sgr(Uspl)) 
else 
g2 := g001; 
if rUsUp > 0.97 then 
g: = g1 
else 
g= g2; 
end; 
{- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- } 
function dqsU (Up, qs: real): real; 
var 
z, Us1, Usp1: real; 
begin 
z := g(Up, qs); 
Usl := Us(Up); 
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Uspl := Us! -Up; 
dgsU: =+qs*(z-(1+t)/3-g00)*2*A/Usl/Uspl; 
end; 
procedure Runge_Kutta (var h, x0, y0, y: real); 
var 
hh, k0, kl, k2, k3, k4: real; 
begin 
hh: =h/2.0; 
kl :=h* dqsU(xO, y0); 
k2 :=h* dqsU(xO + hh, yO + kl / 2.0); 
B :=h* dqsU(xO + hh, yO + k2 / 2.0); 
k4 :=h* dqsU(xO + h, yO + U); 
y: =yO+(k1+2*k2+2*k3+k4)/6.0; 
end; 
MAIN PROGRAM --------- --------------- _-_---} 
begin 
rewrite(f, name); 
{ write(' Please input the name of the material : '); 
readln(material); 
} write('Please input the Hugoniot parameter A: '); 
readln(A); 
write('Please input the Hugoniot parameter B: '); 
readln(B); 
writeln(' v/v0 Up qs gamma'); 
writeln(f, ' v/v0 Up qs gamma'); 
N: = 17500; 
nt. = 100; 
dUp :=0.0005; 
t: =2.0; 
t23 :=2/3*t; 
g00 :=0.0; 
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Up := -dUp; 
qs: =A*A; 
j =nt-1; 
go := gooo; 
for i :=1 to N do 
begin 
Up := Up + dUp; 
Us0 := Us(Up); 
UspO := UsO - Up; 
j: =j+1; 
g0 := g(Up, 9s); 
if (j = nt) then 
begin 
x: =(UsO-Up)/UsO; 
writeln(x : 10: 4, Up : 10 : 4, qs 
10 : 3,90: 10: 4); 
writeln(f, x: 10: 4, Up : 10: 4, 
qs : 10: 3,90: 
10: 4); 
j=0; 
end; 
qs0 := qs; 
Runge_Kutta(dUp, Up, qsO, qs); 
end; 
close(f); 
end. 
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proof and comments of various equations appeared in the main text 
Proof of Eq. (2.3.1.3) 
ß1+a2+ß3 =-P+s1-P+s2-P+s3 =-3P+(s1+s2+s3)= 
33(a, +a2+a3)+(s1+s2+s3)r=(sl+S2+s3)=0 QED 
Proof of Eq. (2.3.1.6) 
(s1-s2)2 +(s2 -53)2 +(s3 -sl)2 = 2Y2 e* 2(s1 +s2 +s3)-2(sLs2 +S2S3 +S3S1)= 2Y2 (A4.1) 
But from Eq. (2.3.1.3) we have the following set of equations: 
St _" -(S2 
+S3) 
s2 = -(s1 +s3) (A4.2) 
S3 =-(S1 +52) 
I 
From Eq. (A4.2) we get: 
sls2 = (s2 +s3)(sl +s3) tý s3 +s2S3 +s3s1= 0 (A4.3a) 
Similarly for s1s3 and s2S3 we derive: 
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S? +S2sI +s2s3 =0 (A4.3b) 
Si +s1s2 +s3si =0 
(A4.3c) 
Adding Eqs. (A4.3a)-(A4.3c), we get: 
2(SZS3 +S3S1 +S1S2) = -(s1 +s2 +s3) (A4.4) 
From Eqs. (A4.1) and (A4.4) we finally deduce: 
Si +sZ +s3 = 
232 (A4.5) 
proof of Eq. (2.3.2.6) 
From the ls` Hugoniot relation we have: 
V0up 
V6= 
-V VO 
(A4.6) 
while from the 2nd Hugoniot relation may be written as: 
Usup 
p H VO 
(A4.7) 
The linear relation between the shock and particle velocity is: 
sup =us -co (A4.8) 
Substituting Eq. (A4.6) into Eq. (A4.8) and rearranging: 
co(VO-V) 
uP _ [VO 
- s(V0 - V)] 
(A4.9) 
Substituting Eq. (A4.9) into Eq. (A4.6): 
c0V0 U= [Va 
- s(Vo -V)] 
(A. 10) 
Finally, from Eqs (A4.7), (A4.9) and (A4.10) we deduce: 
co2(V0 -V) PH =2 [Vo 
-s(V0 -V)] 
(A4.11) 
I I 
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proof of Eq. (2.3.2.9) 
From the impedance match method, the impact velocity is the sum of the particle velocities of 
target and projectile materials: 
-P HU` (A4.12) jJ0 -UP P 
But, the particle velocity, in general, is given by Eq. (AI. 3.5a): 
UP = PH(V0 -V) (A4.13) 
where the initial pressure Po is assumed to be zero. 
Applying Eq. (A4.13) for both materials and substituting into Eq. (A4.12), we derive: 
Vol _Vt 
Y 
Uo = 1+ P-P 
PH(v -VH) (A4.14) V VP VH 
proof of Eq. (2.3.2.23) 
From the 3`d Hugoniot relation we have: 
1 H=2PH(V(, -V) (A4.15) 
14owever, from the Mie-Gruneisen EOS the Hugoniot energy is the sum of the cold and thermal 
terms (neglecting electronic contributions): 
EH = Ec + ET (A4.16) 
while the Hugoniot pressure is the sum of the cold and thermal pressures: 
PH=PC+PT (A4.17) 
From Eqs. (A4.15) and (A4.16) we have: 
Ec+ET =1 2PH(Vo-V) (A4.18) 
gut the thermal energy is connected to the thermal pressure from: 
VPT 
ET = 
Y(V) 
(A4.19) 
Substituting Eq. (A4.17) into Eq. ((A4.19): 
V(PH Pc) 
ET = 
Y(V) 
(A4.20) 
Finally, from Eqs (A4.18) and (A4.20): 
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(K-1)Pc -2Ec /V 
PH 
K- Vp/V 
where K= 2/y + I. 
(A4.21) 
The new method of calculating shock temperatures developed by K. Nagayama 
Usually, shock temperature has been calculated by integrating Eq. (2.3.3.34), giving the value of 
Cv by Eq. (2.3.3.36). The new method, however, does not require any integration and has the 
following four stages: 
1. Calculate the value of C at the initial state C(S0) (or CM=t = C(1)) by the Debye function: 
C(S)=C(x)=3nkD3(x), wherex=OD /T 
x 
(A4.22) 
2. Calculate the increment in C from C(1), AC = C(M) - C(1) for the given shock strength by: 
M2r )C(M)- 
C(1)= 
(C/S)2 
ilM) 
J (MMIý expl - 
S° 1 ýiM (A4.23) 
where 0 is the characteristic Debye temperature and M is the Mach number given by UIC0. 
3. Calculate the corresponding value of x to the value of C(M) by solving Eq. (A4.21). 
4. Calculate the Debye temperature O(M) by solving: 
O(M) ex 
( Y° M-11 
Pl 
sMJ 
(A4.24) 
then use this value together with the value of x already calculated in step 3 to find the 
temperature. 
The integral of Eq. (A4.23) has been approximated by a polynomial formula by 
expansion of the exponential term. 
The function C(x) had been calculated (by K. Nagayama) by numerically integrating the 
Debye function over a wide range of x, that is D3(x)/x has been found for different values of x. 
These values gave a relationship which has been approximated by a polynomial. Sufficient 
precision was obtained only when the functional relationship has been represented in the plane of 
(InC) vs. (lnx). It is required to calculate C from x in step 1 and x from C in step 3. For this 
purpose, it was necessary to have two approximate formulae. By introducing the variables ý=lnC 
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and 4=1nx and by writting the relationship between C(x) and x in polynomial forms he got 
coefficients by least square fit. 
Why the release is nearly isentropic and the Riemannian integral 
The difference between the principal Hugoniot and the isentrope centered at ambient conditions 
is small for small strains. This can be shown by expanding the entropy S in a Taylor series along 
the Hugoniot: 
dS 1 d2S 2 3S 31d (VVo +IJ3! 
V 31 
(V-VO ) +... +nýdV (VVo)+2ýdV2 5=So+dV (V-Vo)"+... 
° o 00 
(A4.25) 
But from Eq. (2.3.3.35) we have: 
dV 2T[(V°-V)dV+P-P°J 
(A4.26) 
It can be proved that: 
dSl 
_d 
2S 
=0 and 
d3S 1 d2P 
2 (A4.27) 2To V TV od dV V oo 
Hence, from Eqs (A4.25) and (A4.27) we deduce: 
z 
S -S0 12To dV2 
(V° - V)3 +K(V0 - V)4+... (A4.28) 
0 
Thus, to the 3rd order of strain, the entropy along the Hugoniot is constant and weak shock waves 
are nearly isentropic. However, an unsteady wave such as a spreading rarefaction can be 
approximated by an infinite number of vanishingly small discontinuities. Hence Eq. (A4.28) is 
applied to the release, and thus, release in nearly isentropic. 
From Eq. (A4.13) we have: 
U, = PH (VO - V) (A4.29) 
The incremental change can be written as a differential: 
du p=t 
dPdV (A4.30) 
where the sign depends on the direction of flow. However, Eq. (A4.30) may be applied to a 
release wave since it is approximated by an infinite number of vanishingly small discontinuities. 
In addition, it is nearly isentropic, hence dP/dV = (aP/hV)s . This states the obvious 
fact that a 
principal Hugoniot has the slope of the isentrope only at the initial state. At other states along the 
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Hugoniot, the Hugoniot will always be steeper than the corresponding isentrope. (Mode I 
stability criterion by Segletes). Hence Eq. (A4.30) may take the form: 
aP 5" aP Y5 dup =fl aVý dV or up -llaP =f wdV ll s VO s 
(A4.31) 
Eq. (A4.31) is the Riemann integral and can be applied to usteady waves. It has also been used to 
predict the ejecta velocities in chapter 3. 
The pressure dependence of a brittle material flow stress 
It is well known that the yield stress of brittle materials depends on the hydrostatic pressure. The 
reason is that brittle materials cannot deform plastically by dislocation movement. Thus, they 
either have to continue on the elastic curve or fail by crack nucleation and growth (possible 
mechanism of failure waves). 
Rosenberg (J. Applied Phys., 76(3), 1543,1994) expressed the above dependence 
mathematically: 
From Eq. (2.3.1.1), the difference between the applied stress and mean hydrostatic pressure is the 
deviator stress which for 1-D strain equals 4/3 of the maximum shear strain: 
sl =a, -P=43ti=23(oß -(12) (A4.32) 
From the Griffith's criterion: 
(a1 -a2)2 =Y0(ß1 +a2) (A4.33) 
Using Eqs. (A4.32) and (A4.33): 
s1=1at-3(aß+2a2))=3(al-a2)=3 Y0(at+a2)=3 Yo (3P-a2)=3 Yo(2P+P-o'2) l1 
(A4.34) 
But 
a2-P=s2 ands3=a3-P=a2-P 
and 
s, +s2+s3=s, +a2-P+a3-P=s, +2((y2-P)=Ot, *P-a2= (A4.35) 
From Eqs. (A4.34) and (A4.35) we get: 
s; =9 Y0I2P+2l (A4.36) 
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Solving for sl and putting s1 = si/Yo and P'= P/Yo, we can solve Eq. (A4.36) for sl*: 
si =9 
(I 
+1+ 72P*) 
9 (1 
+6 2Pý) (A4.37) 
Substituting Eq. (A4.37) into Eq. (A4.32) we finally derive an expression for the normalised 
shear strength: 
'r" 12(1+6 
2P') (A4.38) 
Thus, the shear strength of a brittle solid should increase with shock pressure. This Eq. Should 
apply behind the shock wave and before the failure wave arrives. This is indeed what we observe 
on glasses and ceramics where the shear strength increases with impact stress (unfailed region) 
and then drops to a constant value as the failure wave appears. 
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